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Talking Up aStorm
We were edified to see, in one of the
other

"underground"

magazines,

a

veritable cornucopia of comment—a
frothing at the mouth almost—about
Stereophile, J. Gordon Holt, Larry Archibald, and John Atkinson (our new Managing Editor—see p. 10). We are, of course,
flattered, though much of the comment
was unfavorable.
One

criticism

was

justly

made:

Stereophile has been lax in detailing the
systems, listening rooms, and biases of its
reviewers. This information proves useful
to the reader in a number of ways: (1) it
gives him afeel for the reviewer's taste in
sound; (2) he can account for some observations through personal knowledge of the
equipment's idiosyncrasies; (3) he could
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reviewer's findings; and (4) he reads what's

this regard. You may hold our feet to the
fire if significant progress has not been
made by the end of 1986.
Criticism was also offered on the subject
of Stereophile's circulation claims. Alas,
this was unjustified. (I think the editor and
publisher discovered this before going to
press; he "threatened" to publish our circulation figures along with his, but apparently thought better of it.) Briefly, the
average figures for our last two issues
(Stereophile's second-class mail "Statement
of Ownership" will appear in Vol. 9, No. 4):
print order, 32,250; mailed second class
from Denver (initial mailing), 19,535; mailed
second class from Santa Fe (supplemental
mailings), 3,010; mailed first class. Canadian, and foreign from Santa Fe, 475; complimentary copies (to be subtracted from
above), 650; newsstands and high-end
retailers, 6300. These figures can be checked
at the relevant Post Offices, or at our business office; obviously, Stereophile only
welcomes having its true circulation
"exposed."
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BETTER. MUCH BETTER. NONE BETTER.
Improving on the sonic performance of the Denon
"XD-1800 was no easy task, considering that reviewers in the
West Germany, and Japan claim "never to have heard a
aetter sounding CD player" Yet Denon set out to build players
hat exceed our original performance level and make them
affordable
began with the compact DCD.1000, aDenon CD
'la
unthinkably low $379.95!' Yet it includes Denon's
I
nique D
the world's only digital-to-analog converter
hat's hand-t
for reduced D/A transfer distortion And it
Denon's Rea
phase correction circuitry.

Better still is Denon's DCD-1100. This full-sized machine
has the same high-performance DDAC, the same Real Time
phase correction, and adds wireless remote control with a
10-key pad for direct track access.
The deluxe DCD-1500 uses two separate 16-bit DDAC
convertors (one for each channel), and computer-analyzed
linear-phase filtration for perfectly flat frequency response. Its
wireless remote even features volume adjustment.
Now, no matter how much or how little you plan to s
for aCD Player, you can own one from the I
irst name in
audio. Denon.

The New Generation of
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*1,000 Joule Power Supply
*Massive 1KVA Custom Transformer
*Custom Gold Plated/Teflon Connectors
*Vacuum Tube Rectification
*Hand Selected Tubes/MOSFET Output
*200 W/Channe 1/
8Q; 1000 W (Peak)/252
*Bridgeable To Nearly Twice The Power

Audition The SA-20 and SA-20/20 at your
Counterpoint Authorized Dealer.
Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 12472 Dept. S, La Jolla, CA. 92037
Telephone (619) 453-9090 Telex 284902 CPT UR

AS WE SEE IT
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MY DEAR WATSON
J. Gordon Holt

M

uch of the descriptive terminology

should be perfectly clear, or "transparent,"

used in subjective reporting describes things

just as awindow for viewing avisual scene

we hear in live music, and expect—or,

should be perfectly transparent. Anything

rather, hope—to hear from reproduced
music, too. I'm referring to terms like width,
depth, perspective, spectral balance, and

that tends to obscure the view is going to
impair the window's transparency. Two
kinds of imperfection can do this: textur-

tonal accuracy. If you read our reports,

ing or hazing (fogging).

you know these terms as well as Ido, and

Texturing is best understood by analogy

since they are (for most people) self-

with photography. Consider for amoment

explanatory, Iwill devote no more time to
them.

an extremely fine-grained black-and-white

Rather more difficult to grasp, though,

have no texture at all. Grays appear ab-

are those terms that describe things added

solutely uniform and featureless, blacks are

to the sound by the reproducing system,

solid. There are no tiny stipples, dots, or
whatever to disturb the illusion of smooth

because understanding this terminology re-

print. To the naked eye, the print appears to

quires enough audio listening experience
to have encountered, first-hand, the effects

continuity from one area of the picture to

that they describe. One such term is

Let us think of this photograph as the
sound that's recorded on an LP. If we view

transparency.'
The aim of stereo is to create the illusion
of listening in on the concert hall through
a large window, extending between and
perhaps even beyond the space between
your loudspeakers. Ideally, that window
1Harry Pearson, in his essay on transparency in
News (January, 1986), included depth, breadth, perspective and focus in his explanation of transparency. They are
related to transparency, insofar as you cannot get them
without it. but you can also get transparency without all,
or even most, of them (The photo, for example.) They are
separate aspects of the reproduction, and must be assessed
independently of it. Otherwise, to say that asystem is
"very transnarent - would automatically imply that all of
those other things are right on, which is not necessarily
the case,

Stereophile

another.

the photo through aperfectly clean, flat
sheet of glass, it will appear unchanged. We
are viewing it through a"transparent" medium, which has no effect on it whatsoever.
Now, let's think of system amplification
as the equivalent of taking another photo
of that original photo and making asamesized print from it. What will the new print
look like?
Well, it will have more grain. Film grain
consists of randomly-spaced speckles, and
when one set of such random speckles is
superimposed over another, some speckles
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The
Rarely—perhaps once in alifetime—an
audio component appears that is truly unique. And, it must be
personally experienced to be appreciated. Its performance
cannot otherwise be related. We firmly believe the Audio
Research SP11 Stereo Preamplifier is such aproduct.
PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: High level, ±.5dB 1Hz to 100kHz, -3dB points .2Hz and
>250kHz.
PHONO: ±.2dB RIM accuracy 20Hz to 40kHz.
HARMONIC DISTORTION: <.005% @ 2V RMS output, 5to 30kHz
(Typically <.001% midband).
GAIN: High level inputs, 30dB; Phono, 76dB.
NOISE: Output noise (gain down), -110dB IHF weighted ref 2V RMS output. Input
noise, high level, gain maximum <5uV equivalent input, IHF weighted, or 106dB below
1Volt RMS input. Phono, RIM IHF weighted <.2uV or 74dB below lmV input.
SELECTED FEATURES:
•Automatic warmup, brown-out, power-line interruption muting and manual muting at
all preamplifier outputs, with new shunt circuitry.
•Subsonic phono filter with 6dB/octave rolloff (to eliminate ringing) with transition to
12dB/octave. Front panel switchable.
•Absolute phase switch for main outputs, plus unswitched inverting and non-inverting
outputs.
•All input/output connectors connect "ground" before "hot".
•Level set control in addition to normal gain control. Allows essentially unlimited input
,
,ignal range while preserving optimum gain control usage.
•Toroid power transformer for low mechanical noise and low external magnetic field.
•Call or write for literature on the complete line of Audio Research products.

audio research corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430

Phone (612) 566-7570, Telex 290-583

will abut with others, while others will
not. The areas where they abut (clump)
will appear as larger "grains." In other

same thing with the salt; that will produce
arelatively "fine" texture. Next, the flour.
This produces no clearly perceptible tex-

words, the composite of those speckles

ture as such, but the dull rushing sound

will appear to be grainier—coarser in
texture.

that it makes is obviously coming from

If the grains are still too small to see (or
hear), we can still consider the reproduc-

would describe it.

something dry. And "dry" is how we

tion to be absolutely "transparent." If the

Finally, the water. Although it may
gurgle, this makes no noise at all travelling

grains reach the point of visibility, then

across the card. This is the ultimate

"transparency" is replaced by "texturing"
—which is its opposite.
Sound is essentially analog in nature—

"transparency" or freedom from texture:
"liquidity." Now, reinforce what you've
just heard by feeling the same things. Take

that it is made up of smooth and con-

asmidgeon of each of the aforementioned

tinuous variations in air pressure. The

materials and rub them between your
fingertips. You will note that they feel the

purest sound, asine wave (Figure 1), looks
like adrawn graph of amathematical function, which in fact is what it is. (1 won't

way they sound. Rice feels "gritty" (almost
"pebbly"), salt feels "fine-grained" or

elaborate on that.) The line is smooth and

"sandy," flour feels "dry" and "chalky"

sinuously curving, without any disconnature.

(like chalk dust), and water has no perceptible texture at all.
To pound this whole business into the

Now imagine, if you can, what that sine
wave might sound like if it contained tiny,

ground, take a fine-grained photograph
(that framed portrait of Aunt Beth and Un-

tinuities whatsoever; it also never occurs in

random irregularities (Figure 2). Instead of

cle Ezra will do) and sprinkle it, as evenly

apure tone, the sine wave would contain

as possible across its surface, with each of

what sound like discontinuities. It would
have acoarseness or roughness to it—a tex-

these materials. You can skip the water if
you wish. It will ruin the photo, but you

ture. If the irregularities were close together,
the texturing would be "fine," like barely

can guess what effect it will have on
transparency: none. That's called "liquid

visible grain in aphoto. If they were farther

transparency," or just "liquidity."

apart, and larger, they would become both

Then, put about 2inches of water in the
measuring cup, drop a coin into it, and
note the change in its appearance. It looks
even more sharply etched than when dry.

more audible and longer in duration; that
is, the texturing would be "coarse."
One rather messy way to get an aural
handle on texturing is by pouring things

Add asingle drop of milk and stir the water.

down the surface of asheet of light card-

The outline of the coin is still sharp; that is,

board. (This is best done over the kitchen

the "focus" is still good, but the contrast—

sink.)

the range between light and dark—has
been diminished. This is the visual equiva-

First, round up abox of rice (uncooked,
of course), acup of flour, acontainer of salt
with a pour spout, and ameasuring cup
half full of water.
Now, holding the cardboard sheet at an
angle of about 30 degrees from vertical,

lent of the loss of silence or space between
sounds when the system's rendering of
detail is poor. The aural equivalent of the
result is what is called "haziness" or "veil-

with its bottom resting in the bottom of the

ing" or "fogging."
This is the second part of an irregular

sink, cascade some rice grains down the
surface of the card and listen to their sound.

series, in which JGH describes what he
listens for, and what he calls what he

Note that the sound of rice has a very

hears. Part three, to be published etentually

"coarse" texture in which you may even be

(irregularly), will cover the various at-

able to distinguish individual clicks. Do the

tributes of soundstaging.
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THE MG AI*
Larry Archibald

The rumors have been flying, and his ar-

fect J. Gordon—who, after all, is and has

rival is imminent—a couple weeks after

been the heart and soul of Stereopbile for

you read this—so it's time our readers

twenty-four years? JGH answers that ques-

know: John Atkinson, for the last four years

tion from his point of view (below), but as

Editor of Britain's prestigious Hi Fi News &

far as I'm concerned, JG has the best ears in

Record Review, is joining the staff of

audio, and his judgments hew closest to the

Stereopbile as Managing Editor and Inter-

sound of live music. In that respect, he

national Editor.

simply can't be replaced.

You can imagine how exciting an event

Basically, John will take over the job that

this is for people here. John is respected far

Ihave had: as Managing Editor, he will arrange for equipment to review, commission

and wide in the field of audio journalism,
and is credited for establishing HFNRR as

articles, deal with articles on hand (copy

the premier audio journal of the English-

editing, proof reading, preparation for type-

speaking world. (I feel it's the best in any

setting), and conduct much of the magazine's

language.) John is also an acute commen-

relationship with manufacturers. As Inter-

tator on audio equipment, arecording en-

national Editor, his extensive contacts

thusiast, a devoted concert-goer, and a

among European journalists will add to the

helluva nice guy. In short, Ican't believe

reviewing expertise we already possess.
Stereopbile's ability to incorporate su:h

our good fortune.
But, you might ask, what will John's
Stereopbile duties be, and how will that af-

a formidable audio personality will be a
test, and Ieagerly anticipate it.

—LA

GRIST FROM THE RUMOR MILL
J Gordon Holt
During the past few weeks, Ihave received

asked him if he would like to join

anumber of phone calls from concerned

Stereopbile, and, after due consideration,

citizens asking how I feel about being

John agreed. Within days, word went out

replaced as editor of Stereopbile. My reply

on the audio grapevine that Stereopbile

has been "I don't know—and won't know

had hired a new editor, which was true.
With that word went a question: What

until Iam faced with the prospect of actually
being replaced." Rumors, especially

about the old Editor? No magazine has

mistaken ones, travel like wildfire in audio

more than one Editor, right? Not so.

circles.

In fact, most magazines have many

I can see how this one got started,

editors. They are listed, in every issue, in

though. We are pleased to announce anew
addition to our staff: John Atkinson, cur-

the masthead. But, since mastheads make
about as interesting reading as the Toledo

rently Editor of Britain's Hi-Fi News. LA

telephone directory, few readers ever give

lo
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them apassing glance.

publications—press deadline. That is the

If you had, you would have observed

formidable task facing our newly acquired

that they always list one person whose title

JA, who has my sympathies. He has to get

is "Editor," pure and simple. He or she is the

this (up-till-now) disorganized editorial of-

Editor, el supremo chiefo, le personnage

fice running smoothly, automatically, by

premier déditoriale. (I am Stereophile's,

the numbers, and right on schedule. (I just

in case you hadn't noticed.) The Editor is

wanted to let you know we're all rooting

the magazine's one-man steering commit-

for you, John!)

tee, whose primary responsibility is to see

Of course, we aren't going to let him off

that everything appearing in the magazine

the hook all that easily—if we had just

conforms to its editorial policy—also called

wanted an organizer, we could have hired

the party line—as spelled out by the
Publisher, whose word is the Law. OGH

aDepartment Manager from alocal bank,
or bought a Dayrimer. John has what we

considers himself exceedingly fortunate

consider ahell of agood track record in

that LA agrees with him about practically

audio: he took England's best audio publi-

everything except time-and-a-half for loaf-

cation and made it into what is arguably

ing and dissipation, where there appears to

the best in the English-speaking world.

be no hope for compromise.) The Editor

(Yes, Ifeel that in many ways, HFN&RR is

okays articles for publication, blue-pencils

better than anything we have in the U.S.—

shabby copy, checks material for accuracy,

including Stereopbile. There, I've said it.

and generally makes things as difficult as

So sue me!) He's asuperb writer (English

possible for contributors.
Some magazines have an Executive Editor.
His job is to commit the entire party line to

scooling!), an avid and knowledgeable
audiophile, a genuine music nut, and a
skilled listener with an uncommon ability

memory and use it to browbeat all the

to describe what he hears. He's also very

other editors about violations; Executive

good company.

Editors tend to be lonely people.
Most magazines call their regular contributors Contributing Editors, but they
aren't really. They don't edit anything, in-

I'm not sure how / feel about being
organized, though. Ilove to complain, and
disorganization provides endless problems

cluding their own copy; the title merely

to complain about. But LA? Now be needs
organizing. LA has been so disorganized

compensates for the poor pay.

he's been working 12 hours aday trying to

Then there's the Managing Editor. As the

do what he refused (until recently) to

name implies, this is largely an executive

recognize as two jobs: Publisher and

position; the Managing Editor does not

Managing Editor. As aresult, he was often

specialize in executing tasks or recalcitrant

tired and irritable, and when LA irritates, he

underlings, but in managing things. The

scratches everyone around him—including

ME is an organizer: he sets schedules, coor-

me. People, Iwould like to introduce John,

dinates the efforts of independent contrac-

our new emollient.

tors, and sees that everything comes
together on that day of reckoning for all

Stereophile

How do I really feel about our new
Editor? Just ask me.

Il
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Monaural Reference Amplifier
introduced February 1986
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LETTERS
We regret that time does not permit us to to reply individually to letters, particularly
those requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do
this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have
time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general interest
are selected for publication.

Elated, Ecstatic, and Curious
Editor:

benefits.
Used with discretion, good signal pro-

Iam anew subscriber and, so far, Iam

cessors can work wonders on mediocre

elated with your magazine. Irecently pur-

recordings, far outweighing the significance of their detrimental effects. But

chased aCarver C-9 Holography unit to aid
the 3-D imaging effect of my speakers.

switch out (bypass)all processors that are

After much consideration and disappointment with the unit, Ireturned it in ex-

shortcomings of each are cumulative.

change for apair of Polk SDA Jr.'s, about
which Ipersonally am ecstatic. My question is: Do true audiophiles leave the sound

Editor:

alone as it was recorded, or should they
add external processors such as the C-9 or
the now-discontinued Omnisonic 801?
While on the subject, Iam also curious
as to what you think about other pro-

not needed for a given recording, as the

Nirvana and You Passed It Up!
There you had Bob Carver, and he had
matched your champion amplifie The next
step should have been to have him match a
straight wire with gain! Why didn't you do
it?

cessors, such as dynamic range expanders,

All true audiophiles agree that the ideal

octave equalizers, and so on. Should we
leave well enough alone or should we
change it?

audio component is tonally neutral. All an
amp or preamp should do is amplify. It
should not sound warm, metallic, tinny,

Steve Powers

bright, velvety, shrill, alive, real, or any

Houston, TX

other adjectival or adverbial designation

Simply stated, the avowed purpose of
high-end audio is to reproduce as ac-

opposite of warm or metallic or tinny

unless the music it is "processing" is the
or. ..

curately as possible the sound that is on a

All Carver did was match your personal

record (or cassette, or CD, or whatever). It

ideal. Why not have him match everyone's

is also hoped that a system meeting this

ideal? His methodology can certainly be

criterion will make the best recordings
sound as realistic as possible.

adapted to the cause. Take three Carver

Having said that, we can now admit
that most recordings do not sound very

Let us make C perfect, astraight wire with
gain. We feed our musical example into

good through asystem that makes the best
ones sound great, and that the obvious

both A and B, and match their outputs by

way of enhancing the enjoyment of tose

A and Bare now identical, but not perfect.

recordings is through the use of signal processors. The hitch is that, because all of
them contain active circuitry their beneficial effects are invariably bought at the
cost of some loss of sound quality; there is
a point at which the cost outweighs the
Stereophile

amps, same model. Call them A, B, and C.

using Carver's difference-signal technique.
So we put C between the source signal and
A, padding its output down to match the
input to B. Next, we adjust the electronics
of C until the output of A and B match. C
has been made to "sound like" astraight
wire with gain—the perfect audio compo13

nent! We can do this for amps, preamps,
head amps, and so forth.

because its goal is perfection and perfec-

If you use this to design the perfect component, and go into marketing it to get

are imperfect, audio Journalists can always

rich, Iclaim a10% royalty fee!
Idoubt, however, that you will ever pro-

The audio "problem" will never be solved,
tion is impossible. And as long as products
find something to bitch about. We're not
worried about our future.

ceed along these lines. My doubt is based
upon my principle of "The Solutionless
Solution." This states that neither politi-

The AM Band
Editor:

cians nor critical journalists will ever
legalize, invent, create or describe aperfect

fessor Reilly's hare-brained theory about

solution to any problem. Since aperfect

digital audio, but thought Ishould write to

solution denies its creator anything further

point out that there was an error in the article. The AM radio band does not start at

to legislate or argue about in print, it puts
him/her out of business; therefore, it will

Ienjoyed reading JGH's attack on Pro-

50 kHz; it starts at 500 kHz.

not happen.

Paul Lehndorff
Bill Storrer
West Columbia, SC

Seattle, WA
Hmmph!

Since wires also introduce audible aberrations, and the longer the wire, the worse

Serials

the aberrations,

Editor:

the question then

becomes "What kind of wire should you

Ihave noticed from reading Stereophile

null the amplifier against, and how long

that component manufacturers often

should it be?" You want perfection? Get

upgrade their products without changing

rid of the wire entirely, and null the
amplifier's output with its own input.

the model number in any way. Since these
upgrades presumably yield better sound, it
would be helpful if your equipment reports

Somehow, we don't think that would
work, but any readers' suggestions for im-

listed the serial numbers of the products

plementing it would be welcomed.

tested, so abuyer could tell whether astore

It is not true that audiophiles are seeking truly neutral components. What they

sample was made prior to, or after, the sam-

want is neutral sound, and since every

Anthony &Janina

loudspeaker has its own particular col-

Staten Island, NY

ple you tested.

orations, "perfect" neutrality can only be
approached

by

mating

a

given

A good idea. We will endeavor to provide

loudspeaker with electronics that best

serial numbers in all future reports.

complement (offset) its own peculiarities.
In many instances, the best sound is obtained by the use of rather highly colored

Unconscious and Indirectly
Marxist Assumptions

electronics which just happen to offset what

Editor:

the speakers (and cartridge/tonearm/

Iam sure you have been flooded by let-

turntable) are doing.

ters (mostly angry?) about your editorial in

To us, the most exciting possibility
emerging from the Carver challenge is a

Vol. 8, No. 2.

single power amplifier with afront-panel

Ineither intend nor want to join in on
the merits or demerits of CDs. Ionly wish

switch that would enable abuyer to "dial

to focus on your basic assumption (almost

up" Threshold SA- Is, Conrad Johnson

unconscious and indirectly Marxist) that

Premier Fives,

or Krell

quality is reducible to A/B—in fact, to

KMA -200s. If that amplifier wouldn't
please everybody, none would!

quantity.
Discussion of the above would turn this

14

Eagle 'As,
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Rarely are products conceived that
reshape the art of music reproduction. These products emerge from
companies that are uniquely dedicated to their art and craft while
motivated by the presence of
music. Jadis is such acompany
The dual mono, 60 watt per channel, Class AJadis JA 80, shown,
utilizes the most advanced tube
amplifier design techniques available today. Its engineering
represents the culmination of over
ten years of development and
design by ateam of dedicated engineers specializing in vacuum tube
technology

Villedubert, France

Consistent with Jadis design philosophy, all products incorporate
the highest grade components with
the most critical parts receiving
individual sonic evaluation in the
manufacturing process. Each
power amplifier output transformer is hand-built to ensure
perfect symmetry in resistance and
self-inductance of the coils,
thereby achieving unconditional
stability into any load.
Jadis' products are built in small
quantities to ensure their high
standards and are available
through alimited dealer network.

Also available are the JA 200 and JA 30 dual mono tube power amplifiers.
The JP 80 tube preamp will be iiitroduced in 1986.
Distributed by MADRIGAL LTD., PO Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457

ITT Telex 4942158

The Hi-Performance Indoor FM Antenna

PARSEC 7403-11
enhances reception

with quality components

(PARSEC
130 west end street. new york, ny 10036
telephone (212) 302-4880

•omnidirectional
•easy to install. lk UL
listed power supply

•eliminates multipoth
interference •amplifies
hidden, weak signals

the PARSEC 7403-II is a second generation, high technology, universal omnidirectional antenna. It uses an advanced low noise,
high gain modular amplifier to capture and increase weak signals
and provides proper levels for good reception

letter into an article, if not abook, but even

exactly what is on a recording or whether

your conscious starting point is, in my opi-

it should try to make a recording of ques-

nio,n, mistaken. Who wants a full sym-

tionable accuracy sound as much as

phony orchestra blasting one's ears away

possible like "the real thing." We at

inside aliving room? If the answer is "no

Stereophile tend toward the former view,

one," then what do you want to know

simply because the latter approach teen

about vinyl that comparison with CD will

makes a "better" recording sound worse—

tell you? You might just as well evaluate a

that is, less musically realistic—than a

Canaletto by comparing it with a photo-

truly mediocre one. The remaining ques-

graph of the same subject, as this is more

tion, then, becomes "What did the

practical and, in the end, far more accurate
than trying to bring Venice into the living

original master tape actually sound

room. Will you be satisfied if, as you sug-

like?" And! happen to believe that a CD
playback can protide a better answer to

gest, the comparison shows that Canaletto

that than an analog-disc playback.

didn't introduce colorations of his own?
The justification of the sound of a

The quality losses all the way along the
analog chain are legion and legendary;

recorded performance, which includes the

there is no point in enumerating them

record and the entire reproducing gear, is

again. But as long as a digital master is
not subjected to D/A-A/D conversion

its artistic integrity, which is self-sustaining
and, outside of avague statistical consen-

along the line—for "sweetening," for

sus, untestable. Too subjective? Yes, but it

example—the CD you buy will be a very

always has been. Sam Goody was already

accurate replica of the code (the recorded

discounting LPs when the Apollo del Bel-

signal) that was on the master tape. And

vedere was still considered the greatest

while good current-model CD players do
differ in sound, it has been my observa-

work of art in the world. Do you think that
this would or could have been avoided had

tion that they differ far less than the range

there been a cast of the real Apollo? Of

of sound you can get from a random

course not! Y'all know that there is no real

selection of any so-called high-end car-

Apollo. Is there areal "Harnmerklavier"? If
so, it's not on CD.

tridge, tonearm, and preamplifier That is

Gilberto Regules
Montevideo, Uruguay

why, when Ihear audible differences in
spectral balance between a CD and an
analog disc made from the same master I
am more inclined to "believe" the CD.

Not Marxist, but definitely antedeluvian,

Okay, so it's heresy But Ihappen to be

paramecium, and perhaps even neotrop-

one of the only equipment reviewers in the

ically convoluted—although Idoubt it.

business who believes that an imperfect

And let us not forget the immortal words

standard forjudging what's coming from

of Lawrence Fallopia (the original tube

afront end (cartridge, arm, table, preamp)

enthusiast), who said them.
Many of us would give all three eyeteeth

audiophile's penchant for judging disc

to have a real orchestra in our living

sound purely on the basis of bow 'good"

room, but common sense dictates that the

it sounds to him is not good enough, as

best we can do is try, through the techno-

long as there's something better

logy we call audio, to transport our ears
to a good seat in the concert ball. That
most recording engineers obviously have
other goals is one reason we fail in our
endeavor more often than we succeed.

is better than no standard at all. The

Expose! NY Audio Labs, Inc.
Mr. Nelson (Stereophile Advertising Rep.):
Iam writing this letter concerning New
York Audio Laboratories, Inc. Iread an NYAL

There bas never been a satisfactory

advertisement in Stereophile Vol. 8, No. 7,

resolution to the debate about whether an

p. 116, regarding afree book on tube cir-

audio system should strive to reproduce

cuits. When you send for this free book,

Stereophile
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you receive a book entitled "Understan-

will receive one shortly.

ding llibe Electronics" and arequest (see
below) to send NYAL $6.95, or return the
book. Their ad makes no mention of this.

NYAL Replies
Dear Douglas:

My roommate was an unfortunate victim

One of us is confused about the use of

of this deceptive ad. Imyself received the
book when Icalled and wrote NYAL for

the English language. First, Ifail to see how

literature on their Minuet preamplifier.

beautifully produced and exquisitely writ-

Ironically, Idid not receive the literature
that Ihad asked for, but was asked to mail
$6.95, or return the book.

ten book for you to read and enjoy, and not
pay aFarthing. Of course, you have to return
the book when you are done. The note that

Ido not believe this to be fair business

we sent you explains that we were tem-

practice. Please have NYAL rewrite or

porarily out of stock of our literature, and

you are avictim when we have sent you a

withdraw their ad. Also, please advise me

that will be delivered post-haste. But why

as to whether or not Iam obligated to pay
them anything.

not make a kind gesture while you are
waiting, and offer you the free use of the

Thank you for your help and understanding.

book?

Douglas D. deCristoforo
Some City, Some State

The NYAL Request
Dear Music Lover:
Your eyes are not deceiving you ...
Before
you in all its blazing glory is the complete,

Why haven't we received the book back,
if you don't want it? Do you intend to keep
it as ransom for our catalogue sheets?
Douglas, what unfortunate things have
happened to you that agift of abook has so
distorted your perception of akind act?
May Isuggest that you keep the book; do
not send us any money. In this way, we

voluptuous,

full-bodied edition of
have contributed in healing whatever abuse
"Understanding llibe Electronics," not the
you have received in the past. You might be
free excerpt that you requested. Why am I interested in knowing that, while our new
risking sending you the $6.95 book? Is it
material is being printed, we have sent out
the Christmas spirit or a gesture of a hundreds of books; your letter is the only

charitable man? Not at all: my motives are

complaint we have received. Most music

entirely economic. Iam taking agamble

lovers have exactly the opposite feeling

that the complete edition will entice
you—will stimulate your curiosity—so

about us.

that you will audition our Moscode

book gives you agreater understanding of

products.
Read the book. Iam sure that you will

the energy flow between people. It would

enjoy it. When you are done, ifyou want to

straighten things out.

keep this monumental romantic work on
audio technology, please send us $6.95. If

Hope things improve for you and the

have been so simple to call me up and
Harvey Rosenberg
Elmsford, NY

you don't want to keep it, send it back to us
so that we can pass it on to another music
lover. At the very least, you have gotten a

plained. Mr Rosenberg should know that

free education in tube circuitry. All

ask in

people take money seriously, and that no

return is that you tango down to your local
Moscode dealer and audition our products.

one likes to be charged for something they
thought was going to be free—particularly

We're surprised that so few people com-

The experience will be very rewarding.

when they thought it was going to be

We normally include a 36-page book,
which is acompendium of reviews and ar-

manufacturer's promotional literature
(which is, at least to asignificant extent,

ticles about our products. Unfortunately,

what "Understanding Tube Electronics"

we are temporarily out of these, but you

is). Mr Rosenberg 's offer of the book for
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MOBILE MUSICALITY.
TITE CARVER CAR AMPUFIER introduces
Magneto Field Amplifier technology to automotive high fidelity. Finally the traditional weak
link between cor stereo decks and modern
speaker design has been replaced with Carver
technology Into 1/10th of acubic foot, Bob
Carver has engineered ocomplete 120 watts
RMS per channel amplification system with the
fidelity accuracy and musicality demanded by
the most cntical reviewers and audiophiles
ESSENTIAL POWER. Even before the exciting advent of car Compact Disc players, an
abundance of power has been necessary to
reproduce, without distortion, the frequency
and dynamic range produced by modem decks
Unfortunalety, conventional °moldier technology is particularly unsuited to delnienng the
needed power to the specialized car interior
environment Like their home stereo counterparts, traditional cor designs produce aconstant high voltage level at all times, irrespective
of the demands of the ever-changing audio
signal -even those times when there is no
audio signal at all! Because automate amplifiers must, obviously derive their power from
the host vehicle, such an approach results in
substantial drain to delicately balanced automobile electncol systems
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The Carver Magnetic Field Car Amplifie is
signal responsive. Highly efficient, it produces
only the exact amount of power needed to
delver each musical impulse with complete
accuracy and fidelity Thus the Carver Car Amplifier not only reduces overall long-term power
demands, but produces the large amount of
power necessary for reproduction of music at
realistic listening levels without the need fa
oversize power supply components Importait
considerations in the minuscule spaces which
quality cor design allocates to add-on
electronics

CARVER
POWERFUL

IIIIIWGENT POWER. Ahallmark of all
Carver amplifiers sthe careful integration of
sophÉticated speaker and amplifier protection
circuitry The Carver Car Amplifier Eno exception
Speakers are protected with aDC offset
internal fault protection design which turns off
the power supply at first hint of overload An
ovecurrent detector mutes audio within microseconds of ashort circuit, as does an output
short circuit monitoring circuit. Together, these
three circuits eliminate the potential need to
replace fuses, revisit your autosound installer,
or worse yet, replace expensive speakers due
toatemei WSindiscretion with your deals
volume control.
ASSIGIIABLE POWER. Integrated biompfif cation and bndging circuits, along with
The Carver Car Amplifiers compact configuration make it ideal for multiple-amplifier
installations.
The built-in 1
eicIB/octave electronic crossover allows use of two amplifiers in apure bramplification mode without addition of extra
electronics Or, at the touch oto button, one
Carver Car Amplifier can become amono amplifier for subwoofers while the other Carver
Amplifier handles full range. Or, for astonishing
dynamic and frequency response, two Carver
Car Amplifiers may be operated in mono mode
into 8ohms for a240 watt per channel cor system which will truly do justice to digital without
taxing your cars electrical generation system.
BINOVATIVE POWER. Can 1/10th of acubic
foot at gala,hold yet more innovohons? Yes.
Carver has addressed the ongoing problem
of head-end/power amplifier level matching:
Output of current cor decks varies widely from
brand to brand and model to model. The result
can be oless thon perfect match. The Carver
Car Amplifier incorporates circuitry which compensates for variations in head-end output,
reducing noise and optimizing signal-to-noise
ratio In addition, Carver has added asubsonic

MUSICAL

Carver Corporation, PO Box 1237 Lynnwood, WA 98036
0.5.bubtl in *nab

ErtduhrenAufo

filter which removes inaudible power-robbing
infrosonics before they can tax the amplifier
and speakers Fulani, adelayed turn-on circuit
activates the Carver Car Amplifier after your
head-end unit has powered up, to eliminate
staling pops and thumps.
ACCURATE POWER. It goes almost without
saying that aproduct Bob Carver designs for
the rood cames the some superb electronic
specifications that his home audio products
are known for.
The Carver Car Amplifier is flat from 20Hz
to 20kHz, down -3dB at 16Hz and 30Id-lz. Not
coincidentally the usual specifications given
for Compact Discs Asignal-to-noise ratio of
over 100dB means that, in even the most quiet
luxury sedan, you will never be annoyed by hiss
The other specifications are equally as impeccable You may peruse them in our literature or
in independent renews soon to appear.
ACQUIRABLE POWER. The remarkoble
Carver Car Amplifier is currently available for
audition at Carver dealers across the country
It is worth the journey. Whether you have
acar system in need of the sonic excitement
possible with abundant power, on are in search
of the perfect complement to anew highperformance automobile, you owe it to
yourself to experience the logical extension
of Carver technology -The Carver Cor
Amplifier M-240.
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ELECTRON KINETICS NEW PRODUCT NEWS
Innovative in design and manufactured to
exacting standards. the Eagle 2000 preamplifier is about to be released. In manner and
form, there has never before been amusical
instrument like it. It is my best.

mechanical assembly. Each stage is QC inspected. This is followed by electronic test and
preliminary caJibration. Next each unit receives
100 hours of operational burn-in, functional
QC and final calibration prior to listening test.
Only after completing each step of this rigorous program does an Electron Kinetics product enter the shipping department

The Eagle 2000 is well endowed with
flexibility and operational precision. It
contains full provisions for tape recording,
tape monitor, the first ever special CD position
(yielding vastly greater clarity, smoothness
and dynamic range) avideo position, three
auxiliary positions, moving coil capability
suitable for even the lowest output types,
standard magnetic phono, a mute/standby
switch and amono switch. Additionally, there
is Hi/Lo gain selection for the line level stage,
two sets of stereo outputs, switch selectable
cartridge loading, and avery special feature
never before seen or heard: A vector angle
control with which it is possible to match and
tune the phono stage to aparticular cartridge
being used. The result is symbiotic musical
accuracy.

The Eagle 2000 represents Genuine
Performance and Value. When discussing
performance, we at Electron Kinetics avoid
reference to price because introduction of a
"Price Point" is irrelevant to the specific performance of our products. With this understanding it is with confidence that Iproudly
offer my best work of its kind, The Eagle 2000,
for your direct comparison with the best work
of any other individual or manufacturer—No
matter how high the price. In short: My Best vs.
another Best—Performance vs. Performance.

The Eagle 2000 is precisely executed. I
believe the Way something is accomplished is
as important as What is done. For example:
Within the Eagle 2000 there are multiple signal
paths associated with the various sources.
The most direct route is best. For this reason,
all signal routing is accomplished via relay
matrix. This enables signal switching to occur
directly at the point of source or emanation.
The result is more precise than if done through
acentrally located selector switch. Moreover,
the special relays we use make far better
signal contact than any selector switch Iknow
of. From this you will realize better focus,
greater sound stage, improved signal-tonoise, and amore musical performance.
The Eagle 2000 is well made. Our manufacturing standards are the same as the U.S.
Aerospace industry. All electronic assembly is
hand soldered to U.S. Mil Spec. using the
finest parts. Then there are seven stages of

After judging performance, observe the
number and type of quality parts. What you
can see, count and weigh is in fact there. Go
ahead, add-it-up. Then, for amoment, consider what is not as visible but equally essential: The vision, sensitivity, discipline and
empathy with scientific truth, which is the basis
of it's premise and the grounds for its' integrity.
Electron Kinetics' products are dependable. Over the years our dealers and customers have expressed respect and satisfaction
with our product reliability. This is earned
through confidence re-affirmed upon each
Switch-On.
Now consider price. The Eagle 2000 is
affordable. You can now own the best preampcontrol center AND power amplifier If you
already have good speakers, you could biamplify your system, add aCD player avideo
machine, tuner and upgrade your turntable,
arm and cartridge for less than the price of
ONE well known and highly regarded vacuum
tube preamp—With which Iinvite direct
comparison.
John Iverson

ELECTRON KINETICS inc.
1055 EMPIRE DR.
LAKE HAVASU CITY, AZ 86403
602/453-2949

free is a good one. In the meantime, we
bave informed NYAL that they can no

great delicacy.
In a tweeter, for instance, "speed" is

longer run tbe advertisement in question

largely afunction of diaphragm inertia—

in the pages of Stereophile.

or, rather, the lack thereof In electronics,

For the record, you never bave to pay

it is usually related to what is called slew-

for something that comes to you unsolicited in the mail, nor do you bave to

witb which the device can change signal

ing rate, which is the measure of the speed

return it. If anyone gives you abard time,

level.

call the U.S. Postal Service; they'll stop
—LA
soon enough.

a triangle) represents an almost vertical

A bard transient (like the strike sound of
rise in signal strength, but because it is
usually not terribly loud, this rise puts lit-

Hafler Mods

tle demand on an amplifier's slewing

Editor:
Iam doing some extensive modifications
to my Hafler DH-500 power amplifier, and
wondered if you could help me find some
of the parts Ineed: a very high-quality
toroidal power transformer with appropriate shielding; an attractive heavyduty chassis that is tall enough for the
storage capacitors Iwill be using.
Bill Snyder
Wichita, KS
We don't know the answer to this, but
would suggest you start by contacting Old
Colony, PO Box 494, Peterborough, NH
03458. They specialize in supplying parts
for electronic construction projects, and
can probably suggest alternate sources of
items they cannot themselves supply.

capability. The strike sound of an anvil,
however, may be no longer in duration
than the triangle strike, but its much
higher amplitude demands that the
amplifier signal increase much more
rapidly. Different amplifiers differ in
their ability to track such rapid signal increases; those that do it poorly will sound
":slow" on all musical material having
strong transient content.

Perfect Timing
Editor:
Iam writing to express my appreciation
to Stereophile for those of uà who are in
the throes of parting with large sums of
money in pursuit of audio excellence. Ihave
found your journal to be of inestimable
value over the previous year and a half,
during which time Ihave been drastically

Fast Products

upgrading my audio system.

Editor:

Just when I was trying to determine

Often in the pages of Stereophile Isee
products described as being "fast" or

whether the Quad ESL-63s could be made
to function properly and bought for a

"slow." Can you explain what these terms

reasonable sum, AHC tells how to modify

mean?

them for improved sound and reliability,
Richard Summer
Washington, DC

and ST tells how anormal person can afford to buy apair of them from Great Britain. (At that time, the U.S. price was 2.5

These terms refer to the apparent speed

times that in the UK.)

with which a product responds to steep

As you reported, the ESL-63 combines

wavefronts (attacks) and subtle details in

the remarkable detail, timbrai accuracy, and

the sound.

transparency expected of an electrostatic

A "slow" device will tend to sound veiled

design, with an imaging specificity not

and muted, with the "sharp edges" and
delicate details diminished or shorn off A

found in many dynamic speakers. Granted,
they will not produce thunderous sym-

'fast" one will tend to sound alive, sharply

phonic crescendos, but for startlingly

focused, highly detailed, and capable of

realistic reproduction of chamber works
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Why the Carver M-500t Magnetic Field Power
Amplifier has helped begin an industry trend and how
it has stayed ahead of its inspired imitators.

Twice in the last decade Bob Carver hOS
taught the high fidelity industry how to make
amplifiers that re you better performance
and value Both times his bold lead has
attracted followers Still as evidenced by the
current release of the M-500t Carver sets
standards yet unequaled in the audio
community
With its astonishingly high voltage high output current and exclusse operation features, it
oprime example of why Carver remains the
designer to emulate

And yet its ioderai Trade Commission Conhnuous Average Power Rahng is 250 watts per
channel into 8ohms
The gulf between the two power ratings rep'esents Bob Carvers insistence that amplifier
design should fit the problem at hand That
problem is reproducing music with stunning
impact, not simply satisfying asine-wove test
which doesn 1
even include speakers or sound
sources Hence the seeming gull between the
two ratings
Bob reasoned that since music is composed
of three basic types of power waveforms.
those types of waveforms are what an amplifier should be designed to satisfy

•Continuous FTC sine-wave output conservatrvely rated at 250 watts per channel
•Produces 600 to 1000 watts per chonnel
of dynamic power for music (depending on
impedance)
•Bridging mode delrvers 700 watts continuous sine wave output at 8ohms
•High current Magnetic Field power suppty
provides peak currents up to -1- 100 amps for
precise control of voice-coil motion
•Designed to handle unintended 1ohm
speaker loads without shutting down
•Equipped with infinite resolution VU meters.

nu. eacolooe
77,
CNIrrin
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First there are instantaneous peak transients -the sudden smash of cymbals, drums,
or the indrvidual leading edge attack of each
musical note While these waveforms last less
than 1100 of asecond, they form the keen
edge of musical reality which must be present
if you are to realize high fidelity Though
momentary, they also demand atremendous
amount of amplifier power
Directly following instantaneous transients
ore combinant musical crests of demand that
come from multiple instruments and their har••-•
Imphfier
11,umeiri -Field
monics These long term power demands may
_
last up to several seconds but usually come
.Siolid line audio output signal
Uint,? bee-mew
and go in less than asecond And yet they can
Shaded aim misled iwiner
tax anything but an exceptionally powerful
leek& lines
çpeaken.
amplifier
The third type of power demand is reprePOWER EXPRESSED BY THE
sented by the average power contained in the
DEMANDS OF MUSIC.
111USIC, and is approximately one third to one
The Carver M-500TPower Amplifier responds ,half of the FTC continuous power rating
to musical transients with better than 700
At extremely high output current levels, the
watts per channel of instantaneous peak
Carver M-5001 not only delrvers over 700 watts
power through 8ohm speakers Well over 900 of instantaneous peak power for instantanwatts per channel into 4ohm speakers
eous transients but can delver over 600 watts

RMS of long term power for demands lasting
up to several seconds The M-5001 provides
more power, more current and more voltage
than any comparably priced amplifier ever
offered
THE MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFIER
VS. CONVENTION.
Audiophiles critics and ultimately other
manufacturers have each accepted the wisdom of Bob Carvers fresh approach to delnering power in musical terms Yet only Carver has
so elegantly translated theory into practice
Rather than increase cost, size and heat
output with huge storage circuits, Magnetic
Feld Amplification delrvers instantaneous high
peak and longterm power from asmall but
powerful Magnetic Feld Coil The result is an
amplifier capable of simultaneous high current and high voltage that can do sonic justice
to the dynamics of Compact Discs and audiophile records in acompact, cool-running
design An amplifier costing considerably less
than the ultra-esoteric models which figured
significantly into the genesis of its circuitry For
areprint of the full story of its development as
well as acatalog of Carver high fidelity audio
comerfnc-' ,ntrise coil or write to us

77lic Si7Ole pair oft:enteric mph.
lien figure significantly into the Aciidge ipI" the .1.5110 7" venire, eiiriiiiry

Figure labove shows aS7,000 pair of ultraesoteric mono amplifiers No expense was
spored on their admittedly magnificent but still
conventional design and construction
Figure 2shows the massive toroid output
transformers contained in these presitgrous
audiophile designs At 10% regulation, their
output current
50 amperes
All conventional amplifiers are condemned
to using this type of design

Apure 2also shows the patented Magnetic
Field Coil employed in the Cwr M-500t. Its
Output current is ± 1(X) amps at 10%
regulationl!!!
Few 2

/

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF
THE CARVER M-500t.
Power s"
r
2,h,:and
musical realism And yet power requires control and finesse While the Carver M-500t isn't
the only amplifier to deliver adequate output, it
sone of the few that tempers force with protection circuits beneficial to both the °meter
and your loudspeaker system

• The M-5001 is quiet Inside and out Its
circuitry has the best signal-to-noise ratio
ofany production amplifier Better than
—I20dl And in spite of its massive out•
put capability the M-5001 does not require
anoisy fan to dissipate heat Thanks to
the cool running Magnetic Held Amplifier
circuitry
• No other amplifier in the M,500Fs price
or pourr ranges is capable ofhandling
problematic speaker loads as low as 1
ohm. Whether required by certain brands
ofspeakers. or inadvertently derived by
pairing too many low impedance speakers at one set of output terminale all conventional amplifiers simply shut dozen or
blow their fuses when faced lie this
'vndition.
• In stereo use, both channels of the
M,500t can actually bonvw from each
other during unequal output demande
In addition. Caner amplifiers have pioneered phase inversion circuitry uhich
takes advantage of the in-phase (mono)
characteristics of bass to essentially double available power supply current at low
frequencies

• These include DC offset short circuit
pouer interrupt as mellas tun special
computer-controlled speaker monitor circuits which protect against excessive high
frequency tweeter input and an overall
thermal overload

in abridged mode as a7(N) wail leIS per
channel mono amplifier vithou 'mu
switching or modai

• The Caner M-5001 continuously dis,
plays potter output through dual lighted
infinite resolution 11 '-ballistic meters.
Meters which can react to musical transients as brief as 1millisecond

Wen',
an
features 1' :
'r
painstaking comparison would inevitably lead
you to the Carver M-5001

• Finally the Caner M-5001 can be used

MUSIC IS THE FINAL PROOF.

L'ir1

But we ore sure that your final judgment will
be based on musicality It is here that the
M-5001 again distinguishes itself
Bob Carver has carefully designed the
M:500t to hose acompletely neutral signal
path that ts utterly transparent in sane character The result is more than lust musical
accuracy It means atotal lock of listener
fatigue caused by subtle colorations sometimes exhibited by conventional amplifier
designs, regardless of their power rating
It means aveil is lifted between you and your
musical source as the most detailed nuances
are revealed with realism, believability and
delvered with stunning impact

VISIT YOUR CARVER DEALER FOR A
SURPRISING AUDITION.
We irmte you to audition the Carver M-500
SOW Against any and all competition Includrig those who are only now embracing the
pnnciples which Bob Corser has refined over
the lost several years.
We doubt that you will be surprised when
the M-5001Ives up to the claims mode in this
otkirtisement What will surprise you is just
hCréi affordable this much power, musicality
ond accuracy can be
SPECIFICATIONS. /*ono. 251 MIT Per chew. WO
'Sterns 20/tz lo 2018n, both channels Olvim MIN non=
than O. I5%TIO. Instanioneou, red k11noer 1000
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and jazz they seem nearly without equal

Iam now able to listen to recordings of

(given the tweaking and proper ancillary

performers and musical pieces (e.g.,

equipment required).
Ican also report that, after replacement

Christopher Hogwood and the Academy of
Ancient Music on L'Oiseau -Lyre playing

of the protection board (the less reliable

Bach, Handel, and Vivaldi) immediately

resistors were on the board even though

upon returning from live performances of

the serial numbers were above 14000) and

the same excellent musicians and music

installation of the Mod Squad kit, con-

(Hogwood and the AAM in the Victory

siderably cleaner and more dynamic sound

Theatre, Dayton playing Handel, Vivaldi,

was achieved. Then, as Iwas looking for

and Bach) without suffering musical

the perfect tubed electronics to comple-

withdrawal. And this is due in great part to

ment them, you came up with your "nearly

Stereophile.

all-tube issue"! What timing!! can report

George B. Norris

that the Quicksilver MS-190 (triode ver-

Dayton, OH

sion) does indeed mate very well with the
ESL-63s, although as AHC has said

What greater compliment could be of

repeatedly, the proper interconnects—

fered? Iwish we had the same experience

especially speaker cables—are mandatory.

(of our system being not shown up by live

(So far, Monster Cable Powerline II has

music) more often.

given the best results compared to old
Monster Cable, Live Wire BC-4, and
Straight Wire Teflon-12. I've not tried the

CD Counterparts

DisTech cable.) The ARC and C-J units in

Editor:

the same price range, though good, were not
as satisfactory overall as the Quicksilver.
After your review of the Conrad-Johnson
PV-5 /Premier Three and ARC SP-10

In your report on the Ortofon MC-2000
cartridge (Vol. 8, No. 6), you stated that "it
makes most good discs sound like their CD
counterparts."

preamps, Iwas again tempted to experi-

Is this considered to be praise of the car-

ment, and now am the happy, though

tridge, or criticism? If the former, am Ito

poorer, owner of aC-J Premier Three. The

infer that CD sound is something with

sournIstaging, depth, and harmonic

which an A-rated cartridge's sound should

reproduction of the Three seems to be

be compared?

symbiotic with the ESL-63s and Quicksilver,

If so, why waste time with fussy, expen-

and while the inner detail and holographic

sive cartridge /tonearm setups in order to

imaging are quite good, they are not quite

try and duplicate a 8500 to $1000 CD

on a par with the SP-10. However, the

player's sound, convenience, and ease of

SP-10 (a newly revised unit) was not nearly

use?

as convincing in reproducing afeeling of

Gary D. Bauer

"you are there," reinforcing your oft-stated

Rock Springs, WY

warning that components cannot be judged in isolation (the SP-10 sounded very

Ifyou are to get the most enjoyment from

good in a Premier Four/Acoustat 2+2

a system that combines analog disc and

system with asimilar phono front end).

CD sources, it is best that the two sound as
much alike as it is possible to make then:.

Icould go on about the Alchemist II1S
and Sony M-D6C, but the point of this let-

In this sense, that comment was apraise

ter is by now probably clear: Stereophile

of the cartridge and, yes, a reflection of

has been of great value to me, and very

JGH's view that this is an important

nearly right on the mark every time (in my

criterion for any cartridge.

experience). This is important, as too many

So wby waste time with 'fussy, expen-

underground audio journals seem good only

sive cartridge/tonearm setups"? For two

for interesting and controversial reading.

reasons. First, because a large collection
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The Linn LKI and LK2
The most advanced preamp and
poweramp in the world—incorporating microprocessor
controlled analog switchingjiill remote control and simple modular
construction. The LK1 and LK2 set new standards in design, mainificture
and quality control. Unprecedented musical performance at aprice that
will astound you.

[INN
PRODUCTS

The Linn LK1 and LK2.
They must be heard.

For further information contact: Audiophile Systenb Ltd. •8709 Castle Park Dr. •Indianapolis, IN 46256
Aldburn Electronics •127 Portland Street •Toronto, Ontario •Canada .115R2N4

of LPs represents, for most people, a

To date, Thiel has racked up the most im-

substantial financial and emotional in-

pressive list of consumer plaudits, followed

vestment which should not be cast aside as

closely by Acoustat and Hafler (both, nou ,
,

soon as a new recording medium becomes

the same company). We urge our readers

available. And second, because an esti-

to consider this when planning equipment

mated 98% of the best music and the best
performances of that musicfrom the past

purchases, and to notify us of similarly
gratifying contacts with manufacturers.

half-century are still available only on
LP; most will probably never be released

Accurate Prowess

on CD.

Editor:
Having read your publication for the past

That Wonderful Thieling
Editor:
in December of 1985, on the basis of

eight months or so, Ihave been impressed

your favorable review (in Vol. 7, No. 3), I

tion is, where do these guys come from?

with the accuracy and writing prowess of
your many equipment reviewers. My ques-

purchased a pair of Thiel CS-3 speakers.

Do these gentlemen have engineering or

The day after Istarted listening to them,
the midrange driver in one speaker died.

physics degrees, are they former shop owners,

The dealer Ihad bought them from had

are they ex-manufacturers? Iguess what I
am asking is: What are their credentials?

no replacement drivers on hand, so Icalled

Dick Diamond

Thiel directly, explained my situation (I

Salt Lake City, UT

wanted to use the speakers during my New
Year's party—one day away), and was told

Our reviewers are selected on two bases:

atechnician would get back to me later that
day.

sound when they bear it, and the ability to

He didn't. Instead, Jim Thiel himself got
back to me that afternoon. Almost im-

Their ability to correctly judge good
describe what they bear in terms understandable to our readers.

mediately, two things became obvious: (1)

By far the most important requirement

he was genuinely concerned about my pro-

is the person's ability to bear what apro-

blem; and (2) would do his best to get the

duct is doing to the sound, and to assign

replacement driver to me in time for the

some sort of qualitative ranking to the

party.

level of performance be beats. This re-

Mr. Thiel's integrity was in evidence in
other ways during that conversation. Not

quires a lot of experience in listening to a
wide variety of high-end components.

once did he raise the possibility that Ihad

Writing ability is next in importance.

abused the speakers (I hadn't!). All he said

We do not want 'fine" writing, as would

was, "The driver must have been defec-

garner the approval of the Yale critics, but

tive." When Ifinished talking to him, I

effective writing that communicates
everything necessary to describe the pro-

knew I had talked with a person of
integrity.

duct in as few words as possible (mu will

The replacement driver was air-shipped

bave noticed that some of our writers suc-

to the dealer and installed the next day

ceed in this latter department better than

(December 31), as promised. Iwrite this

others).

letter to express publicly my appreciation
for the way this company stood behind its

We are not concerned with a contributor's formal background in engineering

product, and to add that—as aprofessional

or physics. Inflict, we have found that for-

musician (trumpet)—I think the speakers

mal engineering training tends to produce

are even better than your review suggested.

excessive confidence in measurements and

Richard Gibbons

an unwillingness to consider the passibili-

Bethany, CT

ty that the unmeasurable may be audible.
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But if a reviewer for Stereophile is going
to

make statements predicated on

sound quite different from early ones.
William Wells, Jr.

technical considerations, we do demand
that he know what he's talking about.

Randolph, NJ

That means educating himself in the

JG11 apologizes for not hating mentioned

technicalia of audio, and checking out

in his comparison report that the Eagle 2

everything he's uncertain about before
writing about it.
We can always use more good

was in fact one of the first units off the
production line.

reviewers. Anyone who's interested is in-

and, ¡fue can borrow another GFA- 555,

vited to send The Editor a sample
review—of a product we have not yet
reported on in the magazine.

both will be the subject (ea second comparison report.

A current model has been shipped to us

The Eagle vs. The Adcom
Editor:
Iwas very interested to read JGH's comparison between the Electron Kinetics
Eagle 2 and the Adcom GFA-555 power
amplifiers, but would be more enlightened
if he could tell me whether the Eagle 2that
he was talking about was acurrent version
of that amplifier. Iunderstand there have
been some modifications made since the

BACK ISSUES

(SEE PAGE 102)

Eagle first came out, and that current ones

773
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Presents
An Audio System That Faithfully Reveals the Source
Well Tempered Table—A revolutionary
new turntable that is as quiet as the best CD
players.
Well Tempered Arm—The frictionless
tonearm that is perfectly damped for any
cartridge.
Van Den Hul MC-10 Moving Coil—The
moving-coil cartridge for those who are
discriminating enough to wait for digital to
get better.
Music Interface Technologies MI-330—
The computer-designed, phase coherent
interconnect that reveals the true sonic character of the components associated with it.
Rowland Research Coherence One Preamplifier—So revealing and quiet with low-

output moving coils that one can hear the
"air" in the concert hall on the best
recordings.
Rowland Research Model 5 Stereo or
Model 7Mono Amplifiers—Amplification
designed to reproduce every quality of the
live musical experience.
Music Interface Technologies MH-750 —
The computer-designed, phase coherent
speaker wire that responds to the complex
demands of an actual musical signal.
Respons Speakers—Transforms your listening room into the original acoustic environment and reproduces the dynamics,
body, and excitement of a live musical
performance.

For more information:

Wansparent Audio Marketing, Inc.
Box 117, Rt. 202
Stereophile

Hollis, ME 04042

(207) 929-4553
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THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
A DISPOSABLE CD PLAYER
Sam Tellig

A

sked whether he ever exercised, the

not buying aplayer. (Of course, it's advice

laic philosopher Robert M. Hutchins

that Ihaven't followed myself; I've already
been through several players.)

answered thusly: whenever Iget the impulse to exercise Ilie down and wait for it
to pass. ,
One might do the same with the urge to
buy audio equipment.

Here are the reasons to hold out:
• The software is too damned expensive.
You can buy three LP cut-outs for the price
of asingle CD.

Sleep on it ...wait 30 days, 90 days, even

• Selection is lousy, compared to LP. Visit

a year. Meanwhile, start a file of all the
things you are tempted to buy—a folder for
each product. Become an expert on

the tower Classical Annex in New York or
phone Berkshire Record Outlet, in Lenox,
MA (800-992-1200 will bring afree clas-

various products without actually owning

sical catalog). You can get tens of thousands

them: just read the reviews over and over.

of cut-outs-1 don't exaggerate—all for

Be the ultimate audio cheapskate!

under five bucks. Jazz fans can freak out at
places like the J&R Jazz Outlet, across from

When audiophile friends talk about
equipment, weigh in with your opinions. It
doesn't matter that you don't own the gear,

New York's City Hall. (When Imake a

or never auditioned it. Better you haven't

day—I may return home with 30 to 40

"double hit - -Tower and J&R on the same

heard it—listening only complicates the

LPs.) There have been no CD cut-outs to

process of forming an opinion.

speak of, and, with few exceptions, no
budget CDs.

Norman Mailer once said that he rarely
read abook until five years after publica-

• Even if a title is available on CD, you

tion. Then, if people are still reading and

may not be able to find it. There's too much

talking about it, you can safely read it,
knowing you won't waste your time.
Iwouldn't apply the five-year rule to
audio equipment, but a year's wait is
reasonable. A lot can happen in the first
year—modifications, new favorites. The
product (or worse, the company) might
even disappear from the market.

demand and too little manufacturing
capacity. Experts say it will be at least two
or three years before the CD shortage eases.
Certain labels, like Nonesuch and even
EMI/Angel, have almost nothing on CD.
The same goes for most jazz labels, like
Blue Note.
True, you probably don't want to load up

back issues of Stereopbtle. Compare last

on digitally-recorded LPs. With them, it's
better to buy aCD. But you don't have to

year's reviews with this year's. Do critics
still rave about the products they liked

friend's player and dub your CDs onto

You can see the advantage. Keep your

twelve months ago?
All this is by way of preface to CD
players. You can still make astrong case for

own a CD player to buy CDs! Borrow a
cassettes. Or, if you're friends with a
salesman, borrow ademo CD player from
astore for the weekend. Or walk into your
friendly local store, where you do business,
and see if the salesman will copy your CDs

IIthink it was actually the late, and lamented, Roben
Benchley, but my volume of his work is buried in my
cellar. Readers?
—JGH
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onto tape for you during slow periods.
There's alot of this going on.
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Baloney
You hear alot of baloney, and not just

Las Vegas CES, which have the same basic
transport in a cheaper-looking package

from Sony (
— perfect sound forever"),

(though engineering types tell me the elec-

about the CD. There's also the baloney

tronics are actually better than the 1040).

from the accessory manufacturers—CD

The time to buy aMagnavox may be now.

cleaning products (all of which, so far as I (The 2040 was recently advertised at my
can tell, are unnecessary) and the like. ,
local catalog showroom store for $169, a
If you have to clean aCD—fingerprints
steal.)
or something—take acotton swab and dip
it in either USP grain alcohol or USP
isopropyl alcohol (not rubbing alcohol).
Clean the disc along the radius, out from
the center hole to the edge. Do not clean
the disc in acircular motion, the way you
clean LPs.
Actually, you are better off not cleaning
a CD at all unless it gets really dirty—

The Sanyo CP700—A
Disposable CD Player
Meanwhile, waiting in the wings, there's
the Sanyo CP700, listing for $199.95, but
possibly going down to $130 in competitive markets. $130 is afine price for a
CD player.

which it won't if you keep it in its jewel

State of the art the Sanyo is not. Players

case.
And more baloney. ..
like the argument

like the Harman Kardon HD500 give you
more depth, more spaciousness, and better

that a $399 CD player is going to sound

bass. But they cost more; the Sanyo sounds

better than a$399 turntable and cartridge.

almost as good for about athird the money.

Oh, yeah? Have you heard a $350 Dual

The Sanyo, fellow cheapskates, is the

CS5000? A $350 Thorens TD318? A $399

perfect disposable CD player. It retails for

AR EB-101? 3 For alittle more money, you
about the price of ten CDs. What the
can put a$195 Rega RB300 arm (best arm I heck—if the machine breaks after its warhave ever heard, and simple, too) on a$350
ranty period and is too expensive to fix,
AR ES-1. This combination, with a car-

throw it away and buy another Sanyo. Treat

tridge like the Shure V15-VMR, will

it the way you would a $150 cartridge:

outperform any CD player I've heard. Such

good for maybe acouple of years.

depth, such exquisite detail!
Still, there's no stopping some people,

Idon't mean to overpraise the Sanyo.

especially yuppies. As my local record store

The Magnavox FD1040SL/2040/2041
series sounds alittle smoother, though not

owner says, "People are ripping the CDs

quite as transparent, and seems more

off the shelves." Do you detect some kind

robustly made. But the Magnavoxes have

of hysteria here?

become so reknowned as dependable

If you must succumb, here's Sam's advice: Buy acheap player. Expensive players

bargains—through columns such as this—

become obsolete within months, and their

that availability may be aproblem. (I heard
from alocal dealer that soon after Irecom-

resale value goes down to almost nil. If you

mended the 1040 so strongly—when it

buy acheap player, you won't have alot in-

was discounted to $169 —they all got

vested, and you'll be less likely to go crazy

bought up!) The Sanyo is available and

buying discs. You save two ways!
You might still buy a Magnavox. The

cheap. Check your local ads.

1040SL has given way to the 2040, which

The Sanyo's analog filters seem to roll off
the highs slightly—no bad thing, with the

appears to be the same machine. This

standard CD software—and it lacks the

model, in turn, is expected to give way

bass authority of the best players. Nor does

soon to the new models introduced at the

the Sanyo have the same sense of
spaciousness and depth of the Magnavox

2See AHC's article on CD accessories in this issue
3Wait for the latest-version ES-101, with improved bearing and better tone arm, available soon.
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FD1040SL.
True, the Sanyo is plasticky (but so are
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ANNOUNCING
APPROPRIATE NEW PRODUCTS
F
ROM APT
By now, you've probably had more than enough of New, Improved and State of
the Art. It's amazing how major breakthroughs in audio technology magically
occur every year in January—just in time for the Consumer Electronics Show.
We've got new products for you too, and there are some genuine technological
advances; tuners featuring Motorola C-QUAM Am Stereo options, patented image
controls, digital front ends with analog fine tuning, and new amplifiers both big
and small. What's most important is that these new products are advances
in what we know you really want.
For years Apt has been aproducts driven company. Our ability to produce
superior equipment that performed beyond reference standards, made our Apt I
amplifier and Holman pre-amplifiers classics. That was our strength and still is.
But we realize it's not enough, and we've changed into acompany driven by the
needs and wants of it's customers.
We'll continue to make the Apt amp and pre-amp Classic Series. All our
new products are based on their designs and made with the same reliable
craftsmanship. We're also offering you more of achoice this Spring by introducing the new Series 1,
Series 2 and Pro Series
equipment; 100 watt and
80 watt systems each with
matched amp, pre-amp and
advanced digital tuners;
a 250 watt amplifier and
Series 2P2 Preamp $450
enhanced, external control
equipment too. These new Apt products are cost effective combinations of usable
features and optimum operational performance.
Apt means suited to its purpose, appropriate and fitting. Our new products
are that and perhaps abit more, because what you want, what is fitting for you
and suited to your purpose, is what we offer you now.
Check out our new appropriate, Apt products.

art

e

Apt Corporation 176 Walker Street, Lowell, MA 01854
3()

(617) 458-7675
Stereophile

the new Magnavox models), and makes a

graining on the wood, anice little touch. I

bit of noise as it skips from one programmed

can't imagine amore flexible CD storage
system; I've seen nothing comparable.

track to another. But the thing works just
fine. Even the drawer, though flimsy, is
smooth in operation. It doesn't lurch out at
you the way the Harman/Kardon does.
And its programmable. The only thing lacking is remote control.
Don't sneer at Sanyo just because they

Brouhaha: "Legitimate Audio
Retailers Speak Out" (Vol. 9,
No. 2)
It seems that certain high-end dealers
took offense at my mention of amail-order

make $99.95 boom boxes and $29.95

house in Grand Rapids, MI ("Recommended

cassette players. Sanyo is one of the few
firms that make both CD players and CDs.

Components—Cheapskate Style", Vol. 8,

They should know what they're doing, and

But aretraction of what? Imade it quite

it appears they do. Ifound the Sanyo not

clear that Ithink most people are better off
buying from alocal dealer.

out of place in a system consisting of a
Superphon Revelation Basic Dual Mono, a
British Fidelity P-170, and apair of Quad
ESL-63s.

No. 8). Dealers demanded a "retraction".

But Imust concede that the dealers do
have apoint: some people go into astore,
spend an hour or more auditioning pro-

I've heard much more expensive players

ducts, and then buy from a mail-order

that don't sound as good as the Sanyo, but

house to save 15 or 20 per cent. Quite

Iwon't name names because Ispent so lit-

understandably, dealers think this isn't de-

tle time listening. And other inexpensive

cent, and Iagree. Don't take up adealer's

players may sound as good as the Sanyo;
you can hardly expect me to have listened

time, then buy the product by mail for a

to all the cheap CD players!
When you have a library of discs that

few dollars less. You're ripping the guy off.
It can be worth paying full list if the

justifies a really expensive player, CD

dealer (1) genuinely knows what he's doing
and saves you from making expensive

technology may have improved to the

mistakes; (2) offers in-home trials of equip-

point where the cost makes sense, and the
player you buy will stay state of the art, or

thing is in for repair; (4) has on-premises

close, for more than six months. Who

service; (5) painstakingly sets up that turn-

knows, that player might be aSanyo.

table/arm/cartridge; (6) helps you sell your
old equipment. In fact, if you get all that,

CD Audio Organizers

the 15-20% extra will be abargain.

There is one CD accessory you need:
something to store the damned things in.

ship with an honest and competent dealer.

Most CD storage systems are pretty rotten.

Over the course of time, the dealer may of-

You've got the ugly plastic jewel boxes,
which look cheap but aren't. And slotted

fer you modest discounts, particularly if
you buy alot. But perhaps not. If you ob-

wooden cubes which don't accommodate

ject to paying full list, tell the dealer up

double CDs or boxed opera sets.
What you're probably looking for is

of the story.

something called Audio Organizers. These
are stackable, solid oak cabinets that look

ment; (3) has loaner equipment if some-

It's worthwhile to build asteady relation-

front and discuss the situation; get his side
If you can't afford the equipment, tell the

nice, and hold any size CD set. Write for in-

dealer so. He may call you when he has a
demo or aclearance sale. And dealers: if

formation to Audio Organizers, 170

you're truly professional, you'll discuss

Washington Street, Haverhill, MA 01830, or

this, as Neil and Evelyn Sinclair did in the

call them at 617-739-7750 for the name of

last issue, without flying off the handle.

the nearest dealer.
If you buy stacked pairs of Audio
Organizers, the company will match the
Stereophile

Lawyers and doctors do, and the public
dislikes what they charge much more than
what you do.
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Tweaking
Stephen W. Watkinson

Those Taboos and Bugaboos Equalization Blues

T

he more cult-prone audiophiles want

their dogma in clearly defined black and
white, with no room for the myraid shades
of gray that inhere in an area as imperfect
and subjective as high-end audio. Unfor-

dogmatic minority can choke off development of products and discussion of ideas.
One case in point is the lowly equalizer. I
can think of no product more shunned by
"true" audiophiles than the equalizer.

tunately, these true believers tend to be the

Why? Equalizers degrade the sound—the

most vocal and conspicuous devotees of

end product isn't "natural" music. How

our favorite avocation. Isuspect much of
the problem stems from alack of technical

does he know this if he's never tried one?

background. Easy-to-learn buzzwords and
zealous adherence to poorly understood

influence of the gurus is so pervasive that

His high priest of high end told him so. The
it is nigh on to impossible to find ahigh-

theory and ritual espoused by the guru cur-

end preamp that even has tone controls

rently in vogue are used in an effort to con-

these days.'

ceal ignorance. High-end audio has always
had an abundance of gurus ready to provide easy answers.
While the majority don't fit into the
above category, and approach new products and ideas with open minds, the undue influence of this highly visible,
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IThe supporters of equalizers aggravated the problem by
touting them as cure-ails for almost every hi-fi ailment. I
certainly do not advocate the general and indiscriminate
use of equalizers. They should be used only on poorly- or
over-engineered records to correct significant tonal
balance problems. They should not be used in an
audiophile-quality system to correct such problems as
room acoustics or bass limitations of loudspeakers.

Stereophile

The case of the equalizer is aclassic example of reaching the wrong conclusion by
failing to consider all the relevant information. Yes, in ahigh resolution system any
equalizer degrades the signal quality. And
equalization also causes phase shifts extending far beyond the portion of the frequency spectrum boosted or depressed by
equalization. This jumbles the spatial relationships needed to create a realistic

switched out of the circuit; you only have
to use them on records that really need it.

All Wrapped Up In Cables
AHC's two magnum opa (Vol. 8, No. 2;
Vol. 9., No. 1), taken together, are surely
one of the most comprehensive surveys of
the field ever published. Idon't agree with
all of AHC's conclusions, but Icommend

tracking, explains why "image" on most

him for not adopting any of the current
philosophies of what materials or construction types "must" be used to make the

pop recordings is strictly an artificial

best cable. He listened, and if he liked what

concept.
But other factors must be considered

he heard he said so. Unfortunately, this at-

before fair judgment can be passed on the

minority view: the field is in danger of suc-

soundstage, particularly the front-to-back
relationships, and, together with multi-

titude seems to be quickly slipping into a

equalizer. Most pop recordings and many

cumbing to dogma and pseudoscientific

classical discs from the major labels are so
heavily equalized that they can hardly be

theory. 2

said to have a"natural" sound at all. The

adopt dogmatic positions on the type of

phase anomalies resulting from such

construction that should be used—but

equalization and other signal processing

they fortunately keep changing their minds
every few months. The current rage is thin,

cut into the record is so acute as to make

The British press has already begun to

any further additions from the equalizer inconsequential. But the most persuasive fac-

non-twisted, single strand conductors, but

tor in favor of judicious use of an equalizer
is correction of the tonal balance problems

answers in the last few years. The only

prevalent on so many recordings. The simple fact is that an equalizer can make many
recordings listenable, particularly pop
releases with excessive brightness, boom,
or sizzle. Prince's Purple Rain is one exam-

it's only the latest of several ultimate
thing that has prevented the U.S. from falling into this trap is heterogeneity: we have
so many manufacturers and other theorizers that no one knows who to believe.
But the camps are polarizing; aholy war
seems imminent.

ple. This is great music if you're into this

But progress is being made. The better

genre, but there is so much sizzle in the up-

cables of today are amajor improvement

per two octaves that the record is in-

over what was on the market afew years

tolerable on asystem with awell-extended

ago. And I've heard good wires that were

top end.
The ideal solution would be for record

construction types. The one conclusion

companies to make clean, well-balanced

I've been able to draw is that there is no

widely divergent in their materials and

recordings that sound right on high - one wire or type of wire that works best
quality, uncolored sound systems—but
this is as likely as JGH winning aweightlifting medal at the '88 Olympics. So an
equalizer sometimes is the answer. The
next time you suffer through an excessively
bright or sizzling recording, or perhaps
totally forego listening to some great music
because you can't bear the screechy sound
on the record, consider the possibility
of an equalizer. After all, they're easily
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2One can hardly expect the pioneers in this area to he
well-trained scientists or engineers. Established linetransmission theory deals almost exclusively with the
problems of high-energy transmissions by electric utilities
or high-frequency transmissions for the broadcast industry. Since few scientists or engineers specializing in
this arca have ever listened with an audiophiles critièal
car, transmission within the audible bandwidth has been
assumed to be free from any problems. According to accepted science just about any old wire should do. absent
problems such as RFI. The first developers of cable for
audiophiles are like the inventor of the electroencephalograph—he didn't know that the scientific community had
concluded there were no such things as brain waves.
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with all types of components. The inter-

generally specified at afrequency of IKhz.

connect wire I've used in my reference

A preamp with arelatively high output im-

system for the past year was designed by

pedance of 2Kohms will have no trouble

Dick Brown of BEL, and is only now being

with almost any good cable if its output

marketed by Sumiko under the "Premire"

impedance doesn't increase with frequency.

trade name. 3 While it is clearly the best in-

However, the output impedance of many

terconnect wire I've been able to find for

components rises sharply as frequency in-

my system, it won't be right for everyone.

creases. This is particularly true with pre-

The Premire cable was designed to be

amps, possibly because the audiophile

linear from afew hertz to well beyond the
audible bandwidth, regardless of cable

community has failed to realize that damping factors can be as important in preamps

length. Consequently, it couples best with

as in amplifiers.

low-impedance sources, such as low-

If you have the proper system for it, the

output moving coils and the better solid-

Premire cable is the least colored and most

state preamps. To obtain linearity, the reac-

detailed I've heard, with high-frequency

tive elements within the cable are balanced

extension that just doesn't quit. It also

to present an impedance that does not vary

seems unaffected by long lengths; its

with frequency. The Premire cable was also

superiority just increases as the run

designed to have very low impedance per

lengthens. For those interested, it is to

unit length, and as a result of this it has

some extent in line with current British

relatively high parallel capacitance.

thought. It uses thin (about 28 gauge)

High-impedance sources, such as moving magnet cartridges and some tube

single-strand conductors. But the conductors are run as atwisted pair. 4 For general

preamps, are notoriously poor at driving

use Ihave also had good results with the

capacitive loads, and suffer noticeable HF

Straight Wire and Randall Research cables.

roll-off under such conditions. I've heard

With high-impedance output tube pre-

cables with high capacitance send some

amps, the Peterson has worked well. I

tube preamps, with output impedances of

haven't, by the way, tried even most of the

several K ohms, into "motorboating." The

better interconnect cables on the market.

cables I've heard that work best with tube
preamps having ahigh output impedance

tweakers to keep an open mind—experi-

The moral of this story is for all of you

are designed to compensate for the high-

ment. There is no one best cable for all

frequency roll-off tendencies of such

systems. The right choice of cable for your

sources, and tend to sound bright or even

system depends on the characteristics of

tizzy when used from a low impedance

your other components, as well as the

output.
There is no easy rule of thumb as to what

length of the run. What works well in a
friend's or reviewer's system may or may

is the maximum output impedance that

not work well in yours. The best course of

will work properly with the Premire or any

action is to patronize astore that will let

other cable. The length of run will make a
difference—almost any tube preamp will

you try before you buy, so you can make
sure the wire you choose will be compati-

work very well with runs of two meters or

ble with your system.

less. Also, manufacturers' quoted output
impedances aren't much help. They are
3The Premire cable is the direct result of the designer's efforts, dating back over four years ago, to create avery low impedance speaker wire to allow ribbon speakers to be
driven without a transformer between amplifier and
speaker As aresult of this research, the designer claims to
have developed measurement techniques that correspond
directly to heard differences between cables. While this
claim may make many skeptical, the sonic performance of
his cable indicates he's doing something right.
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4 To illustrate how dangerous adopting zealous
philosophies can be to an audiophile, when Irecommended this cable to aBritish friend and member of their
audio press he dismissed it out of hand because it was
twisted. Since it didn't fit his current belief on cables, he
wasn't even interested in trying it. The designer of the
Premix cable claims that he can make anon-twisted cable
that will sound identical to his twisted version, and might
be willing to do so if this is necessary to gain acceptance
in the British market. He stated that the choice of twisted
construction was made simply to facilitate his manufacturing !srocess.
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Perreaux & GNP
on High End Reliability

Discussion 1
Report

Alan Shebreo of GNP Showcase
talks with Anthony Federici
of Perreaux International.
Anthony: There is awidespread myth that high-end
audio is not as reliable as mass
produced audio equipment
because it's at the leading edge
of technology. This myth seems
to be perpetuated by manufacturers of poorly constructed and
engineered components. The
consumer is then expected to
accept either inferior performance or reliability problems.
Alan: Iknow what you
mean. There are advanced high
performance components that
are extremely reliable, just as
there are mass market components with mediocre sonic
performance and poor reliability. Reliability seems to hold no
allegiance to either price or
performance.
Anthony: The high-end reliability problems also seem to
come from small manufacturers who have not properly
tested the product in the real
world and from foreign manufacturers who find different
conditions here in the U.S. I
know, because afew years ago,
Perreaux's 2150B power amplifier was avictim of the later.
Alan: Boy do Iremember
that! As aretailer, it's amajor

A. Federici
pain to carry aproduct when
there are reliability problems.
When we were having problems with the 2150B, you
personally assured us that solutions were at hand. And besides,
Perre-aux's other components
were extremely reliable.
Anthony: Iwas trusting
Peter Perreaux. Knowing the
man, Iwas confident of his
ability and that he had properly
engineered his audio products.
As it turned out, the problem
was that some U.S. power companies have very high voltages
at certain periods. We realized
this when aradio station using
aPerreaux amp had charts
showing long periods of over
150 volts AC instead of 110
volts! This can easily burn out
components. Once we knew the
cause, only avery simple
modification was needed.
Alan: The most important
thing is that you stood behind
the 5-year warranty and fixed
it at no charge to the consumer,
even though it wasn't amanufacturers defect! Most major
manufacturers don't honor the
warranty if damage occurs from
high AC voltages. Just ask anybody in the computer industry.

A. Shebreo

Itrusted you, you didn't let us
down. Sticking with Perreaux
was agood decision for GNP.
Anthony: If amanufacturer
that I'm standing behind has
reliability problems, then my
reputation can be damaged with
dealers and distributors. Your
reputation as adealer can be
damaged. Iknow very well that
the customers get angry with
you and blame you for selling
unreliable products. If aproduct should fail, the repair must
be made rapidly or, again, you
get the heat.
Alan: There is nothing more
upsetting than amanufacturer
who turns his back on aproduct after it's sold. High-end
audio's reputation suffers because of these manufacturers.
That hurts sales—for both of us.
The consumer gets hurt because
he thinks excellent sound quality comes at the expense of
poor reliability—and in many
cases, makes the wrong buying
decisions. The people standing
behind the product are much
more important than the size
of the company. It was nice
talking to you Anthony. Until
next time...

CW SHOWCASE
For Perreaux dealer
nearest you, call:
1-800 -TECPORT

1244 E. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91106
818/577-7767

Store Hours:
Mon .
—Fri .Ham —7pm
Sat. & Sun. Ilam-5pm

the

spontaneous
response
In Volume 9, Number Iwe published a letter from A. H. Nicosia that was, at least in
part, critical of the reliability of high-end
products. In our response, we mentioned
that a survey was intended, to discover
those products to be careful of and those
to embrace (at least on the basis of
reliability).
The survey is still in the works (aren't so
many things?), but our readers couldn't
u,ait. To our surprise, many of the letters
have been full of praise. Our experience
has been that good performance is taken
for granted; the only notice comes when
you screu , up. Apparently this isn't the
case, at least with Stereophile readers.
The overall lesson Iget is that products
from the mass-market companies, u,
bile
perhaps less prone to failure, are pure hell
to get fixed once they do break. (I personally bad a Technics 11300 turntable
that took a year to repair; only a loan
from my wonderful dealer Max Gottschalk in Iticson, got me through.) Highend companies may bave a feu, more
problems, but it's much easier to talk to
someone interested in helping you—
maybe even the company's founder
No doubt, publication of this article will
attract yet more response. We await your
letters with open pages—but try and keep
them shorter than some of the ones here.
The Editor's blue pencil stands ready!
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Rebuttal: In Defense of
Manufacturers
Editor:
Imust take exception to A. H. Nicosia's
letter (Vol. 9, No. 1) in which he took a
swipe at VPI for their alleged poor treatment of his friend regarding a recording
machine. When Ipurchased my VPI turntable, Harry Weisfeld was still refining it. ,
For over two years now Harry and his wife,
Sheila, have never failed to help me improve my 'table and correct any small problems that naturally arose as their product
evolved. Most of the time the Weisfelds
were very busy, yet they always found time
to talk with me. For my part I've found patience, courtesy, and respect for amanufacturer's time go along way toward insuring
apositive relationship.
Additionally, although Itoo feel highend product reliability could generally be
better, I've found the consumer responsiveness of the manufacturers of such
equipment to be excellent. I've dealt with
more mid -fi conglomerates, Sony and
Panasonic to name two, as part of my job,
and can verify that indifference to the consumer is alive and well. On the other hand,
Ihave nothing but praise for Nakamichi,
JSE, Sumiko, Denon, Merrill, Monster, Well
Tempered Lab, Mission, Dahlquist, and
IHas he stopped? Idon't believe it.

—LA
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numerous others I've dealt with in the past
twenty years. Nobody is perfect—including some consumers for whom no effort is
ever sufficient.

ing "You bought aturntable one day and
had to have it serviced the next. Why?
Were you treated courteously by the
dealer? Did you have to wait long?" Etc.,

In the end, all of us can help keep home
audio alive and fun. Remember: we're all

etc. This shows acommendable commitment on their part to good service. No

part of the same family, for whom the en-

problems since then.

joyment of music is an essential part of life
itself.

• Sony

Ed Osborne

A Mini-Survey All On Its Own
Editor:
A small contribution to your reliability

What ahorror story! My first CD player
was a Sony CDP-200. Two days after I
bought it, it started making clicking and
popping sounds (yes, like aIshudderl DGG
LP!!). The dealer refused to swap it (
— No,
Mr. Thomas, we will absolutely not swap

survey. A lot of my equipment isn't high-

it.") Itook it in for service: after acouple of

end, and some of it is from mass-fidom,

weeks, Iwas told there was nothing wrong

but here goes anyway.

with it. Well, Ilearned to live with it. Then,

• Hailer

after Ibought the Adcom amp from the

Ihad aHailer DH-220 power amp until

same dealer, Icouldn't live with the noises

last year, and aDH-1O1 preamp until last
week. Both were kits, and both functioned

any more—the Adcom made them sound

like the 1812 overture. Iasked the dealer if
perfectly with no unpleasant glitches. I he would consider areasonable trade-in.
never had to take them in for service or
He offered me 25% of the purchase price
otherwise deal with the Hafler Company.

for aplayer that was 4 months old; Ihad

• Adcom

just the day before shelled out $600 for an

Ireplaced the DH-220 with an Adcom

amp.

GFA-555. Same deal: absolutely no prob-

Needless to say, Ideclined his generous

lems. Ihave never succeeded in getting the

offer. Icalled Sony. After three days of "Call

distortion LEDs to light, much less blow up

back in an hour," Igot through to someone
whom Ithreatened with legal action. Iwas

something serious.
• Nalcamichi

offered aswap for anew CDP-302. Isent

Ihave the BX-125 cassette deck, but only since Christmas '85. It's atwo-head, but

back my CDP-200 and, three weeks later,

decent nonetheless. No problems yet, and

It worked for all of two days, then

received a302.

1don't expect any. Ireplaced the Haller

developed a skipping problem. It would
preamp with the Nak CA-5 preamp, but I play, skip, play, skip. ..1 called Sony back.
haven't had it long enough to say anything
They said Ishould call their regional office,
about its reliability.
• NAD

which Idid. They assured me atechnician
would go by my dealer's to look at the

The (discontinued) 5255 CD player:

machine. He never did. Icalled back (these

Nothing fancy in terms of Boeing 747 con-

are all my own dimes, by the way). Iwas
told the technician would be going on his

trols, but no problems at all. It has played
several discs that friends' CD players can't.

next field-tour in four months. Iasked for

• Bang and Olufsen

my money back. They said, "Call head of-

My wife gave me aBeogram RX turntable

fice back." Someone at head office said

with MMC- 2cartridge for my birthday. It

OK, Iwould get my money back; Ishould

needed some adjustments (azimuth, etc.),
and Itook it to my local dealer for the

call her back the next day, which Idid.
The whole story changed. Now it had

work. He did it as "warranty work," charg-

become company policy not to offer

ing it to B&O (perfectly legal, Imight add).
Two weeks later, Igot acard from B&O say-

had said it was OK the day before. Yes, but

Sterrophilt:

money refunds. Ireminded her that she
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that was then and this is now. Finally, a

experience with Anallogique mentioned in

salesman at my dealers took pity on me and

the letter involved aProfessional Systems

offered to give me astraight trade for the

Engineering amplifier which also blew a

NAD. While Iwas in the store making the

fuse. Anallogique muttered a variety of

swap, Sony called the salesman and, much

techno-mumbo jumbo when Icontacted
them; however, the bottom line translated

to my amusement, instructed him to offer
me aCDP-520ES. My response? Iwouldn't

to "expect to pay well over a hundred

touch another Sony if Iwere a ten-foot

dollars and wait three weeks before we

pole.

even look at your unit." This was several

My advice to anyone buying aSony CD

years ago, and now they do offer a free

player is this: make sure you get an ironclad

estimate service. Idecided to contact PSE

money-back offer from your dealer. Do

directly. They encouraged me to send the

business at areputable dealer, one who also

unit directly to them, repaired it and made

sells high-end stuff. Such dealers are more

afew internal upgrades, and returned the

image-conscious and will be more willing

unit to me for atotal cost of about $50 in-

to do something for you if something goes

cluding return shipping. It is in this context

wrong. And buy only the ES stuff, which

that Iwas so reluctant to even try to use

has afive-year warranty. The only reason

Anallogique for my Quad amplifier, and in

Sony did the little they did for me was that

this context that Ifind their estimate so

Iwas still in warranty.

outrageous (and suspect).
As Isaid, my experience with this repair

• Magnepan
My MG11Bs have had no problems other
than the occasional blown tweeter fuse.
Ithink the problem of reliability in high-

service about the PSE was several years
ago; prior to contacting them again, Iasked
afriend who is more involved in the high-

end gear is somewhat exaggerated. It's true

end audio scene than Iwhat he has heard

that $4000 preamps shouldn't break down,
but even $50,000 cars break down; it's just

about Anallogique. He told me he had been
there just the other week asking about hav-

one of those things engineers can't always

ing his McIntosh tuner aligned. He was

foresee. The important thing is that the

quoted aminimum of four service hours at

manufacturer and dealer get together and

$55 per hour.

work out asolution that satisfies you, the

There appears to be aproblem here that
could be productively addressed by a

customer, quickly.
Kuryan Thomas

publication such as yours. There is basic information that Stereopbile could elicit

Sad Experiences

from various manufacturers and distribu-

Editor:

tors, such as, "Do you have in-house repair

Iwas quite pleased to see your request

facilities? How long does it take, on

regarding equipment reliability. By coin-

average, to turn around aunit sent in for

cidence Iam presently having aproblem

repair? How much does an average repair—

involving aQuad 405 amplifier, although

in and out of warranty—cost? What typical

the issue is not so much unreliable equip-

problems require repair? What is your

ment as inadequate back-up service by the

sense of obligation to those who purchase

distributor. A copy of the letter which I your equipment second-hand?" This sort
of information may be as useful to prospecwrote to Quad (Acoustical Manufacturing),
in England, and copied to their American

tive purchasers as asubjective assessment

distributor, is enclosed.

of sound quality relative to the competi-

Referring to that letter, the repair service
to which the distributor sends all Eastern

tion, and may be an important consideration in judging value for money. Similarly,

United States customers is Anallogique

asurvey of factory-authorized repair ser-

Systems Laboratories, 17 West 17th Street,
New York City. My previous unfortunate

vices (for high-end equipment) could be
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made, to get

a

range of cost-per-hour of
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The State of the Arm

ZI Eminent Technology
ma 510 Cactus Street
Tallahassee FL 32301
(904) 575-5655

Air Bearing Simplicity
The Maplenoll Olympian Turntables are the only integrated
all-air bearing units available with both an air bearing record
platter and tonearm. The Athena also feastures amassive
foundation, including alaminated lead plate and asolid 7/ 8"
oak frame ..
all for $795. For alimited time our optional
heavy-weight lead platter will be added at no charge, a$1003
value.
Make an "A" versus "B" camparison. We believe you will be
overwhelmed at the sound quality. In fact we guarantee it!
No caveats.

Dealer inquiries to

MAPLENOLL ELECTRONIC COMPANY
1095 Bellbrook Avenue Xenia, Ohio 45385
(513) 372-8462

.40
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labor, average repair cost, turnaround time,
etc., so that users of high end equipment
will have acurrent standard against which

end of that estimate exceeds the present
value of the amplifier), noting ashort in
one channel but going on to talk about

to judge an estimate's reasonableness. For

"cleaning up the power supply" and other

example, the technician at Anallogique that
Ispoke to informed me that no repair there

apparently very costly things.
I am sure you will agree that it is

could possibly cost as little as $65 (their
stated minimum fee) because of their $55-

unreasonable for an amplifier to work well
one day and become garbage the next. Yet

per-hour labor cost. This assumes that they

that is the situation: Ihave no option to fix

can do nothing in one hour or less, al-

this unit at acost justified by its value.

though it certainly seems as though this

Some additional information on the
workings of your American distributor.

should be possible.
Roy Grant

When Iwas unable to purchase afuse, even
from Quad dealers, I contacted the

Roy Grant's Letter to Quad

distributor and asked for one or two.

Dear Sirs:

Without authorizing the expense involved,

Quad 405 amplifier, it was not only

they sent me four fuses at ashipping cost
which matched the cost of the fuses. They

because its sound quality was consistent

did not inform me of this action, sent the

with my taste, but because, at least based
on English press, Quad has a superior

returned by the shipper as undeliverable.

When Ipurchased (second-hand) my

reputation for after-sales services. Iam
shocked and profoundly disappointed by

fuses COD, and ended up receiving them
When Ifinally learned what they had done,
Itelephoned to inform them that Idid not

the pathetic service available to the

want them to try to send the fuses back to

American user of Quad equipment.

me. Their response: an invoice for the cost

After more than three years of satisfactory use, my Quad 405 blew afuse. It was

of the fuses Idid not receive and the shipping which Idid not authorize.

so difficult for me to buy asingle replace-

Hopefully this lengthy tale of disillusion-

ment fuse that Ireplaced the amplifier with

ment will have some impact in your

an American unit of comparable quality. I reassessing the present status of service
available to American users of Quad equiphave recently decided to have my Quad
repaired for use in asecond system.
Your American distributor, while plea-

ment. It certainly cannot help sales to

sant to chat with, offered absolutely no

minor problem affecting Quad equipment

useful information, let alone the option of

is terminal.
As acourtesy, acopy of this letter is be-

sending them the unit for repair. They have
two repair services which they recommend, one for the Eastern half of. the
United States, one for the Western half of
the country. Since Ihave had a bad ex-

American audiophiles to know that any

ing sent to your American distributor.
Roy Grant
While sympathizing with Mr Grant's

perience with the Eastern U.S. company, I plight, it looks like be could take a lesson
in cooperation from Mr Osborne, above.
asked for alternatives. Iwas supplied with
alist of Quad dealers, most of which do

After all, refusing to accept four fuses

not do repairs even for the units they sell,
and none of which would repair mine. Two

because of a bill that couldn't be more

of these dealers did inform me that, based
on their experience, ablown fuse would
entail one hour of service and afew inexpensive parts, costing about $65. The sole
authorized repair service has given me an
estimate of from $280 to 1350 (the high

Stereophile

than .110 looks fairly petty. And, having
spent most of my life working on Mercedes
Benz cars, Ihave to say that it is possible
for aproduct to be working fine one day
and more expensive to repair than it's
worth tbe next. Try putting an engine in
an old MB 220Sb, for instance.

—LA
4I

...audible results
with the finest
in connecting
components.
Vampire Wire Tiffany Connector
an den Hui

Monocrystal Cables
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14932 N. Florida Ave.
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Tampa, FL 33612
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(813) 961-3319

In Canada: Korbon Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr., Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. L5T1K7, 416 676 126C
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Right Out Of The Box
Editor:
Per your request, Irelate the following
two experiences
equipment:

with

"high

end"

• Crown
Ibought aCrown FM2 Miner; it cost me
$799 plus $64 plus $59 for a warranty
extension—a total of $922. Right out of
the box, the unit's muting circuit was
broken, and the button for going up the
digital dial was also inoperative. Itook the
unit back to the dealer, but he said he could
only give me ademo in exchange for my
lemon, not anew unit. Iwas forced to send
my unit to Crown for repairs, the unit
never having been used. Ireceived the unit
amonth or so later, repaired. But the "up"
button that they fixed doesn't have the
same smooth touch that the "down" button has.
When Ispend $922 on anything (except
maybe an auto), Iexpect it to work out of
the box. I'll think twice before buying
Crown again.

the mail, along with my $750 Sony CD
player, and went to another retailer for my
$1,000 Sony PCM unit.
• Sony
My Sony units have performed flawlessly
out of the box, as did my AR turntable. My
Crown, bought at retail at ahigh-end price,
did not perform well. Pro Musica's attitude
is not isolated, only the most obnoxious of
several high-end dealers, most of whom
are trying to unload their inventory at a
high markup, not provide me with realism
and accuracy in my music system. After going to six or seven of these shops in
Chicago and its suburbs, 3 I think my
perception is accurate, brought to ahead by
the obnoxious salesmen at Pro Musica and
defective equipment sold by a Crown
dealer.
To me, "high-end" is "fool-end" and as
Ilisten to my equalized, digital music, I
laugh. Because Iknow that someday Quad,
Linn, etc. will offer CD players, equalizers,
and Hi-fi VCRs. Then what will their
salesmen say?
Philip Roschay

• Pro Musica

Chicago, IL

Iwent to an AR/Linn dealer—Pro Musica
in Chicago. Iwas interested in the AR turntable with the Linn Basik Plus arm and a
Shure VI5 MR cartridge. Iwas told that
because Ididn't choose the Linn turntable
with their $535 arm and $700 MC cartridge, Imust (1) not have any class, (2)
must not have any knowledge of either

Transparent Audio Marketing
Editor:
A few letters have recently appeared
from subscribers describing experiences
with various manufacturen of audio equipment. Iwould like to describe arecent ex-

music or stereo equipment, and (3) must

perience of mine with Transparent Audio
Marketing regarding my Electrocompaniet

not have enough money to purchase good

Pre Ipreamplifier.

equipment. Ileft, bought my AR turntable,
Linn Basik, and cartridge through the mail,
and had another non-AR/Linn/Shure

A few weeks ago, Inoticed an intermittent pulsing noise coming from my right

dealer install the stuff and check it out to
perfection on his Ortofon computer.
On asecond trip to Pro Musica, 2 Iwas
told (1) that CDs arc not perfected, they

speaker, which would occur no matter the
source (phono, tuner, tape). After spending
a few hours of basic troubleshooting, I
came to the conclusion that the source of
the noise was the Electro preamp. Having

carry no CD players; (2) Beta Hi -Fi is no

had some background with electronics

good (they only sell VHS Hi -Fi); and (3)

(electronics maintenance specialist in the

PCM units were just as unperfected as CD

Army), Icalled Transparent Audio to see if

players.
So Ibought my $600 Beta Hi -Fi through

there were any obvious things Icould do to

2 A year later, just to see if their attitude had changed.

shops on aregular basis.

rectify the situation. Craig Johnson (of
Over a course of several years, and to most of these
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"The MG-Ill is aremarkable
speaker at any price, at $2,200*

14
t•

i
t

it will be arunaway best seller."
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW (U.S
HOTLINE e31. 1984'

"With me, it's no4a question of
trying to live wit4put them, rather
than with them. lother words,
I'm 'hooked'."
HI-FI ANSWERS (OKI
JULY. 1985

"Here we have a pmarkable, true
audiophile speezer."
HI-FI NEWS AND F CORD REVIEW cu K
JUNE. 1984

Critic's
Choice

"One of the best Rungs at the
Riviera (Consumer Electronics
Show)."
AUDLO MAGAZINE
MAY. 1985

"Especially with
music, the MG-I

Il orchestral
really shows its

full potential."
STEREOPLAY (GE/MANY)
AUGUST. 1984

"This speaker willte aclassic."
HIGH FIDELITY (D
JULY-AUGUST.

19,

MARK)

The Absolute Siind Magazine
SEE REVIEW IN VL 9 NO 35
AUTUMN 1984

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

Magneplanar MG-111
I),

TAM) and I reviewed the situation. He

I enjoy the humor. Iespecially got a

agreed with my assumption, and suggested

chuckle at JGH's response to Reilly 's

that Isend them the preamp, as they usual-

response. Man, you guys don't pull any

ly turn around warranty work within three

punches.

working days. Iwas somewhat shocked

But it's not humor about which Iwrite;

that they could do that, having heard so

it's the article on Carver's Challenge , that

many horror stories of people who returned

got to me. Iwish Ihad seen it.

components for warranty work only to

Bob Carver should spend more time

have them out of their systems for weeks

maintaining some integrity in his own fac-

on end.

tory on his "bread & butter" stock. Ithink

The preamp was shipped via UPS on a

he would gain a lot more respect if his

lbesday; Icalled on Friday to verify its

"stock" products would just hang together

receipt. Karen Sumner informed me that it

and even meet their original specs. Iown a

had arrived, and that atechnician would

Carver receiver that's been back to the fac-

review it the following Monday.

tory three times. They still have no idea
what's wrong with it. Ihave talked to their

Not wanting to be apain, but feeling like
a fish out of water without my system in

"customer service" experts. Their "ex-

operation, Icalled Karen on Wednesday to

perts" have little or no knowledge of their

inquire as to what, if anything, was found.

own products, let alone common-sense

She informed me that they basically do

troubleshooting techniques.

modular repair, had found the problem to

It's obvious to me that Bob Carver has his

be with the phono board, and, as the Pre 1

nose in the clouds, and is unaware of what

had been updated since my purchase, the

goes on in his own company. Who knows,

new phono board wouldn't fit. The unit
would have to be sent back to Norway. In

buy agood Carver receiver that has had the

the few milliseconds prior to her next

factory's "personal touch"? (Ha ha.)

maybe he likes it that way. Anyone want to

remark, my heart began palpitating, my

Sorry my first letter is on anegative note;
forehead broke out in acold sweat, and I Ihad to respond to the swollen ego of Mr.

thought—here it goes. But Karen's next

Carver.

remark was, "So we have sent you anew

Gregory R. Jones

preamp."

Colstrip, MT

A new preamp! It arrived on 3-25-86,
and my system, Iam happy to say, is back in
order and functioning properly.
It is easy to complain and easier to ignore the positive experiences in life, but I

The Big Complaint
Editor:
Below please find my letter to Nitty Gritty describing my problems with them and

would like to express my sincerest thanks

their machine. Ithink it would be agood

to Karen Sumner and Craig Johnson of

idea to alert your readers to problems ex-

Transparent Audio Marketing for their

perienced with high end companies and
dealers.

courteous dealings with me. This kind of
handling of problems should be duly
noted; high end audio must survive, and
people like Karen will most definitely have
apositive influence on its survival.
John C. Shaw

Why Doesn't
He Null-Test My Amp?
Editor:
Ihave just subscribed to Stereopbile and
have received my first issue (Vol. 9, No. 1).

Stereophile

The Letter to Nitty Gritty
Dear Sirs:
Istarted the new year with aresolution
not to let crass incompetence go unnoticed.
In this spirit, I've decided to write to you,
right near the top of my list of numbbrained companies.
Your record-cleaning machines, when
4 Originally published in Vol. 8, No. 6, with responses in
Vol. 9, No. I
—LA
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working properly, do anice job of cleaning

days later, Igot the machine, which had in-

arecord. My Nitty Gritty, however, started

deed been sent surface, with a twenty

acting up about six months after purchase.

dollar C.O.D. charge for second-day air.

It wouldn't turn the record. Returning the

That's getting it both ways—pay for air, get

machine brought areply that they couldn't
find anything wrong. A shipping jolt ap-

ground shipment.
The best was yet to come! The capstan

parently cured the problem.

still needed to be started by hand and there

Then, about seven months later, the

was still awet spot on the record. Really

vacuum motor burned out. It also wouldn't

amazing! Don't you try the machines out
before sending them back? Especially the

turn the record. The result of atelephone
call was that, for twenty-five dollars, the
vacuum motor would be replaced. The

second time?
If you had any conscience, you wouldn't

machine was returned with the money.

let these things happen. 5 Ipaid plenty for

When Igot the machine the vacuum was
fixed, but the machine would not turn the

machine.

record. After another call, Iwas told that
although the motor would sometimes not
start, use would cure the problem. After
cleaning about thirty records, there was no
improvement. In order to get the motor to
start, Ihad to turn the capstan by hand.
Eventually, the capstan broke off. (The rubber capstan is only stuck on the end of the
shaft with an adhesive.) Also, it still left a
wet spot on the edge of the record. After
another call, Mr. Erikson said to ship the
unit back, promising to get it right this

that silly thing and deserve a working
Joseph Del Priore
Stockton, NJ
Please note that, at the manufacturer's request, some particularly abusive language
directed at Nifty Gritty was edited out of
Del Prime's letter Nitty Gritty maintained
that the allegations were beyond Del
Priore's knowledge, and shouldn't see the
light of day. We agreed.

time. Iwant to emphasize that we had a

Nitty Gritty's Response

very specific discussion of what was wrong

Dear Mr. Del Priore:
The confusion regarding the repair of

and he promised to personally take care of
the problem.

your Nitty Gritty is inexcusable. Iregret

Ialso sent a letter with very specific
descriptions about what was wrong.

that any of our customers ever suffer the ef-

Remember, this is the second time. Among
other things Iasked that the machine be
returned second-day air. After acouple of

fects of our company's inexperience. The
complexity of Nitty Gritty's aftermarket
business recently quintupled as aresult of
(1) the sheer number of aging units in the

weeks, Icalled to find out what was what.

"field" and (2) the great number of updates

The person answering said they didn't have
the machine and didn't know where it was.

that we are performing. To date, we have

A few days later, Icalled again, this time

in just four and a half years. Until nine
months ago, Nitty Gritty repairs and updates simply didn't exist; our system for

speaking to Mr. Erikson, who said he was
going to send it out that day. Iasked if he
had read my letter and remembered my
phone call. He said yes. Iasked if it would
be sent second-day air and again he said

sold over 9000 record cleaning machines

handling them is still being perfected.
Some part of the fault must, however, lie
with your impatience, and perhaps your in-

yes. A week-and-a-half later, Ididn't have

ability to listen. (You admit sending your

the

call.

unit back when it didn't need to be

Remember, Ilive in New Jersey and Nitty

repaired. Shipping jolts have yet to fix any

machine.

Another

phone

Gritty is in California. Iwas told it was sent
out about aweek ago. That meant it was
shipped surface, not second-day air. A few

48

5Mr Del Priore is in error here; conscience doesn't keep
you from doing had things. It makes you feel guilty when
you've done them.
—LA

Stereophile

and may be left on the record's edge or

Nitty Gritty). The problems you describe
are things that could have been remedied

perimeter after vacuuming. This will not

over the phone:

pose a problem as long as the record is

• The slow turning capstan. Maybe one

cleaned just prior to playing as there are no

out of ten of our models using capstans
needs alittle time to break in because of

grooves beyond that point on a record.
Otherwise, you are advised to be more

tight bearings in the drive motor. If this is
the case, all one has to do is place arecord

judicious with the cleaning fluid.

on the unit and activate the drive motor

Your only other real problem seems to be
that we charged you too much for shipp-

(alone) for about ten minutes, after which

ing; you will find arefund enclosed.

time the motor will be broken in. We have
remarkably high reliability with our drive

Michael Baskin
Montclair, CA

motors: only one out of a thousand is
defective.
• The wet spots left on the edge of the

RS:
The $25 you were charged for the

record. These could be the result of various replacement of your unit's vacuum motor
things: too much fluid used; too few was our cost, including labor. We can't afrevolutions in the vacuum mode; or a ford to break even any more than any other
misunderstanding of the operation of the business, but do so occasionally in the incleaning machine. Many (not all) records

terest of "goodwill." In the future, we will

have araised lip at their edge, hence the

publish fixed rates for specific repairs that

Nitty Gritty is designed to clean right up to

reflect the value of our service on units that
are beyond our twelve-month warranty.

that point. If too much fluid is used, the
fluid will go beyond the record's grooves

Realize your
impossible dreams
by owning a Classical
Design & Engineering
loudspeaker system.
Nothing else .mages as
well, even in aterrible
room Nothing else
possesses as clean and
elegant asound in such
exquisitely handcrafted
cabinets as CDES.

For further information and direct sales, please
write or call: SOMCHAI SRIPRASERT
No. 1011 N Crystal Plaza, 2111 Jefferson Davis
Hwy., Arlington, VA 22202
(301) 868-7059 or (301) 369-8015 (ask for
Dr. Mike), or (703) 521-4621 (ask for Sam)

We believe in quality and
value. It has taken over 12
years of research and
development to create
such arefined and
sophisticated product, for
the benefit of those wh will appreciate it,
at asensible
price ($650825.000)

Dealer inquiries invited

Sturcopliilc
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THE PURIST
SOUND
EXPERIENCE
HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
Considers Concertos
Reviews the Blues
Discusses the Discs
Highlights the Hardware
Evaluates Evita
Deliberates on Debussy
and straightens out
Stravinsky
HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW will
bring the works to your door — the
latest record and compact disc reviews,
the latest equipment news and music
reviews. You cannot afford to miss
out on this great British experience.
Post the coupon today to receive
your regular copy every month and
keep in touch with the Hi Fi world.

t

t A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION
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Please send me HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW magazine for 12 issues. Ienclose a
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Sterling Draft payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES for
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Please commence my subscription from the next available issue.
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I
understand that lam committed to one year's subscription to the above magazine and should )wish
to cancel my subscription, no refund will be made.
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To: Mark Fisher, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,

111

1

Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA, England.
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COMPACT DISC ACCESSORIES
BUY WITH CAUTION, IF AT ALL
Anthony H Cordesman

h

eCD accessory craze is

upon us. Some are quite useful,
but others need to be avoided,
or, least, very cautiously handled.
Iam adevout believer in the religious
aspects of the high end, but even though
the sacrifice of avirgin dollar to the God of
Useless Glitz is part of the fun, such sacrifices should not actually harm the sound.
• CD Cables.
The Monster CD cable makes all but the

There is considerably more
danger that the surface will
be scratched enough to produce
error correction than that cleaning an otherwise clean-looking CD will improve playback. Hold the disc at an angle to
a light; you should see a perfectly clean
surface.
If you do see dirt, you will seldom need
afancy cleaner. Rinse the CD with warm
(not hot) water, and clear away as much of

earliest Sony-process machines sound

the substance as possible. Pat dry. Do not

notably worse. Two prototype cables from

rub. If the surface still appears oily, it is
best to avoid using household detergent

other manufacturers are even worse. As far
as I'm concerned, no dealer with anything
other than atin ear would even stock these

since scents, foaming agents, etc. can leave
a deposit and possibly even damage the

products.

surface. You will probably benefit at this

• CD Cleaners.

point from using the inexpensive Alsop or

Opinion seems divided over whether
CDs need cleaning. Mishandling of CDs

Discwasher radial cleaners and CD cleaning spray. An improvement will be noticed

(coating them with fingerprints or peanut

particularly with the cheaper players. The

butter, etc.) can quite definitely cause prob-

laser systems in these products are now

lems. This can be easily avoided by not
touching the mirrored surface. In general.

much weaker, and the drive motors of relatively poor quality. Many of these players

most experts feel CDs should not be cleaned
without very clear cause.

come maladjusted from the factory. (Remember. the machine must accurately scan

Stereophile
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pits 0.00002" wide-3% as wide as a

use, stop.

human hair—and more error correction

By and large, stabilization, damping, and

means amajor drop in effective resolution.
Often to 12 bits.)

disc handling capability need to be built in-

CDs are not records; preventive cleaning

properly applied to the disc. After-the-fact

to the player, and the coating needs to be

is dangerous and absurd. There is no point

attempts to correct for poor design and

in touching aCD that shows no surface dirt

manufacture are uncertain at best.
• VP! Bricks.

or coating. Careless or mechanical cleaning
of any CD with areal scratch may lead to

Some CD players—particularly the older

even more abrasion, unless the scratch is

Magnavoxes—have one hell of ahum field.

already smooth. As for motorized CD
cleaners, the Nitty Gritty looks like it

disc handling systems to benefit from mass

Many have marginal enough scanning and

should work very well, but no better than

damping of the chassis; a VPI brick can

doing the same job by hand.

help in both cases. Many players, though,

• CD Stabilizers and Dampers.

also have remarkably minimal construction

Some CD players are so marginal in

(some near the electronics), and some also

assembly quality that acorrectly designed
stabilizer disc will improve laser tracking

appear to now use plastics which may be
subject to "cold flow" (slow deformation

accuracy enough to matter, at least asmall

under weight over aprolonged period of

part of the time. Most players are better
than this, though; adding astabilizer disc,
or another CD on top of the one being

time). The heavy VPI bricks are probably
best avoided unless you're sure the player
can take the weight.

played, will make things much worse if
there's inadequate clearance or if the

• VP! Frequency Regulator.
Call VPI on this one: 718-845-0103. If

stabilizer is imperfectly centered.
As for laser leakage through the alumi-

you really have absolute pitch, or want

num substrate, this is generally unimpor-

pitch correction, the new VPI power-line
accessory can help some CD players, as

tant unless the reflective coating on the CD

well as record players, produce exactly the

is so poorly applied that the error correction circuitry is constantly working. Ihave

of correcting power line noise problems

had one disc where a black disc helped

than do computer line filters, most of

audibly, even with aproperly aligned CD
player, but the disc turned out to have a

which fail without warning after several
severe jolts of high voltage come down the

very high error correction rate, and was
definitely defective. Such black discs did

however, and will not work with some

right speed. It will also do afar better job

line. The VPI accessory is wattage-limited,

not help at all, on either of my CDs where

players. Many parts of the U.S. have superb

part of the coating was visibly missing or

frequency regulation on their powerlines,

uneven.
with extreme caution, avoiding soft rubber

and 99% of all music lovers wouldn't know
absolute pitch if it starred in aWestern and
was later elected President.

stabilizers or random stacking of discs. The
Mod Squad makes a fairly cheap black

Boards, etc.

Iwould approach this particular tweak

• Tiptoes, Sorbothene Feet, Damping

stabilizer/damper, and small adhesive

A really good CD player will not benefit

alignment discs for your CDs, that ensure
proper centering. They also seem to know

from acoustic breakthrough protection, in
most rooms, when mounted on most fur-

CD players, and which ones can be used

niture under most listening conditions.

with their Compact Disk Damper. If you
want to try out this particular accessory,

Many CD players, especially first-genera-

call the Mod Squad to see if it is compatible
with your player: 619-436-7666. If you

problems, will benefit from such protection devices.
Try such accessories if you want, but

buy one, and hear no difference with its
52

tion units or those with quality control
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TECHNOLOGY
SERVING MUSI

CONVERGENT
AUDIO TECHNOLOG ,,

POWER

PO!

•

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
24 Falcon Drive • W. Henrietta, N.Y. 14586

716-359-2700

Once 111,011 a time
the enjoyment of music in the home
was limited to the privileged few.

ALPHASON

ptunal
Cntbantment
By Appointment
213 393-4434
522 Santa Monica Boulevard
Santa Monica. California 90401

AUDIBLE ILU
AUDIOQUEST
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
CREEK
CUSTOM WOODWORK
FANFARE ACOUSTICS
KOETSU
MAS
NEW YORK AUDIO
MITT GRITTY
ORACLE
PSE
ROTEL
Sil 1X05
SONDE\
SPICA
VANDERSTEEN
"PI
VSP

make sure you can hear the difference
before your final purchase. Your success

to line spikes. The early Magnavoxes (and
both Meridians) tend to jam their program-

will be very installation-specific; one ac-

ming chips because of such line pulses and

cessory may work in agiven system, while

surges. Many other CD players will have
shorter lives if left on. Iwould go so far as

others (which are valuable elsewhere) will
not. You may end up with alot of tweaking

to suggest wiring an on-off switch into the

for virtually no benefit. In general, though.

line cord of the regular Meridian MCD

these devices are harmless, provided there

(which lacks such aswitch) so it is normal-

is no blockage of air supply to the bottom

ly off when not in use.

of the player, and the player's weight is not

If you can't afford the VPI powerline
conditioner, you should consider using a

redistributed to a different part of the
frame. (A 1/16- !/32" clearance between
bottom panel and electronics is not something to play around with!)
• Permanent "On".

decent, computer-quality spike filter. (The
cheap ones under $10 are usually useless
and burn out fairly quickly. Consult acomputer store for details.) Once again, how-

Really good transistor electronics can be
left on indefinitely, and experience has
shown that many transistor electronics

ever, the vast majority of CD players do not
need, or benefit, from such devices.
• Demagnetizers.

benefit from stabilizing their power sup-

And now, for the truly idiotic... No

plies with prolonged warmup. This has led

Virginia. passing abulk demagnetizer over

some audiophiles to the idea that their CD

aCD player, or using asmaller one on the

player should always be left on.

"head," does not improve the sound. A few
dealers seem to be dumping their old tape

Forget it! Most CD players are relatively
cheap designs with crowded innards and
mediocre cooling, and some are vulnerable

accessories with this particular myth. You
will benefit at least as much from demag-

TERCEL AUDIO MARKETING
NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS FOR

and other esoteric audio from England
...
seeks highly competent audio specialists to represent some of
England's finest audio products. We wish to appoint adealer in each
of the following regions: the Midwest, the West Coast, the Deep
South (US), and Quebec, British Columbia, Central and Eastern
(Canada).
We have established service facilities in New York and Toronto. And,
we welcome Messrs. Aud-Vid of Greenwich, Conn. (203/869-0666),
Messrs. Definitive HiFi of Thornwood, N.Y. (914/747-3375),
Messrs. Whitby Audio near Toronto (416/668-0787), and Messrs.
Brack Electronics of Toronto (416/366-3636) as the first of the select
few of our dealers.
Tercel Audio Marketing P.O. Box 147, Old Thornhill Village
Ontario, Canada L3T-3N1 •416/731-9708
‘tereophile
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100 WATTS.
HIGH CURRENT.
GFA-555 TECHNOLOGY.
The new

ADCOM GFA-545.

This new power amplifier from
Adcom offers the same circuit
topology as our GFA-555. And
that's the amplifier independent
test reports have found clearly
superior to others priced two
to three times higher.
The essential differences:
100 watts per channel for the
GFA-545 vs. 200 watts for the
GFA-555. And acorrespondingly
lower price.
However, nothing at all is
sacrificed when it comes to
interfacing accurately and
easily with virtually any
speaker system available today.
Which one for you? If your
listening room and other
requirements don't really call
for the amount of power the
GFA-555 delivers, the GFA-545
is probably all the amplifier
your speakers will ever need.
The only way to really
appreciate the superlative
quality of the new GFA-545 is
to compare its sonic performance with any other amplifier,
regardless of power or price.
You'll find there's just no
comparison.
Power ratings are continuous, both
channels driven into 8ohms. 20 Hz-20 kHz.
with no more than 0.09% THD.

ADCOMe

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 USA 201-390-1130
Distributed in canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R4X5

netizing your ears or brain.

Technical CD (38C39-7147) and RCA Test

• Test and Demonstration CDs.

Compact Disk (RD70400). The Denon has

Most demonstration CDs aren't. Such

good basic checks, some useful test tones

demo discs generally represent the bottom

(but no instructions as to how to listen),

third of CD recording quality, and are a

and some mediocre to good musical pas-

waste of money. The only exceptions I

sages. The RCA has more useful material

know come from Opus 3. Their Dynamics

for home purposes and a good basic in-

(CD 8300) and Depth of Image (CD 7900)

struction manual, although its musical

demonstration discs not only benefit from

selections are not recorded as well as those

good recordings, but actually help teach

on the Denon. (RCA is great on test tones,

you how to listen to music and recording

it only has trouble with music!)

techniques.
Iwill mercifully pass over the millenia of

• The Shape of Craz(i)es Yet to Come.

suffering in the inner rings of hell destined

make abuck. All those people who used to

for the leaders of certain other audiophile

sell useless record-playing and tape acces-

Everyone wants to ride the CD craze, and

recording companies—for their drum test

sories want in on the act. So do some who

CDs, the most popular band of Dojos, and

sold accessories that did work. By and

their "digital cannon." All will be condemned to an eternity of listening to the

large, you are far better off buying more

others' demonstration recordings.
Most test CDs are virtually useless without test equipment; they will confuse, rather
than help, the audiophile. Many also use

music.
Most current CD accessories and tweaks
will not help most current CD players; I
would advise you to be the last on your
block to rush out and buy the next brilliant

poor or suspect recording methods. Two

idea.

good exceptions are the Denon Audio

ing—first, do no harm!

Remember the golden rule of tweak-

An Amplifier beyond specs.
A Company beyond reproach.

It is widely acknowledged
that the subtle physics of music
puts perceivable details in its
reproduction beyond the range
of conventional measurement.
Only an instrument born of
no-compromise engineering
and obsessive attention to
detail can hope to approach
this nether region of total realism. Such an instrument is the
BEL 1001.
Apower amplifier built by a
company whose commitment to
quality demands that the final
calibration of every unit be performed by the designer himself.
Perhaps this is why BEL can
offer a5-year warranty and why,
in the fickle audiophile world,
BEL has attracted such a
fiercely loyal following.

BEL 1001
Brown Electronic Labs
1233 Somerset Dr.
San Jose, CA 95132
(4081 259 8648

Stereophile

pure Gold
Alvin Gold

MORE FLAT DIAPHRAGMS

T

he piece Iwrote in the last issue con-

cerning the Magnepan MG- IC elicited an
immediate response from the manufacturer.
To recap, Ireported on the almost miracu-

floor.
Ihad no intentions of digging holes in
my ceiling, but Idid do arerun of the experiment (speakers with Magnepan-sup-

lous transformation to the speakers follow-

plied stands vs. speakers with the spiked

ing the fitting of a pair of solidly built

ones), this time raising the speakers a

spiked stands. The reason for trying these

similar distance off the floor (which I

stands was astrong dose of disappointment
with the MG-1Cs, having used their pre-

should have done in the first place). There
was no material change in the results,

decessors, the MG-18s, on aday-in, day-

which continued to be strikingly in favor

out basis over the best part of ayear.

of the spiked stafids. True, there was some

Magnepan basically agreed with the
observations, but with neither the diag-

lightening up and opening out of textures
in the upper bass region simply as aresult

nosis nor the prognosis. Iattributed the improvement to the fact that the diaphragm

of lifting the speakers, but with the spiked
stands the MG-1Cs sounded vastly crisper,

was no longer pushing against ajelly-like

more alive, and more tactile. Quad Erat

structure, but one that was coupled fairly

Demonstrandum, as far as I am con-

rigidly to the reference frame of the room

cerned.

itself. In their view, the real cause of the

We also discussed the other point Ihad

improvement was that the speakers had
been raised from the floor about 3", and

raised concerning audible smearing with
the MG-1Cs as aresult of the tweeter strip

that the sound would improve even further

leaning back at an appreciable angle so that

if the speakers were suspended on chains

the top of the tweeter is considerably fur-

from the ceiling a foot or so clear of the

ther away from the listener than the bot-

IThe floor, for you laymen

tom. They pointed out that high frequen-
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Apogee Duetta

cies radiate perpendicular to the tweeter
plane, and the effect of allowing the

The Apogee Duetta

speakers to lean backward is identical to

briefly is the new Apogee Duetta, the baby

But Idigress. What Iwanted to talk about

listening to apoint on the tweeter nearer

of this family This particular baby will cost

the ground. Again. Icannot agree, partly

you the rather grown-up figure of $2300;

for empirical reasons—my ears tell me it

over here it costs a demonic £3300,

just ain't so—but also because the tweeter
must radiate most of its energy in acone,

roughly double.

rather than zapping it out like a laser.

tas. Ricardo, of importer Absolute Sounds,

Another panel speaker manufacturer with

thoughtfully decided to help me unpack

We got off to abad start with the Duet-

whom Ispoke, quite coincidentally only a and set them up, but on doing so disfew days later—and not a million miles covered that the screws for mounting the
from the Apogee Acoustics Randolph, MA
headquarters—concurred on the physical

rear of the baseplate were missing. Impa-

line sources have this problem to some

tient to hear what they sounded like, he
stood them up on their vestigial fixed
stands, and the inevitable happened: one of

degree. A single point source is, they

them keeled over, taking a bite out of a

pointed out, the ideal driver geometrically.

windowsill and doing some internal

Over to you, Quad ...

damage to the frame of the speaker in the

interpretation, while pointing out that all
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TT1 — Wall mounting unit to isolate your turntable
We can simply say that the TT1 is the best wall mounted turntable platform
we have ever seen" — HI-Fl Heretic, U.S. Magazine.
For your free copy of our catalogue contact:

MAY AUDIO MARKETING LTD.
P.O. Box 1048

Champlain, N.Y. 12919

Tel.: (514) 651-5707

REVELATION BASIC PREAMPUFIER
"1 can't add much to the previous praise the Superphon has gotten in
Stereophile except to say that if this preamp was British and cost $2500
everyone would be praising it to the skies. It is short on features and looks, but
possesses asoundstage that virtually all the competition lacks, anatural
sweetness without glare in the upper octaves, and amusicality that is sadly
lacking in virtually every receiver or cheap transistor preamplifier I've heard.
The Superphon is more detailed and harmonic than the NADs, Haflers, Adcom, Carver, and is more musically natural in the critical midrange area than
the PS Audio SR-I. If you're willing to settle for the better high output moving
coils, Grados, etc., you can count on excellent value for money, and sound that
may be the envy of friends with far more expensive transistor preamps."
—Anthony H. Cordesman, Stereophile, Volume 8, No. 7
Suggested list $349

upErphon
Superphon Audio Components
1035 Conger Street, Unit 3 Eugene, OR 97402
503/345-4226
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process. They nevertheless continued to
work.
That was the only snag, however, and
the Duettas have subsequently proceeded
to charm everyone who's heard them, with
the single exception of the Man Who
Doesn't Like Loudspeakers, Keith Howard
(editor of 111-F1 Answers).
Ithink Iunderstand why he doesn't like
them, but it does nothing to diminish my
admiration for aloudspeaker which, however uncomfortable it can feel at times, is
the single most extraordinarily lucid and
colorful transducer Ihave ever heard, with
the possible exception of the Koetsu Rosewood Signature (which also has a telephone number instead of aprice tag). The
bass end, despite being slightly OTT, has
real depth and power combined with pitch,
bounce, and an unmistakably tactile quality. Bass instruments have an unbounded,
in-the-room quality that for once makes
sense of that old cliche about reaching out
and touching the instrument. At times,
that's almost exactly how it was. The
speaker has near-perfect integration and
uniformity from the lowest to the highest
notes, and a wonderfully vivid sense of
tonal color and instrumental separation.
But they stretched my Krell KSA-50 up
to and frequently beyond its limits. It took
an all-too-brief spell with anew KSA-100
(and aprototype 300-watt class-A monster
from Musical Fidelity I'll tell you more
about in the future) to show that it was the
amplifier, not the loudspeakers, putting the
lid on that final 10%. All this makes the
Duetta a very expensive animal in more
senses than one. Right now, though, it is
my sincere desire to be marooned on a
desert island with a pair of these for
company. 3
3 Though Ihave no desire to be marooned on adesert
island. Ihave to concur in AG's assessment of the potential wonders of the Duet. Iwas privdeged to hear an excellent demonstration of them at Audio Vision in Arlington. MA. The problems that .IGH and Iheard at
Apogees CES room last summer were totally absent, and
the remarkable coherence that I've heard from every
Apogee speaker was quite stunning. Ican't say whether
they'll pass JGH's "raise the hackles" test, but most
listeners will find them wonderful to listen to—but only
with absolutely the best source material and drive
electronics.
—LA
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Roksan Xerxes, the Turntable
This one came out of the blue. Ihad
heard rumblings about aturntable called
Xerxes from a company called Roksan
Engineering, but even now new turntables
are not exactly a rarity, and there was
nothing to suggest there was anything
unusual about this one. Iwas wrong, but
the mistake was understandable, as you
shall see.
Ishould preface what follows by noting
that one of my pet hatreds is bad science—
the pseudo-technological claptrap masquerading as science that is used to add a
veneer of respectability to adesign that was
probably acomplete accident, or ripped
off from somewhere else.
The Xerxes is no ripoff, but it could well
be the other thing. Roksan claims to have
been working on the design for four years,
and to have reams of highly numerical propaganda, but Ihaven't seen any of it, and
their literature confines itself to little gems
like "Records are books of music enscribed
on black vinyl" and, "Is it then possible to
read the vinyl books of music? Noise. ..
sound ...music. ..Think.

.listen .

choose. .." Poetic, huh?
The design is unusual to the point of being effectively unique. The guys at Roksan
are not into suspended subchasses, and
they cite the fact that accelerations and
decelerations in the arm/platter relationship will cause the subchassis to wind up
against its springs—if left unimpeded the
platter will eventually acquire the speed of
the platter, and there will be no relative
motion between stylus and record. That's
what the manufacturers said; if you're
whispering "bullshit" under your breath,
so did I, and I've yet to fully change my
mind. But. ..
It would be incorrect to say that the
Roksan doesn't have asuspension. There is
one, but it's highly damped, and adjustable
to maximize signal/noise with the stylus
tracking a quiet groove. The rest of the
mechanical parts employ ingenious techniques to minimize structural resonance
problems. The chassis (or subchassis—call
it what you will) is made from resinous
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Four Simple Ways to Improve
the Sound of Your Music

Monster Cables Interlink High Resolution Interconnects: Interlink Reference Aand Interlink Special
Interlink Reference A®
Our Finest Cable Design lets you Re-discover
rur Favorite Music.
Interlink Reference A is recognized worldwide
as the best sounding interconnect available.
Winner of International Audio Review's
"Engineering Achievement Award" and flagship
of the Interlink Series, Interlink Reference A
sets anew standard for audio cable performance. The finest example of our "Bandwidth
Balanced" design features 3wire networks
to provide ultra-wide bandwidth and absolute
phase coherency over the entire audio spectrum. Audiophiles agree. The sonic improvements are worth every penney.
Interlink Special®
High Technology Puts Big Performance into a
Small Package.
Based on the same "Bandwidth Balanced"
technology incorporated in Interlink Reference
A, Interlink Special is smaller and more flexible.
Extended frequency extremes, superb transients, incredible instrument clarity, and an outstanding 3-dimensional image, make Interlink
Special second only to one.
Interlink®4
A PricelPerformance Breakthrough...
Now Monster Cable's "Bandwidth Balanced .'
technology is yours in avery affordable,

Monster Cable :
'Products, Inc.
101 Townsend. San Francisco. CA 94107
Tel: 415 777-1355 Telex: 47058-1 MCSYUI
Available on GSA Contract.

compact package. Using dual inner conductors,
each with 2wire networks, Interlink 4delivers
sound quality that other "audiophile cables"
can't match at any price. We invite comparison
with the competition.
Interlink®CD
Fulfilling the Promise of Digital
Conventional cables run out of breath when
trying to cope with today's digital sound. The
detailed resolution, awesome dynamic range,
and powerful bottom end available from digital
are lost when you use ordinary interconnect
cables. Interlink CD controls high frequency
phase shifts to produce aricher musical sound
while minimizing the harshness found in some
CD program material. Connect yours with
Interlink CD.

St.uxlard
Comal
Constrocuon

"liaMwwith
Italanted luf1StrIla

Two lialarked Center
Conductor,.
Mud Freque.
Bass
Hod, Ermorono,

Wernk.

Write for afree brochure.

fibreboard, and has an elongated slot cut

has always been the Linn. Ihave used

through it which meanders oddly around

others, including various vintages of Oracle

the surface, to break up panel modes re-

and the SOTA. Indeed, both were available

lated to the major panel dimensions. The
main platter is in two parts: an inner plat-

when the Xerxes came home to play. Iad-

ter with asurface to accept drive from the

mit to astrong liking for the extraordinary
lucid sense of stereo that the Oracle pro-

motor, and an outer one with its weight
highly concentrated around the periphery.

precision of the SOTA, especially when

Again, it is unusual in that the total weight
of the platter is lower than you might expect (although it claims higher rotational

with either. The SOTA especially fails to
play tunes in the bass, and lacks that

inertia than the Linn Sondek LP12), , and

vides, and the rock-solid stability and
used with avacuum mat. But Icouldn't live

each of the two sections is made of two

necessary touch of life. Rhythms tend to
drag, and even the Oracle (I'm talking

parts, an arrangement conceived to reduce

about the latest version) fails to match the

bell modes and other resonances.

musical integrity and overall competence
of the Linn, though it is amore glamorous,

The main bearing is very narrow and
long, and allows some intentional endfloat in the platter, but has very tight

glossy-sounding product.

tolerances. A felt mat is used, and the

With three of the finest turntables in the
world to compete against (the Oracle fitted

center spindle is removed for playing, so

with an SME Series V, the Linn fitted with

that only the felt is in contact with the

an Ittok, and the SOTA fitted with an old
Alphason—Koetsu Red and Red Signature

record. The deck is supplied with arm-base
fittings for the popular arms, though
Roksan is working on an in-house arm
design.
Drive, by flat belt, comes from asmall

cartridges used throughout), the Xerxes appeared to have its work cut out. In the
event, its superiority was clear from the
outset. It wasn't that it did any individual

synchronous motor with unusually low

thing better than the others; no, it did

rotor inertia. The two phases of the motor
are supplied by individual class-A ampli-

everything better. It offered the stereo

fiers contained in an outboard box containing an on-off switch in the rear and 33
4 5
/
switching in the front.
What impresses most, however, is the at-

resolution and detail of the best U.S.
designs, and combined them with the
superior speed regularity, pitch, and tunefulness of the best UK ones, in apackage
that promises to be easy to set up and con-

tention to detail. The quality of the fixtures
and the fitting is by and large of the high-

sistent in use.

est; the level of engineering integrity and
purposefulness is reminiscent of the Rega

Xerxes, and I'll undoubtedly be doing so
when I've heard it running with the Rega

Planar designs. Dealer support and training

arm, especially when it goes on sale in

There is much more to say about the

are also of the best, though setting up poses

your country. The question remains

no real problems to those conversant with
other high quality designs. In common

whether the market needs yet another upmarket turntable; I'll leave this for you to

with the Regas, the deck isn't much to look

decide. Ihave my doubts whether anything
short of walking on water is agood enough

at. It is rather larger than usual, but
finish—in achoice of black, black, or black

gimmick three years into the digital era.

woodgrain —is good enough.

There are those who thrive on adversity

Until now, my preference in turntables
4Rotational inertia depends on txith mass and the square
of the distance of the mass from the center of rotation
light platter could have greater rotational inertia than a
heavy one if the mass were more concentrated toward the
platter's periphery
—LA
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and working against the odds; if Iwere a
religious man I'd pray for their success.
Roksan Xerxes costs f455. Roksan
Engineering is at The
63 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1R 5BH. Phone:
011-44-1-251-1021, from the U.S.
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motif mc se; en
Dual-monaural
f.e.t. preamplifier
by conrad-johnson
design. inc.
An elegant.
natural aluminum
exterior houses
sophisticated
circuitry
implemented
ith component
parts selected for
durability and
musical accuracy.
Awork of art in
technolog,y, the
me semis true
beauty lies in
its natural
reproduction of
recorded music.
For information,
write:
conmd-lohnson
design. Inc.
280OR Dorr Ave.
Fairfax. VA
22031
703-698-8581

am thoroughly
impressed by the
Synthesis I,M20 monitor. At only
$600 apair, they literally fill aroom with music.
Aremarkable speaker"
Bobby ibylor
President
Excalibur Audio

nthcsis
2817 \II
lo i•

\\'lint' •lean' \.

703-698-7905

irginia 22031

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
ASC TUBE TRAPS
J. Gordon Holt

Low and high frequency acoustic absorbers.
Dimensions: 3' and 2' high; 9", 11". 16". and
20" diameter. Semi-cylindrical versions of all
sizes available. Prices: $59 to $299, depending on size. MANUFACTURER: Acoustic
Sciences Corp., PO Box 11156, Eugene, OR
97440. (800)-ASC-TUBE.

In my rather jaded report on the Winter
CES (Vol. 29, No. 2), Iremarked that there
was nothing really new in the field of highend audio. Well, Iwas wrong. Ioverlooked
the ASC Tube Traps, a patented new
acoustic device designed by Arthur Noxon
(president of ASC). The Traps represent the
first practical and effective solution to a
perennial audiophile problem: standing
waves in the listening room.
While most audiophiles today know that
proper acoustical treatment of the listening
room is essential for good sound reproduction, few are aware that the usual wall
treatments have practically no effect at low
frequencies. A treated room can be almost
completely dead at middle and high frequencies and yet suffer from severe
standing-wave

interference

at

low

frequencies.'
Recording studios use wall "traps" , to
control low-frequency reflections, but,
since these must be built in to the walls
Only very thick panels-3" or 4—have significant absorption down to 500 Hz. The thinner, more commonly
available stuff doesn't help until 900 Hz. which is pretty
well up in the midrange.
—LA

ASC Tube Trap

2Wall traps are cavities filled with absorptive material and
faced with irregularly spaced slats which serve to pass low
frequencies and reflect high frequencies The low frequency enagy is then dissipated in the absorptive filler
of the cavity.
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How the movements of air molecules (dots) transmit sound waves. The white dots
show the position of air molecules in the absence of sound. The black dots show
the molecular shifts during transmission of a sine wave.
Figure 1

during construction, they're of only

Because the surrounding air molecules are

academic interest to the majority of

unconfined, they immediately relieve the

audiophiles. Most of us have had to accept
the inevitability of standing waves, and, by

pressure by simply moving away from the
sound source. Likewise, as the source pro-

judicious placement of the loudspeakers,
try to minimize their detrimental effects.

duces asurface rarefaction by moving away
from the surrounding air, the air molecules

Now at last, there's abetter solution.
In order to understand how the in-

are drawn towards it, again maintaining the

genious devices from Acoustic Sciences

As each of these molecular shifts occurs,
it is passed on to adjacent air molecules;

Corp. work, it's necessary to understand a
little bit about how sound waves behave in
an enclosed space. We all know that sound

air pressure at arelatively constant level.

the shift travels outwards in all directions
from the vibrating object at a speed of

waves are created by any vibrating object,

about 1100 feet per second—the velocity

be it a violin or a shrieking infant. Less

of sound in air. It is important to note that

generally known is that sound waves pro-

these air-molecule shifts do not cause a
wind (which is the acoustical equivalent of

duce only slight changes in pressure in the
surrounding air.
As the vibrating object moves, it presses

direct current). The shifts are only tem-

against the surrounding air and causes a

porary, with all molecules returning more
or less to their original positions in space,

pressure rise at the surface of the object.

after the sound wave has passed.
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The easiest way to visualize sound
transmission through air is to think of a

between the opposite wall surfaces. The
reverb therefore takes longer to dissipate

falling row of dominoes. When the first

than it normally would. This is what we

one falls, it knocks over the next, which in

call astanding wave; its effect on reproduced
sound is to emphasize acertain frequency,

turn knocks over the next, and so on. Each
individual domino moves only an inch or

and add hangover to it, impairing both the

so, but the state of fallen-ness traverses the
entire line of dominoes. Each domino

smoothness and the detail of LF reproduction (not to mention the spectral balance).

behaves like an air molecule, while the

Further aggravating the situation, every

"fallen-ness" is analagous to the sound
wave.
Because sound transmission in open air

standing wave also supports lesser standing
waves at multiples of the lowest one's fre-

consists of molecular shifts and pressure
changes, when sound waves impinge on a
boundary like aroom wall, the air molecules cannot move any further; they pile up
on one another, causing apressure rise at
the boundary surface. If the surface has no
absorptive qualities, the pressure rise will
have no place to go except back out into the
room, as areflection. It will then cross the
room as an acoustic wave until it encounters another surface, which may reflect it
once again. This will continue until the wave
dissipates as aresult of friction in the air.
A room's reverberation is the result of
multiple reflections between opposite
boundary surfaces. The time it takes for the
reverberation to die out is considered to be

quency. Thus, a24-Hz standing wave will
also cause weaker room resonances at 48,
72, and 96 Hz, each of which will be
stimulated by any of those frequencies in
the program material.
And that's only athird of the problem.
Standing waves occur between all parallel
room boundaries, and every room has
three such pairs (defining height, width,
and length). If any of these dimensions are
the same, or multiples of each other (such
as an 8-foot ceiling in a 16-foot-long
room), the harmonic progressions will
coincide across the board, and the
standing-wave problems will be at least
twice as bad. It is not difficult to see how
this can can wreak havoc with an audio
system's LF performance.

the room's reverberation time or RT. (For

When sound strikes aflat-surface boun-

measurement purposes, "dying out" is
defined as the point where the strength of

dary, the resulting pressure buildup may be

the reverberation has fallen to 60 dB below

parallel to the boundary surface, and by

the strength of the original sound; hence
the term RT60.)
motions of the wave, and sound transmis-

reflection off the boundary surface. Where
two boundaries meet as in aroom corner,
one avenue of pressure relief is cut off, and
more energy must then be reradiated by

sion through the walls, the sound wave
would be trapped in the room almost

greater in acorner. Where three surfaces

If it weren't for friction acting upon air

forever. Such is the case in marble-faced
reverberation chambers.

dissipated in two ways: by molecular motion

reflection. Thus, pressure buildups are
abut, as with floor and ceiling corners,
pressure changes are even higher still. This

When aroom dimension equals half the

is why loudspeakers placed in room cor-

wavelength of asound, the reverb does not
die out smoothly and predictably, because

ners will excite every standing wave the
room is capable of supporting, at max-

the wave acts to reinforce its own reflec-

imum efficiency, and why audible bass

tions. When the boundary zone at one wall
surface is pressurized, the opposite one is

response is usually greatest in the other
room corners. The result is the most bass

subjected to ararefaction, and when these

you can get, but also the most irregular LF

reflect back into the room, they just exchange ends. Each reflection feeds the

response.

other, and the result is astorage of energy

considered an inescapable evil in home
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Traditionally, standing waves have been
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sound reproduction, to be worked around
as best one could. (The "ideal" room
dimension ratio of 1to 1.25 to 1.6 does not

theless, if you have small children, or cats
with apenchant for climbing. Iwould suggest anchoring the columns to the wall or

reduce the severity of standing waves; it

ceiling with alength of picture wire.

merely puts them as far from one another

Ishould mention here another interesting

as possible, to minimize augmentations and

feature of the Tube Traps. Suspended just

cancellations. By spreading out the irregularities, it also creates the illusion of
smooth response.) ASC's llibe Traps now

around about 180° of its circumference, is
athin sheet of soft plastic that is reflective

provide ameans for actually suppressing

at frequencies above 400 Hz. (It has little ef-

standing waves.

fect below 300 Hz.) Thus, each tube can be

under the surface of each tube and wrapped

Each Trap is ahollow tube with asolid

"tuned" by rotating it for the optimum

cap on each end. The walls of the tube consist of a 1" -thick layer of dense, fine-

balance between low- and upper-frequency

wire frame to prevent its collapse. The

absorption, to compensate for differences
in the absorption coefficients of wall surfaces behind it. One can tell at aglance

outer surface is adecorative fabric material

which way the tube is oriented by the place-

available in avariety of colors.

ment of aseam that runs up and down the
tube, so this tuning process is not too

stranded Fiberglas, surrounded by arigid

Placed in aroom corner, the tube is subjected to air-pressure variations from
standing-wave activity; these create
pressure differentials between the room
and the cylinder. The porous fiberglas
allows air to flow in and out of the hollow
cylinder in order to equalize the pressures;
because the fiberglas is quite dense, friction
between the air molecules and the fiberglas

difficult.
Like all great inventions, the ibbes are a
masterpiece of elegant simplicity. What is
most remarkable about them, though, is
how well they work. Just two of these tubes,
in the corners behind the loudspeakers,
make a clearly audible difference in LE
smoothness and detail. Floor-to-ceiling col-

strands tends to impede air flow. The fric-

umns in all four room corners produce an

tion results in heat, which draws energy
from the moving—air energy that would

imrovement that can only be described as
dramatic. Additional ones, along the walls,

otherwise have been re-radiated as astan-

can make the room as acoustically dead as

ding wave.
Because it takes acertain period of time

you want it to be.
While it is possible to overdamp aroom

for the inside and outside pressures to

with 'naps (according to the manufacturer —

equalize, the LF absorption characteristic
of the ASC tubes depends on their internal

Iwas not able to confirm this), their not-

volume. The larger the volume, the more

larger diameters—and their tendency to eat

time required for pressure equalization,
and the lower the absorption frequency.

up room space will generally dictate using
them efficiently rather than going for

inconsiderable cost—particularly in the

The smallest tube, 9" in diameter, works

overkill. Even aminimally efficient room

down to around 90 Hz. A 11-incher is good
down to 45 Hz, while a16-incher is claimed

onus is partly offset by the fact that you can

to be effective to 10 Hz—not that anyone is

do the treatment in stages, starting with two

likely to care.
The end caps on each tube are threaded,

of the large Traps in the most critical locations, then adding more as finances

treatment may cost close to $1000, but the

and metal studs are provided to stack several

permit—which is fortunate, considering

tubes together, allowing for the assembly of
astable floor-to-ceiling column. The tubes

(the cost of doing my room thoroughly was

are light enough so that an 8-foot stack

about $8200 at retail).

could fall on your head without causing

Because the cost of each ASC Trap
depends on its size, you should use the

much more than acute surprise; never-
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how expensive complete room treatment is
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smallest ones you can get away with. The

for my room left no space for the work

11" tubes will usually be ideal in threesurface corners, with 9-inchers suitable for

desk, computer printer, and 14 boxes of
LPs, not to mention the piles of 14-year ac-

two-surface junctions and midwall loca-

cumulated junk. The room sounds great

tions. In listening rooms of average size, you
should not try to suppress all of the lowest-

and looks very impressive, but is now

frequency standing waves, as they will
usually be near the speaker's low-end limit,
where output level is somewhat down to

useful only as alistening space. For me, it's
still aworthwhile sacrifice, but you may
not want (or be allowed) to sacrifice your
living room so wholeheartedly.

begin with. It is pointless, for example, to

Speaking from experience, Iwould ad-

use 20-inch tubes in a system with
loudspeakers whose bottom range doesn't

vise the following compromise for those

extend below 50 Hz.

listening. Use conventional acoustical

who cannot dedicate an entire room to

room as follows:

materials like Fiberglas and Sonex—the
thicker, the better—on wall and ceiling

• Single 11-inchers in lower room corners—

surfaces, and heavy wall-to-wall carpeting

first behind the speakers, then 16-inchers

on the floor, to control mid- and upper-

You might build the treatment of atypical

behind the listening area.

range reflections. Then use the Tube Traps

• Go up to the ceiling in the corners with
11 -inchers behind the speakers, then more

in the corners and, perhaps, the half-wave
points, to control LF standing waves.

16-inchers behind the listening area.

There are few "accessories" Ican think

• Single 11 -inchers at mid-points along

of that Iwould consider to be absolutely

the lower side walls.

necessary for good audio system performance, but the ASC llibe Trap is one of

• Single 9-inchers at one-quarter points
along the lower side walls.
• Go up to the ceiling at mid- and quarter-

them. Icannot recommend them too
strongly!

points (you're venturing into the realm of
no-holds-barred).
• 9-inchers at all boundary edges, with

LA Comments:

tubes parallel to the edges. Now you're a

Traps, more as a witness. The effect on

complete llibe addict!

JGH's room has been practically breathtak-

Idon't qualify as an evaluator of "Ribe

My listening room was ltrbe- treated by

ing. The only characteristic perhaps not

ASC's Field Rep Sandy Hawkins, who really did the whole number—no holds barred.

emphasized enough by JGH is articulateness. You notice it as soon as you go into

The room now contains 60 llibes, 9" to 16"
in diameter; to say that it has been trans-

speech is much easier to understand; you

formed would understate the case. With only
1-inch-thick fiberglass panels on the walls

perfect intelligibility. This, of course, ex-

the room, even without music playing:
can speak more softly and still retain

and carpeting on the floor, this used to be a tends to the music: particularly low end,
but midrange as well, is much better

good listening room. It is now superb!

Everything about the sound except highend quality has improved, and dramatically

defined.

in some areas: bass performance, imaging,

make an astonishing difference, but llibes

soundstaging, and overall detail.
The only real problem with ibbes is the

are definitely one of them.

space they take up, particularly when
they're out of the corners. Ideally, they
should be located symmetrically in the
room, which may mean blocking off windows and record cabinets—or worse,
doorways. 3 The ideal Trap configuration
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There aren't many products that Ithink

3just before this issue went off to the printer. JGH and I
were attempting some critical listening in his "tubed"
listening room—he always has been arabid tube fan—
when he pointed out asurfeit of low end at the back wall
right in front of the door. Moving agood-sized tube column in front of the door (thereby blocking off the room's
only mode of egress) eliminated the problem. These tubes
can really change your life!
—LA
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VMPS SUPER TOWER lia /R
Anthony H. Cordesman

Large cone-driver stereo loudspeakers.
Dimensions: 76" by 21 1/
2 " by 17". Weight
(each): about 250 lbs. Driver complement
(15 drivers total, per speaker): two slotloaded subwoofers (one a mass-loaded
passive radiator); one 12" low-bass polypropylene woofer; two 12" midbass polypropylene cones; four 5" polypropylene
cones in individual sub-enclosures; five 1"
dome tweeters; a ribbon super tweeter.
Price: $3000-3500/pair assembled, $22002600 kit. MANUFACTURER: VMPS Audio
Products Co., 3412 Eric Ct., El Sobrante, CA
94803. (415) 222-4276.

One of the nicest features of the High End
is its diversity. Regardless of whatever trend
is fashionable, there will always be manufacturers to buck it, and sell alternative concepts and sounds. VMPS is just such acase.
With few exceptions, the recent trend in
speaker systems has been toward small- to
medium-sized "monitors" with good imaging and high resolution, but limited bass
and dynamics.' The VMPS Towers provide
the former, but buck the trend by adding
reproduction of the deepest bass and outstanding full-range dynamics.
The Super Tower Ila/R is not the most
expensive VMPS speaker—VMPS also produces a$7000 ribbon system—but it is the
largest member of the VMPS family. As
befits such a senior member, the Super
Tower Ha/Rs are both expensive and impressive in size at up to $3500 apair and
500 pounds!
Ilis interesting that the origin of "monitor - is Studio
monitor -• —where just the opposite is true Low coloration is frequently sacrificed for life-like SPL capability, and
imaging is irrelevant in many studio listening situations
—LA
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Super Tower 11a/R
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Bass Power and Extension

transparency in the bass.

As this mix of sheer size and driver

Like the larger Infinities, the VMPS Super

numbers indicates, the Super Tower Ha/Rs

Tower Ila/Rs show that bass extension well

do not make polite compromises with the

below 30 Hz, low bass distortion, and high

laws of physics. The 3dB-down point in

bass power capability are very desirable in

the bass is an honest 17 Hz; the ha/Rs' deep
bass competes directly in quality and ex-

aspeaker system. This mix is sadly lost in

tension with the Infinity IRS Ills. Both on

far too many high-end systems. Such bass
power is particularly desirable when you

test generators (using warble tones, pink

like jazz with astrong bass line, Mahler, the

noise, sine wave, and pulses) and with live

better British rock recordings, Grand

music, the Super Tower ha/Rs succeed in

Opera, 19th-century Russian composers

rivaling the deep bass in the IRS in every
way. They also surpass or equal the deep

(someone must like 19th-century Russian

have tested. Expensive as these speakers

instruments.

composers!), or any other music with the
bass of any subwoofer speaker system I full power and range of modern musical
are, they have few rivals at anything ap-

After all, about 40-70% of the total

proaching the price. Once properly ad-

measurable energy from such music occurs

justed, the Super Tower Ha/Rs produce the
kind of bass you can literally feel, without
sacrificing detail, control, and the ability to

below 100 Hz. This is why small mini-

honestly reproduce bass notes as music.

can feel—some audiophiles and music

monitors should be reserved for small
mini-music. You may not care for bass you

This kind of deep bass is important for

lovers can never get used to reproducing

more than the high-end equivalent of

deep bass in the home—but once you have

"special effects". Even if you are used to
listening to a speaker with relatively extended bass, like the RS-lb or Apogee, it is

listened to a true full-range speaker you
may find it difficult to go back to systems
which omit so much musical information.

amazing to find out how deep the bass in-

You will also realize just how bad the bass

formation really goes on some otherwise

is on most small- to medium-sized speaker

"stock" jazz, symphonic, rock, and even

systems.

some chamber music, recordings. Much of
this bass cannot be heard, only felt, and in
other cases it is simply afaint reinforcement

Dynamics and Power

of other musical information. Nevertheless,

Very loud. Wry, very loud. In fact, the issue

it provides musical cues immediately

is not whether the VMPS Super Tower

The Super Tower Ila/Rs also play loud.

reminiscent of live performances but for-

Ha/Rs are "digital-ready"; it is, rather,

gotten when listening to most hi-fi
systems.

whether digital (or analog) is VMPS Super

Further, the deepest bass with the Super

Tower Ila/R-ready. Not only will the Super
Towers reproduce organ, percussion (in-

Tower ha/Rs is sufficiently effortless that
you can hear and feel the entire bass spectrum

busters" to levels approaching pain, they

at live listening levels, without distortion

will reproduce live instruments at levels

or coloration. This may not on the surface
sound unusual, given the number of speakers
that claim to be flat down to 35-40 Hz.

cluding cannon), and all the usual "speaker

familiar only to those who ought to be confined to rock concerts. My daughter plugged
her bass guitar directly into my system, and

However, most such speakers that measure

promises that the Super Tower Ha/Rs took

well, even flat to 25 Hz, fail to deliver real

everything she could put out. You'll have

power much below 60 ha; they either begin
to limit around 85 or 90 dB, or they cannot
deliver tightly controlled, natural bass
power. What you get is doubling, one-note
bass, or acoustic mud; what you give up is
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to rely on her word; Ileft when my ears
began to bleed.
This kind of listening level is not my bag,
any more than extended listening to
audiophile records whose only justifica-
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You will probably also have to experi-

tion is sheer volume and lots of loud bangs
(the kind that win the Telarc/Sheffield

ment with using Mortite to mass-damp the

"Deaf Golden lbrkey" Award). The fact re-

subwoofers —fairly easy, but requiring

mains, however, that virtually all naturally
recorded music has very wide dynamic

careful reading of the instructions, and
careful experimentation. Using the largest

range, and most speakers do not. Most
speaker systems operate well only within a

size Tiptoes under the speakers is amust.
You will have to take careful steps to reduce

dynamic range of about 20 dB—usually at

the vulnerability of your front end to

some point between 65 and 90 Db. Below

acoustic breakthrough, and remove any ob-

and above that optimal range, they lose
resolution and transparency. They slow

jects in the room that resonate in the deep

down, exhibit growing irregularities in frequency response, and sharply compress

version of Richard Heyser's "live end-dead
end" room treatment recommended by

sudden transients. Most of the best speakers

VMPS, although you can usually get away

eliminate these effects at low listening

with putting your speakers on on the long

levels, but very few eliminate them at high
levels, though such levels are natural, and

wall as asubstitute.)

equivalent to live listening.

find that the VMPS Ila/R is remarkably flat
and realistic in timbre, from the lowest bass
to the highs. Strings, woodwinds, brass,

The Super Tower Ha/Rs are dynamic at
both low and high levels. They have much

bass. (If fanatic, you may wish to adopt the

Once you have taken these steps you will

of the life of the old horn speakers,

and piano all have their proper tonal

although they need considerably more
power. Big band jazz sounds like big band

balance; so does voice. The soundstage is

jazz; Wagner cuts loose without restraint;

exceptionally good, with excellent depth

Beethoven Symphonies have full dynamic

and width. Imaging is natural. The information you expect in live music is present,

power; piano solos lose their politeness or

without etching or highlighting.

compression, revealing the full power of a
concert grand piano; rock effects are
neither slowed nor compressed; drum at-

In fact, if you try light chamber music
without astrong bass element, and close
your eyes, you will have the impression of

tacks are quick and natural.

listening to agood small monitor with excellent imaging. The Super Tower Ha/Rs

Soundstage, Timbre, and
Transparency

do, however, have an advantage over such
speakers, one that only comes with size:

Neither bass extension nor dynamics

the driver placement clusters the treble

would be important if the Super Tower

drivers towards the top, slightly elevating

Ha/Rs were not good speakers in other

the image. The imaging and upper-octave
data are unusually free of room effects.

ways. Fortunately, the size and number of
drivers is misleading. The VMPS is very

My only reservations? The VMPS Super

coherent for alarge cone speaker syssem,

Tower Ha/Rs are not quite as coherent as

and is as comfortable reproducing Mozart's
flute music as Wagner's Gotterdanunerung.

Thiel CS-2s or Quad ESL-63s, and the cone

(Or was it Aida? They all sound the same!)
The Super Tower ha/Rs do require very

the very best "small" monitors like the
drivers in the upper six octaves are not
quite up to the standard set by the bass. The

careful set-up. They allow avery wide range

Super Tower ha/Rs reverse the normal

of adjustment; it may take you several days

weakness found in most of today's speakers.

to tune these adjustments in to the point
where you are comfortable with the tonal

The bass extension is so good that it

balance. Sensible attention to placement is

fortunately, Ihave yet to hear acone driver
that can equal the apparent air, transparency,

required, and alot of experimentation to
find the position which least excites room
effects in the bass.
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highlights any weakness in the treble. Un-

and life of agood ribbon, EMIT /EMIM, or
electrostatic. At the risk of shifting from
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reviewer to designer, Iwould dearly love to

some very good substitutes. There are the

hear what an all-out version of this speaker

VMPS Super Towers ($1938/pair), and the

would sound like with drivers like the EMIT/

Tower Hs (S1198/pair). Both come in kit

EMIMs on my reference Infinity RS-1Ñ. Ad-

form at much lower prices. The Super Tbwer

mittedly this would probably cost twice as
much as the present Super Tower ¡la/Rs,

still takes you down to 22 Hz with ex-

but. ..

and 140 lbs. The Tower II goes down to

Summing Up; Some Important
Alternatives

are likely to sound better than the Super

The VMPS Super Tower ha/Rs are not a
casual purchase. They require some very
clear choices regarding the value of the
deepest bass versus cost and size. They also
require alistening room with at least one
20' wall, and avolume of more than 1900
cubic feet. A very large listening room

cellent dynamics, and it is only 49" high
about 25 hz, at 43" high and 85 lbs. Both
Tower Ila/Rs in small- to medium-sized
listening rooms, and are far less likely to
overdrive a room, or present placement
problems. They offer even more of apotential bargain in terms of deep bass and
dynamic range per dollar, and you can also
opt for the subwoofer. There's hope for the

would be desirable, as would aroom with

closet bass freak yet!

an eight-foot ceiling. It will take several

Recommended Recordings
CDs

days (or more) to tune the speakers correctly, and literate attention to the instructions.
The speakers are designed to be massdamped by the user, and casual disregard
for the instructions may leave them boomy
in ways the designer never intended, but
which are easily corrected.
If this sounds a bit fussy, Iwouldn't
worry. Provided you have alarge enough
room, the adjustments are easy enough to
be part of the fun. You can also get excellent telephone support from VMPS, and
may find life easier in other ways. The
Super Tower Ila/Rs are also so efficient that
you can use asingle relatively low-power
amplifier, yet are so power-tolerant that
you can bi-amp to your heart's content:
they have an unusually flat impedance
curve. This, plus their many adjustments,
mean they can be used with virtually any
good electronics.
As for the overall sound, Ilike the end
result, and would be happy to live with it.
As the designer's recommended list of
recordings indicates, the VMPS Super
Towers ha/Rs are part of a full line of
speakers which provide extended bass to
help make the rest of the music realistic,
rather than to emphasize the bass.
Iknow of no way to get equal coherence
and ultra-deep bass power and dynamics at
anything like the price. if you are room- or
dollar-limited, VMPS can also provide
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DG 400 033-2. Mahler Symphony 1; Abbado/
CSO. Offstage trumpets in 1st movement are
recorded 40 ft from podium and should sound
that way.
London 410 188-2. Mahler Symphony 4;
Solti/CSO. Soprano in last movement should be
reproduced with middle distance perspective.
DG 410 507-2. Chopin Concerto 2; Pogorelich/
Abbado/CSO. Distant perspective on piano and
orchestra with much hall sound.
RCA RCD1-3042.Sondheim, Sunday in the
Park with George. Act 1 finale includes two
soloists, small chorus, pit band.
CBS MK 39699. Gershwin, Piano Music, Tilson
Thomas/LAPO. Close perspective on jazz band,
piano, full orchestra, very powerful.

LPs
DGG 2531 202. Prokoviev-Alexander Nevsky,
Abbado/LSO. The "Battle on the Ice" contains
hair-raising dynamics, shouting chorus.
DGG 2531 262. Beethoven Triple Concerto,
Mutter/Zeltser/Ma/Karajan. The three soloists are
well defined centered in the orchestra.
DGG 2530 980. Schubert String Quintet in C,
Melos/Rostropovich. Natural string tone and close
perspective.
Epic FE 38795. Charlie Daniels Band Decade of
Hits. "The Devil Went Down to Georgia" is my
favorite cut.
Meridian E77010. Italian Cantatas, The Wren
Consort. Baritone, viola da gamba, harpsichord,
very naturally recorded with two mikes.
Smithsonian N 026. Herbert ,Naughty Marietta.
Bert Whyte's latest project, outstanding recording
of large chorus, numerous soloists.
A&M SP 3233. Joan Baez, Diamonds & Rust.
Still the female vocal album that has to be
reproduced properly to have its effect.
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Too Positive, Too Negative

and will endeavor in future to maintain a

Prefatory note:

rather better sense of perspective in my

It has been called to my attention that I'm

reports. Iwill, for example, remind readers

inclined, in my loudspeaker reports, to go

more often that much of my enthusiasm for

overboard about the positive qualities of

some inexpensive speakers stems from the

mediocre loudspeakers and to come down

pleasant discovery that they are not as bad

much too bard on the minor imperfections
of generally superb loudspeakers.

as they should be for the price, and that

Iwas, of course, deeply offended by this
outrageous, unfair; and totally unwar-

sive ones result from my frustration when
they do some things superbly, but not

ranted attack on my personal integrity—

everything.

many of my cavils about the most expen-

MUSIC 8( SOUND 925 SPEAKER SYSTEM
J Gordon Holt

Three-way system with 8" cone woofer, 10"
passive radiator, two 3
4 " dome tweeters.
/
Frequency response: +3 db, 30 to 22,000
Hz. Nominal inpedance: 8to 5ohms. Dimensions: 24" H by 12" W by 12" D. Weight: 34
lbs. Price: $699/pair. MANUFACTURER:
Music and Sound Imports, 30 Snowflake
Rd., Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006.
Ho hum, sez I, another day, another
speaker-in-a-box. The MAS 925s, though,
turned out to be alittle more sophisticated
than most small-box systems. The driver
lineup consists of one 8" woofer with an 8"
passive radiator, a Yi" dome tweeter, and a
4
/
3

"dome supertweeter.
They came with no instructions what-

soever. The only clue to recommended
placement was the supplied stands, whose
10" height and rearward tilt implied placement away from, rather than against, the
floor and rear wall of the listening room.
This proved to be the best location; any
placement closer to room boundaries caused
heavying and muddying of the low end.
And, as we shall see subsequently, that low
end is worth nurturing.
Several things struck me about the sound
of these speakers: their remarkable clarity
and liquidity, and their superb bass. Their
high end Ifound much less impressive.
Imaging proved to be best, over the
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Music & Sound 925 Speaker System
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widest listening area, with the speakers

kind of thing too often and you never get

toed-in so that their axes intersected acou-

anything done), Idid. The modification

ple of feet behind a centrally located

helped to tame the high end, thus making

listener. With that orientation, the imaging

the 925s worthy of more critical audition.

was still slightly vague, but, as far as I'm

Although no longer cuttingly sharp, the

concerned, this was more than compen-

new MAS 925 is still what 1feel to be alittle "hot." The upper highs are properly

sated for by imaging consistency across a
wide listening area-5 feet. , This is a

proportioned with agood tube amplifier,

system that can be enjoyed by more than

but the brightness 5 is excessive, verging on

one listener at atime.

hardness. These speakers would best be used

Soundstage presentation was very good,

with agood solid-state amp that can top

but not as deep (front to back) as Ihave
heard from the recordings Iuse for listen-

off aslightly laid-back middle-high range
with smooth, clean highs.

ing. , Midrange performance was excellent,
exhibiting very little coloration of any

good, but the speaker doesn't have the

Detail and focus from the 925 are very

kind, except for a very slight "awwk"

openness and snap of the best electrostatic

quality.

systems, or of JBL's superb little titanium

Bass performance from the 925s was truly
outstanding! Lows were concussive, tightly

tweeter. Inner detailing is very good but,

controlled, and very deep. Icouldn't get

again, not state-of-the-art. At their best,
the 925s reproduce instrumental timbres

anything worth talking about out of the

very well, but with asubtle lightness to the

things at 22 Hz, but 30 Hz sounded nearly

sound that is more flattering to small-scale

as loud as 50 Hz, and was clean. Midbass

musical works than symphonies, operas, etc.
Are they worth their $700 price? I'd say,

had alovely bloom and warmth to it but
without the looseness which so often accompanies that bloom.
But the high end was something entirely
different. The more Ilistened, the more I
became irritated with the upper range,
which was just too much! Analog discs
sounded sizzly and slightly hard, and CDs
were abominably shrill. Iwrote up anot-

yes—but they aren't world-beaters in the
price range. Competition at around $700 is
truly fierce: The Dayton Wright LCM-1,
Fried 0/3, Infinity RS-3B, Spendor BC-1,
and the Thiel 04a, for example. All are fine
speakers, all are better than the MAS in
some respects and not in others, and all
sound different! And then there are some

very-nice review on the 925s, and went on

much cheaper systems with better highs

to other things.

and middles than the 925, but not as

A copy of the report was sent to Music &

respectable on the low end. While the MAS

Sound's Mel Schilling for comment, and he
phoned to tell us that, subsequent to our

925s are outstanding in some respects and

sample 925, he had changed the crossover

very good in many, Iwould recommend
buying them only after acareful audition

to knock down the tweeter level. Mel

beforehand. There are very few systems I

requested—nay, insisted—that Ilisten to

recommend without such an audition. Like

the latest version.

most, the 925s have a"personality" —that

Somewhat reluctantly (you agree to this
1The cause of the imaging vagueness, and of the rather
pronounced but fine venetian-blind effect Iheard from
pink noise, became evident when Iremoved one of the
grilles: the dome tweeters are side by side rather than one
above the other. This causes changes in relative path
length with changes in lateral listening position, which, in
turn, is the source of selective phasing interference.
2Growing Up in Hollywood Town (Sheffield); Chicago
Symphony Winds (Sheffield); Beethoven & Enesco Duos
(Wilson Audio); Shostakovich Symphony Na IS (JVC CD);
The Sorcerer's Apprentice (M&K RealTime); and Concert
(Wilson Audio).
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lightness and slight hardness tendency—
which may or may not conform to your
taste in reproduced sound.

3Brightness is not afunction of extreme high end, but of
the broad middle-high range from 4000 to 8000 Hz. A lot
of it adds ahard edge, like the ring of asmall electric bell.
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KINDEL P-200 MK II SPEAKER SYSTEM
J. Gordon Holt

The P-200s seem to embody an interesting
design feature, at least that's the implication of the enclosed blurb sheet. The entire
front of each enclosure (behind the grille)
is' covered with a"resilient" foam plastic
material. If this is to reduce the coupling
between driver and cabinet, it contradicts
much of what we have learned about speaker
behavior in recent years. Audiophiles put
spikes on the bottoms of their loudspeakers
or stands is to reduce the normal tendency
for the enclosure to move reciprocally with
cone movement. (The woofer cone and the
air in front of it both have mass, and the
cone's abrupt motions will act to "kick"
the enclosure in the opposite direction, effectively reducing the cone's ability to push
air.)
Actually, "resilient" is hardly the word to
describe the Kindel woofer moorings.
Although the rims of the woofers are backed
against the foam sheet (which is barely 1/8"
thick), there is nothing resilient about the
steel bolts that hold them in place, and
these bolts are tight enough that virtually
no vibration differential can be detected (by
feel) between the speaker's rim and the surrounding baffle surface. Besides, there is
nothing about the quality of the P-200s'
bass that would suggest flapping woofers.
Ilater found that the purposes of the
foam plastic were to reduce diffraction ef-

Kindel P-2001I
Three-way, four-speaker dynamic system in
sealed enclosure. Two 61
2 "polypropylene
/
woofers with treated urethane surrounds;
one 21/
2 " cone tweeter; one 3
/ " dome
4
supertweeter. Impedance: 4ohms minimum.
Frequency response: ±3 dB, 40 to 22,000
Hz. Dimensions: 24" H by 10" W by 10" D.
Weight: 29 lbs each. Price: $550/pair.
MANUFACTURER: Kindel Audio, 3615
Presley Ave., Riverside, CA 92507.

'turcophilu

fects, damp cabinet resonances, and serve
as agasket between driver and baffle. Iwas
also told that "resilient" would probably be
changed, to prevent speculations such as
mine!
According to the instructions, the P-200s
are designed to be placed away from room
walls, on stands high enough "to line up the
mid tweeter with your ear level." (Eye level
is the same thing, and easier to glom onto.)
INewton's third law of motion states "For every action
there is an equal and opposite reaction." Who
remembers the other two See the end of this report.
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tion other small to mid-sized systems.
Under these conditions, the P-200s did

inches each way. Center bunching in mono

not behave as other systems have. Iam ac-

mode was very tight, with very little pitch
wander, suggesting unusually good imaging

customed, from small mini-monitors, to an

specificity (which proved to be the case).

absence of deep bass, but at least adequate

Driver blending was excellent, with virtually

LF balance. Despite their larger-than-mini

no awareness of separate drivers.

size, the P-200s had neither. They sounded

Detail was very good. There was less veil-

thin, pinched, and at times more than alit-

ing and breakup than from many much
more expensive dynamic systems, yet there

tle aggressive. Istarted to compose abrief
and scathing report, while the speakers
played on in the background.
Part way through, Iwas startled to hear a
bass drum. It didn't give me aconcussion,
but it was definitely there. Then Inoticed—
there was low end! Believe it or not, these

was no evidence of sharp peaks; the system
does not exaggerate program grundge or
disc surface noise.
Supertweeter level is controlled by a
potentiometer, with enough range to go
from dull to obnoxiously sizzly. (One of my

speakers need abreak-in, so that's what I

pet peeves about some top-priced systems is

gave them. Dragging out my Denon Audio
Technical CD test record, Iprogrammed

their lack of adequate range on their balance

the Kyocera to repeat-play the pink noise
signal, set the volume at around 70 dB, and
spent the rest of the day working at the other

controls.) The optimum adjustment can produce avery natural high end at moderate to
high listening levels (where many other
systems have too much top), without the

end of the house. (I do my writing on an

usual tendency to take on an added hardness

Osborne 1computer, which is portable
enough to use wherever convenient.)

at very high levels. Ifound that the control's

Six hours later, the speakers were trans-

too hot ahigh end, ending up instead with

formed. Although Inever did get them to

210:30 setting. Ultimately though, the proper
balance will depend on your associated

sound as warm as Iwould have liked, they
were close enough to make it clear that a

indicated "Flat" position produced much

components and personal taste. (Go ahead,

more appropriate choice of power amplifier

turn up the tweeters too much if that's your

(one having aless controlled bottom than

misguided idea of music!)

the ones Ihad on hand), plus placement

With tweeter balance properly set, ex-

nearer to room corners, would bring these

treme highs are slightly soft and closed-in,
but very smooth, with no tendency to add

into line insofar as balance is concerned.
Their deep bass, however, continued to be
disappointing, in view of their 32 square

spit or sizzle to surface noise or sibilants.

inches of LF radiating surface. While not a

steel cymbals is clearly audible, even though

vast area, it's close to that of asingle 9"

both are slightly deficient in extreme-top

cone, and I've heard woofers that size pro-

sheen. The system reproduces massed
violins better—that is, with less steeliness—

duce respectable low end down to the upper '40s. The P-200s, by contrast, take a
nose dive below about 60 Hz! The quality
of their low end is very good, though —

The difference between brushed brass and

than most electrostatics, but (of course) they
lack the electrostatic's extreme-top openness and delicacy.

tight, quick, detailed, and with superb

Soundstaging is very good—better than

pitch delineation and aremarkable amount

that of most speakers of this size, and about
on a par with the smallest of the mini-

of impact and "punch," considering the
limited LF range.
Pink noise showed no perceptible tonal
colorations through one speaker alone, but

monitors (which tend to be outstanding in
this respect). Breadth is excellent, depth excellent, specificity very good, with only a

a moderate vertical-venetian-blind effect

very slight lateral spreading and shifting

was audible with both speakers driven, as I

with changing pitch. On good recordings,
the P-200s virtually "disappear," placing the

moved my head from side to side a few
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For most seating arrangements, this means

minimum power requirement (which Iap-

using speaker stands of about 18" high and

plaud, because the more the power, the

the same room placement as used to audi-

better the sound—usually) or amaximum

apparent sound sources behind, between, or

safe amplifier rating. They advise only that

beyond the speakers, rather than at them.

when the speaker is being overdriven,

The Kindel P-200s are very detailed and

you'll hear it and (presumably) have the

quick-sounding speakers—not as much so

good sense to turn down the volume. Ican

as electrostatics or some of the top dyna-

only hope, then, that the drivers are so

mics, but quite superior in this respect to

designed that they can withstand an occa-

most systems in their price class. They never

sional overload without sustaining perma-

do quite come to life, even with the best

nent darnage. 3(1 bottomed-out the woofers

program material, but they come very close,

once, on aTelarc bass drum, and it didn't

particularly with regard to midrange tonality.

seem to do any harm.) I must admit,

They favor no instruments over others, and

though, that Ifeel more comfortable using

are thus equally suited for reproducing

apower amp that Iknow lacks the capabili-

small, intimate music and large-scale sym-

ty of trashing the speakers in the event that

phonies and operas.
They are not what Iwould characterize as

Imight do something stupid, like pull a

"polite" or "rich-sounding," being rather

phono plug while the volume's turned up.
(A word of advice about this from Kindel

more honest than euphonic. This candor

would be appreciated.) Iwill say, though,

may, in fact, work against their marketplace

that the P-200s will put out an awful lot of

success: what comes across as outstanding

noise before they show any audible signs of
strain.

detail and quickness with superb associated
electronics , is going to sound like cutting
shrillness with the kind of electronics most

For the price, then, these are very good
little speakers. I'm aware that many

people will choose to mate with the P-200s.

audiophiles won't much care for their

1111ce my word for it, these deserve and need

somewhat up-front sound, but Inonetheless am recommending them very highly

really good electronics to show what they
can do. They will not reveal this with a
typical Japanese receiver.
Finally, a word about amplifier requirements. Kindel doesn't specify either a
2Iam almost embarrassed to tell you what Iused to
drive them for my tests. an Audio Research SP-II
preamp and, alternating. an ARC D-250-1I power amp
and an Eagle 2A power amp.

for people who relate more to sound of
live musical instruments than they do to
exaggerated soundstage presentation. S
3The instruction manual says. "It is the way in which the
system is used, not the amplifier power mina, which
causes damage" In aphone conversation. Bill Kindel went
on to say that you can kill yourself in aVW as easily as in
aFermi; Icountered that the temptations to do so will be
more frequent in the Ferrari
—LA

Sir Isaac Newton's Laws of Motion (The Other Two):
1. A body at rest remains at rest, and abody

that body to accelerate in the direction of

in motion continues to move at constant

the force, and the rate of acceleration is

speed in a straight line, unless, in either

directly proportional to the force and in-

case, the body is acted upon by an outside
force.

body.

versely proportional to the mass of the

2. An outside force acting on abody causes
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THE SARAS MODEL 44 SPEAKER SYSTEM
Dick Olsher

Saras Model 44
Three-way acoustic suspension design with
12" woofer, 5" midrange, and 1" inverted

Instrumental outlines are fuzzy and unfocused, and, as if that weren't bad enough,

dome. Crossover frequencies: 500 and

resolution of low level detail is below par

500 Hz. Frequency response: ±3 dB, 30 to

for $1000/pair speakers, being more in line

18k000 Hz. Sensitivity: 90 dB. Dimensions:

with what Iwould expect at the $400 price

25" H by 12" by 15" W. Weight: 65 pounds.

point. Detail is buried under athin overlay

Price: $950/pair. MANUFACTURER: SARAS
of Ameraca, 13101 Yukon Avenue, Hawthome,

of dirt, and clarity is minimal.

CA 90250.

This is really a shame. Ispent an enjoyable interlude at the SARAS suite during

The Model 44 has abeautiful finish that even

Rudy Stoklos and listening to his model

the '85 winter CES, talking with designer
my spouse likes, and the system's gutsy

ST-200. As Irecollect, those speakers, the

tonal balance has appeal. Ialso like the im-

flagship of the SARAS line at 31500/pair,

pact which it projects through excellent
dynamics: the dynamic contrasts of high-

sounded quite nice. Why SARAS chose instead to send us these duds for review I

powered orchestral music are portrayed

don't know.

with great realism. Unfortunately, the rest

Incidentally, the tweeter on the 44 is

of the 44's sonic characteristics were dis-

mirror-imaged; I tried both possible
setups, with the tweeter on the inside as

appointing.
In anutshell, the model 44 sounds out of

well as on the outside, but the results were

control at the frequency extremes. The bass

the same. I've also tried the 44s with both

is thumpy and very sluggish, the upper

analog and CD input, as well as with solid-

midrange and brightness regions take on an

state and tube amplifiers. Again, no success.

irritating edge at volume levels above

Sorry, Rudy, but just about any of our

pianissimo, and the extreme treble is zippy

recommended Class C speakers simply

and grundgy, with noticeable transient
"splash." The midrange is annoyingly in-

clobber the 44s in terms of overall listenability and musicality. Icannot recommend

coherent and rather "phasey" sounding.

them.
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GREG ACOUSTICS "LITTLE ENTERTAINER"
SPEAKER
Dick Olsher

Little Entertainer
Two-way dynamic speaker with 61
2 "mid/
range-woofer, 1" soft dome tweeter, and 10"
rear-facing passive radiator. Frequency
response: +3 dB, 46 to 20,000 Hz. Nominal
impedance: 8 ohms. Sensitivity: 89 dB.
Dimensions: 12" W by 17" H by 9" D.
Weight: 24 pounds each. Price: $499/pr.
Manufacturer: Greg Acoustics, 2315 Hollins
Street, Baltimore, MD 21223. (301) 233-1011.

unkindly referred to as a"drone cone," is
essentially anon-driven cone; it serves only
as avent for the woofer's back wave.)
The low-frequency behavior of a PR
system is similar to that of an ordinary
bass-reflex system with ducted (pipe)
loading; its theoretical advantage is that
wind noises common to pipes during highlevel bass passages are eliminated. In both

It's hard to fault the Little Entertainer on

cases, however, the woofer loses its loading
at frequencies below the system's LF reso-

the basis of looks. Nicely finished in wood

nance. (The stiffness of the air trapped in

veneers,

its

profile

is

sufficiently

the enclosure becomes negligible at frequen-

diminutive to resemble a mini-monitor,

cies below cutoff, so the woofer backwave

something of aplus in most domestic situations. I'm not certain of the drivers'

an air spring.) Control of woofer motion

lineage, but they appear to be of good

then falls completely on the shoulders of

quality. The rear surface of the enclosure is

the woofer's cone suspension. This is why

no longer encounters the loading effect of

dominated by apassive radiator (PR), abass

LE disturbances such as turntable rumble

loading technique which may be unique at

can easily overdrive vented woofer

this price point. (A passive radiator, also

systems, exceeding the linear travel range
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of the voice coil assembly. Greg Acoustics

If the foregoing were the whole story,

appears to be acutely aware of this poten-

and considering the price, the LEs would

tial problem: the Little Entertainer's in-

receive my strong recommendation as

structions warn us twice that we should

good value for the dollar and for aplace in

always engage the subsonic filter on the

Class C of Recommended Components.

receiver or preamp.

Unfortunately, there are real problems in

Stand mounting, 14" to 16" above the

the range from 3-8 kHz—from the upper

floor, is recommended by the manufac-

mids through the brightness region.
No matter what amp Itried, the LEs' up-

turer, and that is what Iprovided. There is
also the somewhat inappropriate recom-

per midrange was raspy and irritating. This

mendation of 4' to 6' spacing between

consistently hardens violin tone and strips

speakers.'1 put the LEs about 7 feet apart,

it of sheen and delicacy. Sibilants are slightly

which worked best in my listening room,

emphasized, and there's an occasional add-

but as always, experimentation is necessary

ed metallic flavor to brass timbres. I'm not
familiar with the drivers or the crossovers

to determine the optimum placement in a
given room.

used here, but this kind of problem often

The system is nicely balanced, without
the thinness that frequently characterizes

suggests a midrange driver crossed over
too high or atweeter pushed too low.

mini-monitors, and its midrange resolution

The LE fared best with my tubed amps,

is very good, with enough detail to satisfy

the softer highs of which tended to
mitigate that upper midrange irritation. I

even such aconnoisseur of electrostatics as
myself. There's also anice sense of bloom

would think that with typical solid-state

and dynamics about the LEs that Ivery

gear, the added snap and zip would com-

much enjoy. The lower mids acquit them-

bine to make the LEs less than entertaining

selves quite favorably against any of our

to listen to.

recommended Class C loudspeakers, and
the bass, although not particularly extended,

Icannot presently recommend the Little
Entertainers, though, as noted above they

is quick and tight.

have many things going for them. The one

Imaging is OK. Lateral extension of the

significant flaw is unfortunately serious

sound stage is fine, but localization of in-

enough to prevent my enjoyment; other

struments is vague and imprecise. Depth is

speakers in this price class offer significantly

also slightly compromised; I'm not able to

better quality. At this time, Icannot see the

hear as far into the soundstage as I'd like.

Greg Acoustics LE being competitive.

$

This is not so much afunction of transparency and clarity as of image stability and
focus. Treble transients are clean, with
quick attack and controlled decay.

IIt makes no sense to specify astereo speaker spacing
without also specifying alistening distance, as it is the included angle between speakers and listener which determines the stereo spread and centerfill.
—)Gli

PARSEC AMPLIFIED FM ANTENNA
MODEL 7403-II
Don Scott
Omnidirectional amplified antenna with
separate power supply. Gain: adjustable,
0-25 dB. 6' 75-ohm cable with 300-ohm
adaptor. Power consumption: 5 W. Dimen-
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sions: 3" W by 41
4 " D by 17 1
/
/
4 "H. Weight:
3 lbs. Price: $79.95. MANUFACTURER:
Parsec Electronics, Inc., 130 W. 42nd St.,
New York, NY 10036. (212) 302-4880.

Stereophile

There are no secrets about the Parsec
antenna. It is avertical quarter-wavelength

favor this position.
The power supply runs rather warm, so

restricted, low-noise, variable-gain ampli-

some means of switching it off needs to be
incorporated at the point that AC power is

fier in ablack plastic housing. A separate

supplied to the unit.

piece of wire attached to an FM-band-

power supply with a6½' connecting cable

In summary, the price is alittle steep—

is used to keep AC hum modulation from

but for many applications, especially vs.

entering the FM gain stage. A green LED's

the cost of a large outdoor antenna, the

brightness corresponds to the adjustable

Parsec is agood deal for providing that little extra signal level needed for good FM

gain setting.
Does it work? Though Iwas skeptical, at
the lower half of the FM band it does pro-

reception.

vide 25-30% more signal than standard or
folded dipole rabbit ears and about 40%

sists of only asingle quarter-wave rod, it is

more signal than the flimsy wire antennas
supplied with tuners; it is equal to standard
or folded dipole rabbit ears at frequencies
above 102 MHz. This performance varia-

Because the Parsec antenna system cononly half of an electrically correct antenna.
The missing half can be reconstructed using
the following instructions, and thereby a
large signal gain achieved:
• With no metal surrounding, the connec-

ting wire between the power supply and
tion is due to the necessity of the nodjustable vertical antenna being cut to favor the base of the unit will serve as part of the
agiven narrow frequency spread. Since a antenna if left dangling in the vertical
longer cut, rather than ashort one, supplies position.
the most signal from stations higher than

• Placing the antenna on ametal surface

the resonant cut, the Parsec was cut with
its antenna resonant at the lower end of the

or alarge mat with aluminum foil on the

FM band at 90.3 MHz. In design, it would
have been better to have the last 8" of the
vertical wire adjustable, similar to aportable radio antenna. In this manner, the
antenna system could be trimmed to frequency, and would be gangbusters over the
entire FM band instead of favoring the
lower frequencies.
The Parsec's biggest asset lies in the
amplifier design. As well as providing
noise-free signals with no overload, it can

downside will serve as

a ground

plane for

the vertical portion.
• A 30" by 30" piece of aluminum foil
(try different sizes) will act as areflector if
set in avertical plane placed behind the
Parsec, improving its directional characteristics.
• The antenna's length can be extended,
and its ability to pick up stations toward
the top of the dial increased, by attaching a
piece of stiff wire (coathanger will do,
though it mars the fairly nice cosmetics of

be used as an attenuator for strong signals

the Parsec) to the antenna. Use apair of

as well. The manufacturer claims 26 dB of
out-of-band rejection. This is important:

pliers to put acouple of turns at the base of

TV and other signals close to the FM band
can cause distorting intermodulation ef-

ment with different lengths and you can
get a50% increase in signal with this gim-

fects.

was

mick. The added portion should be 16-20".

observed.
The nondirectional design, as Isuspected,

thought-out (though not perfectly—see

No

RF

intermodulation

the stiff wire, and just slip it over. Experi-

Overall, I think the Parsec is a well

can aggravate multipath conditions on a my criticisms above) alternative to a real
few stations, but for the most part, the antenna. The latter is still the best choice,
antenna system yielded cleaner signals than
either type of rabbit ears. The antenna can

but for apartment dwellers and other
unadventurous souls the Parsec is agood

be made somewhat directional by placing
it horizontally to help minimize multipath,

product.

although its design and cosmetics do not
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HEATHKIT. AD-1308 REAL TIME
SPECTRUM ANALYZER AD-1309
WHITE /PINK NOISE GENERATOR
Bill Sommerwerck

Heath Kit AD-1308

AD-1308.

Half-octave spectrum analyzer
kit. 20 bands from 31.5 to 20k Hz, on ANSI
half-octave centers. Modes: average, peak,
and peak-hold. Display: separate SPL
display with slow, fast, and peakIld; A, C, and
flat weighting. Inputs: mike and line level.
Calibrated microphone supplied. Display
range: 33-126 dB SPL. Memories: 3, plus
difference mode and related memories.
Battery-operated (6 C-cells). Dimensions:
91/
4 "W by 41
/
2"H by 4" D. Weight: 21
/ lbs.
2
Price: $250, plus shipping.

AD-1309.

Digital pink/white noise generator kit. Pink and white outputs available
simultaneously. Output level: greater than
350 mV RMS. Powered by 9-volt battery.
Dimensions: 2%"bby 41/
8" W by 41
/
8" D.
Weight (with battery): 11 oz. Price: $50, plus
shipping.

ADA-1308-1.

Rack-mount AC power
supply, NiCad recharger, and system interface kit. Inputs: left and right line-level. Frequency response: +2 dB, 10 Hz to 50 kHz.
Input impedance: 22 kohm. Dimensions:
19" W by 51/
4 "H by 81
/
2"D. Weight: 51
/
4 lbs.
81

Price: $120, plus shipping. Price for all three
units together: $350, plus shipping. MANUFACTURER: Heath Company, Benton Harbor, MI 49022.
Readers please

HOW:

The name of the company in the article
below should he Ileathkit, rather than
heath.
No doubt most of our readers have longed
to own aspectrum analyzer, hut have resisted the temptation to buy. Quite simply,
your garden-variety octave-band analyzer
is atoy, fit only to provide amusing displays
as the music plays. The only one that made
any sense was the lvie 10A, and then only
because it was pocketable. I've seen Gordonwith the Ivie, agonizing over the bias setting of atape recorder, unable to decide
where the response was flattest. The problem isn't that the Ivie (or any other octaveband analyzer) is improperly designed.
Rather, aone octave bandwidth is too wide
to give ameaningful representation of the

titcreophile

Heathkit ADA-1308-1, AD-1308, AD-1309 (top)
more complex response that has been
reduced to abrief row of dots.

There isn't enough room in a hand-held
unit for filters that are both fiat within the

"Professional" analyzers are usually

passband and roll off rapidly outside, so

third-octave. A third octave is considered

the designer chose the latter. Although this

the "critical bandwidth." That is, response

causes low absolute measurements in each
band, it reduces interaction among the
bands. This, in turn, permits the display to

variations over anarrower range are (supposedly) inaudible. (We're talking about
slight deviations from flatness; a sharp,
narrow-band resonance can be heard!)
Therefore, third-octave response is generally

more closely approximate the

considered to bear aclose aural correlation

may be stored simply by pressing Memory
at the appropriate moment, to be recalled

to the more complex curve obtained from

- real"

response.
Second, it has three memories. A display

aswept sine-wave measurement. The ad-

later. Memory is retained, even with the

vantage of the third-octave reading, of
course, is that it can be obtained almost

power off, as long as batteries are installed

instantaneously from afilter set.

(and not discharged.
Third, it has an unusual, perhaps unique,

as many filters and displays are needed.

"difference" mode. Any response may be
stored in afourth "reference" memory. The
screen display is then the difference be-

Such analyzers are for critical professional
use, so they may have more complex filters,

input. This display may also be stored in its

for flatter response within each band and a

own (fifth) memory.

sharper cutoff outside. These and other
factors (such as limited production), drive
the price to $1500 and up.

The principal use of the difference mode
is to permit anon-flat signal source to give
accurate readings. For example. the 1309's

There is amarket for an analyzer with

pink noise output is not perfectly flat. (The

useful features, one that doesn't cost an
arm and leg. The Heath AD1308 is an at-

across the band.) If this response is stored

So why don't we see more third-octave
analyzers? Price. (What else?) Three times

tempt to find that market. The price is low
enough to make the 1308 system an impulse purchase, but should one indulge?
Irather think so. The 1308 has several
features that take it out of the "toy" category, and bring it to the near-professional
level.
First, and most important, it's a halfoctave analyzer. This gives enough resolution for meaningful response curves,
especially with tape decks or speakers.
Stereophile

tween the contents of this memory and the

1308 shows adeviation of almost ±2dB
in reference memory, it will be subtracted
from the input (which, we are assuming, is
the output of some device fed by the 1309),
removing the response errors of the noise
source. Band-to-band gain variations of the
analyzer are likewise cancelled out, since
they, too, affect the reference display.
Difference mode can also be used to
show the spectral differences between two
program sources. For example, the response
curve representing the peak output levels
85

produced by amusical passage from an LP

(several unintended drops) and survived.

can be stored as a reference. When the

The value of the 1308/1309 combo has

same passage is played from CD, cassette,

been shown in its ability to supply quick,

or open-reel tape, the display shows the

reasonably accurate measurements of fre-

difference between the two sources.

quency response and SPL, without having
to drag out alot of other test equipment

The 1308 also has the usual range of
analyzer functions. These include achoice

(most of which needs AC).

of average or peak-level display, as well as
a"peak accumulate" function (incorrectly

source, cassette-deck bias adjustments are

Example: With the 1309 pink noise

labeled "hold"), which retains the max-

faster. Ican better see the shape of the

imum level in aband until ahigher level ap-

response, should acompromise be needed.
And Ican set Dolby level for flat overall

pears. There is aseparate sound pressure
level display, with A, C, or flat curves, and

response, which verifies the setting; just

fast, slow, or peak response.
Although the 1308 looks bulky, it doesn't

matching the playback level of atest tone

feel that way. Weight and balance (at least
with NiCads, which are lighter than
alkaline cells) are "just right," and all the
switches can be easily reached with your
thumbs. No carrying case is supplied or
available, but the 1308 will fit in a 3"

to the record level doesn't do this.
Example:

When

testing the QLN

One/Subwoofer combination, Icould
quickly see the effects of reversing the
woofer's polarity. This could have been
donc with aswept sine wave, or even an
FFT, but would have taken much longer,

briefcase.
The 1308-1 Rack Mount Power Supply is

and not provided any more useful
information.

not absolutely necessary; a jack on the
1308 has connections for DC power, bat-

Example: The 1308 has replaced my
Triplett sound level meter. The 1308's SPL
display revealed the peak output capabili-

tery charging, and the line input. But the
1308-1 Is convenient, with left and right

ties of the Stax ESTA 4U Extras, as well as my

line-level inputs, plus switching to display

Acoustats' ability to hit peak levels beyond

L, R, L+R (sum), and L-R (difference).

106 dB. (I had no idea they were playing
that loud!)

There's a clip for the mike, plus enough
room for the 1309 generator and other
junk, behind the fold-down front door.

In short, the 1308 system can provide a
lot of useful measurements in asmall, con-

And the 1308-1 runs the 1308 from the line,

venient package, at a not-unreasonable

and recharges its batteries (if NiCads are

price. It's also fun. If you think you'd like

installed).

one, get it; you won't be disappointed.

The 1308 is available only as a kit, so
you'll have to assemble it yourself, or find

LA Appends:

awilling friend. (Reward him with areally
nice gift; the three kits are 30 to 40 hours'
work.) It isn't especially complex, but

During a recent visit, ARC'sjack Hjelm
came loaded with aHeatbkit AD-1308. It
was bandy, cute, andjack testifies that it's

there are hundreds of parts; Ican't recom-

at least partially responsible for the ex-

mend it to the first-time kit builder. The
1309, on the other hand, could easily be

cellent sound ARC typically gets at CES
(their electronics play a part, too—at

assembled by the rank beginner, while the
1308-1 offers challenges more mechanical

bave to know bow to use a spectrum

least, according to jack). Of course, you

than electronic. If you'd like some sugges-

analyzer; flat response may not be what

tions to ease assembly, see my article in the

you want. Nevertheless, Ithink that many

3:85 Audio Amateur.

manufacturers could benefit from the
AD-1308 to help them set up at shows,

I've had these units since early 1984
(sorry about that, Heath), and they've per-

dealers, and the occasional problem-

formed reliably. The 1308 has taken abuse

solving session at a consumer's home. IS
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SUMMARY OF STEREOPHILES
TUNER EVALUATIONS
Starting with Volume 7, Number 7,
Stereopbile has made an all-out effort to
cover the field in FM tuners, thanks to the
hard work of contributor Don Scott.
Although tuners are not the traditional
stuff of high end, many people, perfectionists or not, like to listen to the radio.
The feedback we've gotten is that the
reviews have been useful, and the recommendations right on (with afew dissenters,
of course). Relevant issues of the magazine,

NEC T-6E
A best huy in Class B for $229, the NEC has spectacular performance in S/N, capture ratio, and
THD. Sensitivity, adjacent channel selectivity,
and other specs are only moderate, but overall it's
awinner at the price. Listed first here because all
the other tuners in Class Bcost upwards of $350.
(Vol. 8, No. I)
Adcom GET-IA
The Adcom is another good-sounding tuner, but
has problems with adjacent channels or with
weak, multipath-ridden signals. Can sound very
good with agood, strong FM signal. (Vol. 7, No.

for those who want to go back to the
original reviews, are Vol. 7, No. 7, and Vol.
8, Nos. 1, 4, and 7.
In this issue we review five "new" products: one tuner that's been around for
awhile but is still the best you can buy, two
very good deals, one AM-stereo tuner, and
acontender for "Best Buy."
To help get afeel for the field, we're including below the tuner section of our
"Recommended Components."

FM Diners
A
Accuphase T-106
The Accuphase spec'd out as well as any tuner
we've tested. The sound quality is very good, but
lacks the punch to really impress on rock or pop.
(Vol. 8, No. ")
Magnum FT-101
A recently designed analog tuner, the FT-I01 is
superb from an RF standpoint, particularly in
quieting and sensitivity. Selectivity is bettered
only by the Onkyo. Sound quality and separation
on the Magnum, however, are significantly better
than the Onkyo. Cost: $550. (Vol. 8, No. 4)
McIntosh MR78
One of the best ever, an analog tuner with great
specs and excellent sound; no significant flaws.
(Vol. •". No.")
Onkyo T-9090
The Onkyo is our RF champ, performing remarkable feats in sensitivity. adjacent channel selectivity, and capture ratio. 50-dB quieting specs are
merely good, and there is slightly more distortion
than the best. "A $2600 tuner that sells for $600."
(Vol. 7, No.")

Stereophile

Altai AT-S7
The Akai is another relatively inexpensive ($250
list, discounted heavily) tuner that performs
along with the best of Class B. It offers very good
selectivity and sensitivity, and good performance
in other areas. Only weakness is an inconvenient
tuning meter and poor interface with preamps
having less than 50,000 ohm input impedance.
Denon TU -767
Excellent selectivity and sound quality, the Denon is one of the best-sounding tuners in the
under-$500 price category. (Vol. 8, No. 1)
Quad FM4
Excellent sound quality, superb S/N, all other
specs good except adjacent channel selectivity.
Excellent quality of construction. (Vol. 8, No. 4)
Proton 440
The Schotz noise reduction circuit on the 440
functions properly. The result: good performance
even with noisy signals. Other specs arc good,
with the exception of THD—it's only fair. If you
have one, keep it; otherwise the NEC is better and
costs less. (Vol. 8, No I)

Scott 599T

The Scott is avery good all-around tuner. especially considering its often-discounted $250
price. Everything works well, especially the AM
section if this is of importance to you, but the
sound quality is not quite as good as the Class B
products. (Vol. 7, No. '7)

Onkyo T-22
The T-22 is aremarkable little analog tuner that
does nothing very well hut doesn't fall on its
face—and it lists for II I5! You'll find it some
places for under $100. The fact that it does nothing badly, and has decent (not superb) sound
quality, makes it agreat el cheap° special. (Vol. 8,
No. I)
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ONKYO T-4087 FM /AM TUNER
Don Scott
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Onkyo T-4087

Stereo-FM/mono-AM tuner with digitally
synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.8
uV/10.3 dBf, mono; 3.4 uV/15.8 dBf. 50-dB
stereo quieting sensitivity: 22.2 uV/32.2 dBf
with noise reduction; 30 uV/34.7 dBf without
noise reduction. Capture ratio: 1.2 dB.
Selectivity: 80 dB, alternate channel; 32 dB,
adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65 dBf: 82 dB
mono, 78 dB stereo. THD: .09%. Stereo
separation: 45 dB. SCA rejection: 80 dB. AM
suppression ratio: 65 dB. 19 and 38 kHz products: -80 dB. Dimensions: 18 3/e" W by
14 5/
8" D by 3" H. Weight: 11.2 lbs Price:
$349. MANUFACTURER: Onkyo U.S.A., 200
Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446.
The T-4087 is the third Onkyo tuner I've

are the Mac MR 80 ($2600), Onkyo T-9090
($649), Mac MR 78 ($70041300 used),
Magnum/dynalab TX-101($495), Accuphase
T-107 ($700), Luxman T-02 ($400), and
Onkyo T-4087 ($379). Notice the low correlation between price and performance.
The same principle shows up in other component categories: e.g., the Adcom GFA-555
($599) and the British Fidelity "Synthesis"
($575) amplifiers.
The T-4087 is arather large tuner in basic
black, sporting an array of different lights
for these functions: power on, local-dx,
wide-narrow

bandwidth,

high-blend,

reviewed for Stereophile, and Onkyo is cer-

stereo-mono, mute on, auto-manual tuning, attenuator, five-step signal level in-

tainly the only manufacturer to have three

dicator, presets, and APR (Automatic Preci-

tuners appear in "Recommended Compo-

sion Reception) operation. A five-gang

nents." Obviously, they take the building of
effective FM tuners seriously. We can only

T-9090, and the gain-increasing feedback

front end replaces the six-gang on the

hope that some of this desire for engineer-

loop is omitted. Overall appearance is

ing excellence shows up in other '86 audio

above average despite the fake walnut,
plastic side panels.

components.
The T-4087 is ascaled-down version of

APR, afeature shared with the T-9090, is

the outstanding T-9090. My suspicion was

fortunately pre-tuning defeatable on the

that part of the scaling-down would inT-4087, unlike the T-9090. APR usually
clude omission of the super-narrow RF- makes correct decisions re operating paramposition found on triple-bandwidth T-9090;
eters, but Iobserved that on fairly strong
for $379, this would just be another comstations—those nearly full-scale on the
bination arcade game and tuner. Wrong!

signal meter—defeating the APR resulted in

Onkyo has here another winner; it places

avery slight improvement in openness and

among the best seven available.

drop in distortion. Ihave to rate the value of

In order of preference, the seven tuners
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the APR system as questionable. The high -
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blend circuit and narrow-bandwidth func-

FM Audio Quality

tions work nicely: both get rid of unwanted
noise without seriously deteriorating audio

Variable output level is available on the
rear panel of the 4087. While this "feature,"

quality.
In spite of my regard for their general

parts, usually adds some distortion, no

with its extra potentiometer and associated

design. Ihave to give Onkyo the Least Needed Audio Feature Award: they have elected

direct comparison could be made since the

to combine the mono-stereo, manual-auto

distortion occurred at aquarter to ahalf
rotation. The tuner is quite fussy about the

scan, and mute functions into one button. I

tuner lacks fixed level outputs. Lowest

chastised Yamaha for the same thing on

interconnects used with it; experimenta-

their T-80 and T-2X tuners.

tion is in order.

.a lesson

never learned. Were it not for the 4087's

Bass response is clean and well defined,

outstanding performance in all areas, this

without being overbearing. Midrange and

inconvenience would be intoterable. And
while chastising, id like to suggest atrue

high end are flat and uncolored, and the
4087 is missing the very slight high fre-

bargain product: make an all-manual ver-

quency grundge heard on the T-9090.

sion of the T-4087, throwing away the tun-

Stereo separation is on a par with the

ing computer and fancy lights and buttons.
Onkyo could sell atriple-bandwidth tuner

T-9090—not great, but OK. Better stereo

as good as the McIntosh's MR 78—for $299!

cheaper Onkyo T-22 (which is much less
good in most other respects)and NEC T-6E.

and more perfect imaging are found in the

(Onkyo should put the best features from all

Measurements
Onkyo usually plays it safe by understat-

their tuners in one package.)
More by

accident

than planning,

I

ing their specs. For instance, the published

discovered that the T-4087 has avery low-

specification for 50-dB stereo quieting is 34

noise RF section, especially in the attenuate
mode; it is one of the few tuners that can

uV/36—only slightly above average. With
the high-blend on, Imeasured 22.2 uV/
32.2 dBf, and a superb 30 uV/34.7 dBf

reap alarge increase in weak-signal recep-

without high blend. Adjacent channel

or 105 outboard FM amplifiers (see my

selectivity was unusually uniform across

review in Vol. 7, No.7 ). For instance, aslight-

the dial at 32 dB, enough to separate weak

ly noisy mono signal at the 2.5-3.0 uV level
can be boosted to slightly noisy but highly

stations next to fairly strong ones. Sensitivity dropped slightly after 106.3 MHz from
1.8 uV to 1.95 uV, which makes the 4087

tion using the Magnum/Dynalab Model 95

listenable stereo using the high-blend. This

less sensitive than its big brother, but it's no

pair combined with agood antenna would
be very hard to surpass at pulling in difficult

slouch. SCA rejection, although not stated,

stations—you know, the ones that always

exceeds practical measurement at 80 dB. No
traces of birdies or tweaks were heard, &Keen

seem to have the best music.
What do you give up buying this $379

from stations with SCAs on adjacent channels. Only 45 dB of separation is speced,

tuners in my preferred group? Not much!

tuner instead of one of more expensive

much more reasonable than the 80-90 dB

By virtue of its excellent selectivity, the

often claimed. Other, only average, specifi-

T-4087 qualifies for use in all but the most

cations appear in the introduction.

RF -congested reception areas. (The McIntosh MR 78 or MR 80, or Onkyo's T-9090

AM Section

will provide an additional 10 dB; it might

No unusual merit here. Not unduly mud-

make the difference between slight splatter

dy or insensitive, the AM section will get

and perfect reception.) If flat-out sensitivity

about the same number of stations as agood
table radio.

is needed, without the need for high adjacent channel selectivity, the Proton 440
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($270) is awinner. With really strong signals

Amber Model 7 ($379), Creek CAS-3040

available, you can get somewhat better

($295), and Dual CT-1260-1 ($250). Of all

sound from the following products (in
order of preference): the NEC T-6E ($229),

the tuners mentioned outside of the top

Quad FM-4 ($625), Denon TU -767 ($350),

very well as the 4087; it's abargain.

seven, though, none does

as

many things
$

LUXMAN 1/02 FM/AM TUNER
Don Scott

Stereo FM/mono AM tuner with digitally
synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.8
uV/10.3 dBf mono, 34 uV/15.8 dBf stereo.
50-dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 22 uV/
32.08 dBf, with NR; 32 uV/35 dBf without
NR. Capture ratio: 13 dB. Selectivity: 80 dB,
alternate channel; 20 dB, adjacent channel.
S/N ratio at 65 dBf: 85 dB mono, 83 dB
stereo. THD: .05%. Stereo separation: 53
dB. SCA rejection: 75 dB. AM suppression
ratio: 80 dB. 19 and 38 KHz products: -80
dB. Dimensions: 17 3
/ "W by 139/16" D by
4
37/16" H. Weight: 10 1
/ lbs. Price: $450.
2
MANUFACTURER: Luxman Division of
Alpine Electronics, 19145 Gramercy Place,
Torrance, CA 90501.

carrying stations. The negative findings included poor AM, excessive distortion in
narrow-bandwidth mode on FM, and a
computerized tuning system that could not
be defeated until post-tuning. Either by
coincidence or the power of the written
word, my objections to the TX-101 have
been addressed in the new T-02. In fact,
some new features have been added: a
multipath indicator, arecord-level test tone,
and abeat and SCA "chirp" filter.
The T-02 is designed to cosmetically
match the M-02 amplifier and C-02 preamp, but it matches other Luxman components better: the cassette decks and CD
players use the same combination of black

Igave the earlier Luxman TX-101 tuner a

and platinum on the front panel (the ampli-

mixed review (Vol. 7, No. 7); the pluses in-

fier and preamplifier use platinum only).

cluded an S/N ratio of 83 dB in stereo, and

The T-02 isn't pretty or ugly; it just looks

it was the "best" tuner for receiving SCA-

typically "Luxman."
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More important is the way it works: exceptionally well. It is a large tuner, with

AM Section

separate PC boards for the tuning computer,

deserves little editorial space. Measured

power supply and frequency synthesizer,

sensitivity, at 225 uV/m, was exactly twice

record-calibrate tone, and the main tuner

as good as the very poor specification of

circuit, respectively. The tuner runs very

450 uV/m, making the AM section slightly
better than the average 300 uV/m. The

cool, and should have no deterioration pro-

The AM section, as with most such,

blems, even if placed in arestricted-airflow

usual response cliff, starting around 3KHz,

area. 24 random presets are used. All

leaves much to be desired for high fidelity

memory and "CAT" (Computer Analyzed

listening.

Turning) system controls are on the left,
with the tuning rocker and AM/FM selectors on the right.
The CAT system automatically selects

Sound Quality
To find apiece of audio equipment that
does almost nothing wrong is ararity. This

antenna attenuator, IF bandwidth, chirp

tuner is superb in most areas that affect

filter, and high-blend, as needed. Iam told

good reception. The only improvement I

by Tom Cumberland of Luxman that the

can think of is the addition of a super-

newer T-02 uses asmarter chip in its com-

narrow bandwidth position. (I'd gladly

puter than the TX-101. Whether it is more

trade the cost of the parts for the record-

advanced is immaterial; it works perfectly

calibrate tone and the AM tuner for such a

every time in selecting the same modes that

feature.) Aside from needing better adjacent

manual operation would dictate. Best of all,

channel rejection, Icould find little fault

if you don't like the modes the computer

with the T-02. It is above average in adjacent channel selectivity at 20 dB, though

selects, the "CAT" can be put out with an
off button. Two other features worth men-

only in the narrow mode (wide mode offers

tioning are an excellent high-blend that

only 4 dB). These two bandwidths work

removes mostly hiss, without adversely

out to be a very good choice: the wide-

decreasing stereo separation; and the very

band allows maximum fidelity from the

sensitive, seven-segmented, combination

rare, properly engineered stations that put

signal-level/multipath meter. It is quite use-

out little high frequency "crud"; and,

ful for orienting an antenna properly.

because of excellent design in the IF strip,

Measurements

the narrow position electronically takes just
the right slice of astation's signal to sound

Luxman doesn't give complete specs for
the T-02, but, of those it does give, Iwill

cleaner in this mode, whether the problem

take issue with two. Alternate channel

signal. It is highly unusual to find

selectivity is spec'd at an almost unbeliev-

that responds well to as many different

able 100 dB, in the narrow mode; Imeas-

received signals as the T-02.
Stereo separation exceeds 50 dB, making

ured 80 dB, still very good. Image rejection

is high frequency "crud" or simply weak
a tuner

was also spec'd at 100 dB, and, again, I this one of the best tuners in stereo. Imaging
measured less: '5-80 dB. When you've got
is quite good. Mono sources appear
something good, why overstate it? Idid
centered in the soundstage. Some old
have a slight problem receiving a weak

Beatles and other music of that era had the

signal on 107.7 MHz, in the presence of a

vocal parts completely in one channel in-

very strong signal on 106.9. However, at no

stead of mixed equally into both channels.

other selected frequency did this "bleeding"

On the T-02, this early type of stereo

interference occur, indicating that image re-

material is heard just that way, with exceptional differences in channel content. In

jection probably isn't aserious problem. All
other measurements listed above agree with

terms of the best stereo, Istill prefer the big,

or exceed the manufacturer's claims (if the

open sound of the NEC T-6E and the

manufacturer made aclaim).

Denon TU -767, but this is not to say that
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the T-02 is not top-notch in this respect.

equal. At alist price of $450, the T-02 of-

Because the tuner has an abundance of

fers superior sound in 80% of listening en-

stereo separation, the use of the high-blend

vironments. The Onkyo T-4087 ($349), the
Magnum/Dynalab FT-101 ($495), the Tech-

to reduce noise still leaves 35 dB, quite
enough for agood stereo image, and several

nics ST-G7 ($400), and the Accuphase

steps above full mono. As aresult, only the

T-107 ($700) all offer slightly better selectivity, but not better sound quality. Iwould

weakest stations have to be listened to in
mono.
S/N ratio measured avery good 83 dB,
resulting from extensive filtering of unwanted 19, 38, and 67 KHz components,

contend that, besides the slight technical
differences among tuners mentioned in this
paragraph, the exactness of the factory
alignment will make more difference to you

and their harmonics, in the stereo signal.

than the design of the tuner itself. If you

This does not mean you will hear no

have pretty much narrowed down your

noise—FM stations rarely exceed 60-70 dB
S/N —but rather that the tuner won't add

choice, ask your dealer or dealers to let you

any noise of its own to signals over 40 uV,

try any two of these tuners under equal circumstances. You will probably also want to

with the high-blend on. High frequencies
stand out with this lack of intermodulating

side-by-side comparison. Following this

try two examples of the same tuner in a

hiss, midrange is very precise, and bass

procedure will assure you that your sample

response is clean, though not as extended as
the Onkyo T-4087, McIntosh MR 78, and

is working at close to its optimum, and will
also guarantee that you correctly weigh the
various performance parameters in light of
your particular circumstances.

Quad FM-4. Distortion is rated at .05% at
100 Hz and .06% at 1KHz, and Ican't
disprove this claim. In all, the T-02 is easy

Just an aside: If you like real surprise, ask

to listen to for long periods, without the

to hear the new Luxman 02 series preamp

listening fatigue
distortion.

intermodulation

and amplifier combination. This company
hasn't been asleep this past year: some of

The T-02 is the latest and best Luxman
digital tuner; you'd have to go back to

the excellence of Lux equipment has

of

returned.

1979's model 5T10 to find its possible

MCINTOSH MR 80 FM TUNER
Don Scott

McIntosh MR 80
92
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Analog FM tuner with digital frequency
display. Usable sensitivity: 93 dBf/I.6uV
mono, 17.2 dBf/4uV stereo. 50-dB stereo
quieting sensitivity: 31.3 dBf/20uV with
noise reduction, 34 dBf/27.5uV without
noise reduction. Capture ratio: 1.5 dB. Selectivity: 110 dB alternate channel, 40-65 dB
adjacent channel. SIN ratio at 65 dBf: 78 dB
mono, 75 dB stereo. THD: .07%. Stereo
separation: 50+ dB. SCA rejection: 70 dB.
AM suppression ratio: 75 dB. 19 and 38 kHz
products: -75 dB. Dimensions: 14 3
/ "W by
4
13" D by 51/
2 " H. Weight: 28 lbs. Price:
$2499. MANUFACTURER: McIntosh, 2
Chambers St., Binghamton, NY 13903.

it's aheavyweight in performance as well.
The MR 80 is an analog tuner with digital
readout of the tuned frequency, and varactor tuning instead of the mechanicallyganged, variable tuning capacitors used in
the older MR 78. Manual and preset functions electronically change the voltages to
the varactors, which change their capacities
in relation to the varying voltages, and
result in tuning changes for the desired station frequency. The same principle is used
in the Tandberg TPT-3001A. The Onkyo
T-9090 wins the prize for best digital tuner
available, but analog or digital really don't
matter—what matters is the sound that

The MR 80 was introduced in 1981, and has

comes out of the audio faucets on the rear

had avery long production run. Very few

of the tuner. Here, the MR 80 is the master.

MR 80s were manufactured in 1985,

The MR 80 is definitely McIntosh-styled,

however, in anticipation of the release of

matching other components in their line.

the newer stereo FM and AM MR 81. McIn-

The unit features manual tuning, preset

tosh has delayed production of the newer

scan, or auto-scan by either front-panel or

tuner for several reasons: anew tuner, par-

remote control. Only four presets are pro-

ticularly from aconservative, performance-

vided, which deserves nasty remarks,

oriented company like McIntosh, should
have better performance than the one it

especially in aproduct costing 82500! The
other modes of tuning, however, are very

replaces, which is areal engineering prob-

easy to use, and provide some relief.

lem when you're replacing asine qua non.
Another problem

is the AM

The top front cover has arecessed area

stereo

that includes the controls for the four

scenario—there are two systems in use,

presets, and avariable sensitivity control

Motorola and Kahn. McIntosh has chosen

for the ten-segmented signal-level display.

to go the Motorola route, but there are

Additional switches provide for two antenna

reasons to not neglect the Kahn system,

inputs, an RF preselector to aid in reducing

and state legislatures are being pressured to

strong signal overload. AFC defeat, and

make compatability with both systems

three positions of deemphasis. These switches

mandatory. Lastly, the CD boon has been

are also in the recessed area.

an economic shot in the arm for many

The MR 80 uses aunique circuit to keep

audio companies, and other audio com-

the tuner precisely tuned to the center of a

ponents have taken lower priorities.

selected station even if it is off-frequency, as

McIntosh has therefore gone back into
production of the proven MR 80. The unit

center-locking tuning has been used in

often happens on cable FM. This type of

provided for evaluation was alate-produc-

Motorola "Micor" two-way radios for near-

tion unit.

ly ten years, but Ihave never seen it in home

Twenty seven pounds of tuner, at

receivers. No center-tuning indicator is pro-

S100 /lb, makes this the most expensive

vided because the station is always center-

tuner around outside of the 48-lb, $6000

tuned; a "locked" indicator is included

Sequerra. Another close contender is the
Naim NAT 01 at $1600, weighing 20 lbs. In

instead.
The noise reduction circuit is also unique

the McIntosh, the power supply (which

in the MR 80 because the highs and lows

puts out nine separate voltages—six of

are blended at avariable rate, instead of just

them regulated) and the hefty steel case are

the highs. The midrange is not blended, and

responsible for its weight. As Idiscovered,

substantial stereo character is preserved
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with even very weak signals. In aconver-

Sound Quality

sation with McIntosh president Gordon

Clean, open stereo against a quiet

Gow, Iwas told that McIntosh feels that
some of the noise heard on weak FM sta-

background is the best way to describe the
MR 80's sound. It's all there: good bass,

tions is actually low-frequency-generated,

clean, critical midrange and uncolored

and that is the reason for the two-range

highs. No birdies from SCA- carrying sta-

blending. (The Tandberg TPT-3001A uses

tions were heard at any time. Audio

another philosophy: mixing of the entire

dynamic range is good, and the rise and fall

audio range. Herein lies one of my objections to that tuner: On weak signals that

of the noise level of stations using heavy
processing to obtain maximum loudness is

need the blend activated, something only

easily noticed with this tuner because of its

slightly above mono results; on stations

reproduction accuracy. This tuner is akin to

with phase error between channels, the fullfrequency blend creates the muddy sound

avery good phono cartridge: it may reveal

of phase cancellation.) Right or wrong

joyment point of view. Distortion is rated

(from the performance I'd have to say it's

at .2% and measured .07% or better in the

more than is desirable from amusical en-

right), the MR 80 has excellent stereo in all

wider-bandwidth position. In the super-

modes of operation, even with signal levels

narrow position, distortion is closer to 1%,

that would be only noisy mono on lesser
tuners. The variable blend circuit can be

which isn't as bad as it sounds; the "thin
slicing" of astation's signal may actually

selected automatically, in, or out. This
switch is a nice feature; the listener can

make it sound cleaner than it was broadcast, due to filtering out of much of the

hear and decide which mode is best.

high-frequency, non-musical crud.

With 60 dB of adjacent channel selec-

Stereo separation exceeds 50 dB, making

tivity (not a small number of tuners
manage only this on alternate channels)

the MR 80 equal to the best tuners Ihave

and 27.5uV/34dBf sensitivity for stereo,

tested in this respect: NEC T-6E, Denon

this tuner will receive better than any tuner

TU -767, Onkyo T-22, and Scott 559-T.
The soundstage, imaging, and reproduc-

manufactured. The Onkyo T-9090 and

tion of common-mode mono content

McIntosh's own MR 78 (now discontinued,
but available used) are almost as good;
you'd only notice the difference in the

revealed little phase error.

Conclusion

most difficult-to-receive situations requir-

The MR 80 sounds superb and works

ing the ultimate in selectivity. At its most

great; McIntosh has apparently set out to

favored dial positions, the MR 80 is about

make a tuner that equals or betters

ten dB more selective than the T-9090 or

anything available in every respect. From

the MR 78. Unlike either of those units, the
MR 80 doesn't care if the interfering adja-

value for money standpoint, Ican't really

cent station is higher or lower in frequency

my investigation, they succeeded. From a

than the desired station; it tunes it in with

recommend purchase unless price is no object, you have to have the best of every-

equal finesse. The T-9090 and MR 78 tend

thing, or you simply want the ultimate in

to reject interfering stations best if the in-

FM DX reception. Because no tuner can

terfering station is on the low side of the

work with signals that aren't there, the best

one desired.

antenna that is practical, indoor or out-

Mono sensitivity measured 1.3 uy to 1.6

door, must be used. With agood antenna,

uV across the dial. The Onkyo was slightly

you will hear stations you never knew ex-

more sensitive from 106-108 MHz, but equal
to the MR 80 at lower dial frequencies. The

isted, or you thought impossible to receive.
(See "Recommended Antennas," NU 7, Na 7).

Revox B261 and the Technics ST-G7 also
have outstanding mono sensitivity, but do

sophy. Most FM stations aren't worth listen-

not perform as well in stereo.

ing to. It is only by sheer number that two
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There is some rationale to the DX philo-
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or three good ones can be singled out from

with FM. In the meantime, Ican recom-

the audio abominations. Often it is the

mend the FM-only MR 80 as "the best there

low-powered college stations that have the

is," until something replaces it. That some-

best fidelity and programming, and these

thing will likely be made by McIntosh.

stations usually need all the reception help
they can get.

A word of caution: Because the MR 80
takes avery thin slice from the radio spec-

Lastly, if you are waiting for the MR 81 to

trum, the slightest misalignment or defect

come out, remember it is to be an AM and

in the crystal or ceramic filters will result in

FM tuner; Iseriously doubt whether it will

severe distortion, loss of stereo in the

be abetter performer on FM than the MR

super-narrow mode, or poor general opera-

80, or even the MR 78, on 95% of the sta-

tion. Therefore, when considering this

tions received. What Iam waiting for is a

tuner, check all functions in the narrowest

no-compromise AM-only stereo tuner—

mode.

AM stereo will then have equal footing

SANSUI TU-D99AMX AM AND FM
STEREO TUNER
Don Scott

Sansui Tu-D99 AMX
FM/AM stereo tuner with digitally synthesized
tuning. Usable sensitivity: 10.8dBf /1.8 uV
mono, 19 dBf /4.9 uV stereo. 50-dB stereo
quieting sensitivity: 35.7 dBf/33.5 uV with
noise reduction, 36.0 dBf/35.0 uV without
noise reduction. Capture ratio: 1.0. Selectivity: 65 dB alternate channel, 6dB adjacent
channel. S/N ratio at 65 dBf: 82 dB mono, 80
dB stereo. THD: 1%. Stereo separation: 48
dB. SCA rejection: 45 dB. AM suppression
ratio: 45 dB. 19 and 38 kHz products: -45 dB.
Additional AM specifications: Stereo separation: excess of 25 dB. Usable loop sensitivity: 250 uV/m. Dimensions: 16 7/
8" W by
12 1/e" D by 21
/ "H. Weight: 81/4 lbs. Price:
4
$389. MANUFACTURER: Sansui, 1250
Valley Brook Ave., Lyndhurst, NJ 07071.

stereo as a new source of sonic wonderment, led to my request for areview sample of Sansui's finest current tuner offering:
the TU-D99AMX.
The TU-D99AMX is a typical black.
slimline tuner with the added feature of
AM stereo. From left to right are the power
switch, local-distant indicator. wide narrow if indicators functioning on AM and
FM, a green "locked" tuning indicator.
Also, this indicator has the usual red stereo
light in its centerand lights from the inside
to the outside in degrees of amber to red in
accordance with AM or FM strength. The
frequency display is to the left of center.
followed by all operating controls for the 8
AM and 8 FM presets. A local-distant

Iuse a19" vintage Sansui TU -9900 as my

switch is provided, along with an in/out

reference. Some sentimental attachment to

FM noise-reduction high-blend function

the name, and possible inclusion of AM

and aswitchable 440 Hz test tone. Opera-
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tion is straightforward; Ididn't have to sign

system, didn't seem to have the slight phase

up for a computer course in order to

distortion; it sounded spacious, clean, and

operate the tuner.

open. WHAS, ahigh-quality station out of

AM stereo reception is the TU-D99AMX's

Louisville that Iget at night, uses the

forte. A warning was given me by Sansui's

Motorola system. Five stations in Connec-

public relations firm that laboratory measure-

ticut use the Kahn system, and two use

ments would mean little when evaluating

Motorola. Only one of the Kahn stations

this tuner because of variances in stations'

meets high fidelity standards, and two of

broadcast practices. Graphs furnished by

the Motorola stations are only mid -fi. My

Sansui indicate that, except for a 10 kHz

conclusion: Both transmission systems can

notch, the tuner has useful response out to

sound very good, and the Sansui TU -

12 kHz in the wide-band mode, and to

D99AMX tuner favors neither.

-7

kHz in narrow, with 25 dB stereo separation.
Falling in a"Ripley's Believe It or Not"

The Sansui tuner's fault is in the area of
sensitivity. 250 uV/m is specified and not

category, AM stereo is surprisingly good.

exceeded, making the tuner only slightly

Highs are rather smooth, more neutral than

more sensitive than the typical AM section

FM because, even though there is some

of atuner or table radio. (Surely Sansui can

high frequency boost, it is followed by a

do better than that!) The other areas of

sharp rolloff to control station bandwidth.
As a result, much of the high frequency

performance—selectivity, stereo separation, S/N, and distortion—are all accep-

grundge associated with typical FM is at-

table, though no standard yet exists for AM

tenuated. Midrange and bass frequencies

stereo equipment.

seem to have the same tonal character as on
FM, probably because they are not saddled
by apreemphasis curve.
At my central Connecticut home Iwas

FM Section
Ihad high hopes

that the good AM per-

formance would be matched by excellent

able to receive six AM stations in stereo in

FM, for agood all-around tuner. In addi-

the daytime and ten to twenty at night,

tion, the FM section has an excellent high-

depending on atmospheric conditions. The

blend circuit for noise reduction, and dual

stations were equally divided among the

bandwidth selection. Unfortunately, even

two competing AM stereo systems: Motorola
C-Quam and Kahn. (It is surprising how
many stations have quietly switched to

in the narrow mode, adjacent-channel
reception of aweak- or moderate-strength
station next to amore powerful signal was

stereo without heavy publicity or local

impossible. All other parameters for quali-

promotion. There is a "wait and see" at-

ty reception were OK, but nothing to make

titude prevailing to see which competing

me put my older Sansui tuner out at the

system will win in the marketplace. Receiver

curb.' Only S/N ratio (80 dB) and capture

manufacturers will likely be forced to pro-

ratio (1.0) were particularly good, but failed

vide reception of both systems in the same

to make up for mediocre performance in

unit, as with this Sansui.)

other areas. Strictly as an FM tuner, there are

The best fidelity and separation was
heard from WPTR in Albany, NY, using the
Motorola System. The fabled good-quality
AM station, WQXR, New York, NY, even
though they use the latest generation of the
Kahn stereo equipment, seems to suffer a

better buys (see elsewhere in this issue for a
summary). 2
The Sansui TU-99AMX has to be considered a"reverse" tuner—AM comes first,
with FM thrown in for good measure. Except needing abucket more of sensitivity,

slight phasing problem similar to a tape

I That's putting it mildly! Most of the FM specs an:

machine with slightly out of alignment

routinely exceeded tw 8200-M10 products, not to mention
his old Sansui
—LA

heads. Otherwise, the audio heard from
this station is the classical music-lover's
dream. WNBC, using the same Kahn
96

2After Ire-aligned the FM section. everything improved to
better-than-acceptable except for adjacent channel selectivity. Iwould have to rate the correctly aligned Sansui FM
as acceptable, though still not sensational in any respect.
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Ifound little fault with the AM section. The

mise AM stereo tuner. Forget about in-

tuner is highly recommended for reception

cluding FM, it may limit the design, par-

of strong AM signals, in either mono or

ticularly when building to a low price

stereo. What we need is amanufacturer to
"get on the stick" and build ano-compro-

school until you do better!

point. Well done, Sansui, but stay after

BOGEN TP-100 FM TUNER
Don Scott

Bogen TP-100
FM stereo/AM analog tuner with digital frequency display. Usable sensitivity: 2.2uV/12
dBf mono, 5uV /19.2 dBf stereo. 50-dB
stereo quieting sensitivity: 39uV/37 dBf.
Capture ratio: 1.2 dB. Selectivity: 50 dB
alternate channel, 3-4 dB adjacent channel.
S/N ratio at 65 dBf: 78 dB mono, 72 dB
stereo. THD: .1%. Stereo separation: 50 dB.
SCA rejection: 45 dB. AM suppression ratio:
55 dB. 19 and 38 kHz products: -45 dB.
Dimensions: 10 1/
4 "W by 7" D by 1
3/
8" H.
Weight: ai lbs. Price: $179.95, plus shipping. MANUFACTURER: Bogen, PO Box
500, Paramus, NJ 07652. Available from Fordham Radio, 260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge,
NY 11788.
The David Bogen Company was one of the
first manufacturers of high fidelity equipment in the early '50s. Some of their
pioneering products include amodel R640
AM/FM tuner, aSwiss-made model B-50
turntable, an elaborate EL-1 record equalization compensator, and aunique amplifier
designed by Bogen's chief engineer, Al
Zuckerman. The amplifier used a"PartialCathode-Loaded Circuit," in which the
cathodes of the output tubes were in acir-
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cuit with Npec aIwindings on the output
transformer. It was Bogen's answer to the
popular Williamson circuit in terms of improved efficiency and lower distortion.
Bogen later went into the sound reinforcement business, and was eventually sold to
and is still operated as adivision of Lear
Siegler.
Over the years, Ihave used Bogen equipment in several background music systems
in restaurants. Usually placed in an unventilated closet, it was still playing several
years later as the fire trucks arrived for the
poor business' fire. The equipment is
reliable, but usually doesn't meet high
fidelity standards. However, some of the
latest high-powered MOSFET amplifiers
from this company sound very good. This
new emphasis on audio quality prompted
arequest for their best candidate of three
available tuners for possible home use. I
was not disappointed in the performance
of the sample TP-100 provided. The product is manufactured in Korea.
The very small black tuner is about onethird the size of the typical tuner, which
means it will fit side-by-side with many
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CD players, thus saving afull shelf of an

tuning indicator, when astation is prop-

often cramped equipment cabinet. Or, if

erly tuned, was off into the red area. The

desired, an RPK-46 rack-mount kit is
available that is only I3
4 "high.
/

adjustment to center atuned station in the
green area is accessed by removing the bot-

The TP-100 is an analog tuner with a

tom cover of the tuner and adjusting the

green, four-digit frequency display, a
useful green, six-segmented signal-level

control clearly marked SR 104. Isuspect
the signal generator used to align the unit

meter, a red-green-red center-tuned indicator, and red stereo and band-selected

tuner being correspondingly off. Ihope

indicators. On the left are three sensibly
designed switches: AM-FM, mono-stereo,
and combined AFC-and-mute on-off.
Notice, the mono-stereo and mute are
separated, afeature rarely found on newer
tuners.
The circuitry is conventional, using common replacement parts, discrete lowdistortion output stages, and a3-gang tuning capacitor on FM, 2-gang on AM. The
power transformer is heat-sunk to the bottom chassis plate by pressure fit. Thus,
most of the transformer heat is radiated by
the entire cabinet, and the unit stays cool.

Measurements

was off-frequency which resulted in the
not too many units need this adjustment.
No other alignment problems were
noticed.

AM Section
The AM section is twice as sensitive as
typically found on AM/FM tuners: between
100-150 uV/m was measured. It will get
just about any station desired, with slightly
muffled but quiet reception. There is a
peaking adjustment in the end of the loopstick antenna to favor aselected station.

Sound Quality
A/B-ing this tuner with the best references
Ihave, aSansui TU -9600 and Magnum FT101, the Bogen leaves little to be desired on

Very few specifications are given, so I stations it receives well. It has deep arti-

have little to dispute. FM usable sensitivity
is claimed as 1.8 uV. It measured 2-2.2 uV,

culate bass, good midrange, and extended
but not overly bright highs. Most noticeable

not agood fringe-area figure. Although only
is alack of additional phase error that adds
40 dB of stereo separation is claimed. I extra mud to tape-formatted stations. The
measured 40-53 dB, providing excellent
stereo image is wide, though not up to my
stereo. The S/N spec is 60 dB, but I standards in that department (the NEC T6-E,
measured arespectable 78 dB mono, and
Quad FM4, Scott 559-T, and Denon TU-767).
70 dB stereo. SCA rejection was amedium

However, it is still good; Iwas able to make

45 dB, resulting in some very slight birdies.
Distortion was .1% in stereo, and the tuner

high-quality tapes from this tuner. Distor-

sounded excellent on stations normally
fuzzed by multipath signals.

low, and Ican listen to this tuner for long

The faults in this very basic tuner are
what one would expect: The TP-100 has
only 50 dB alternate and 3-4 dB adjacent
channel selectivity. This latter is not even a
marginal figure; if you have astrong station
next to adesired station, you won't be able
to get the desired station. Also, very high
signal levels can overload the tuner, causing distortion. The tuner is useful only for
suburban areas where fairly strong, and no
adjacent, stations exist.
While in the fault department, Ishould
mention that the adjustment that centers the
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tion, as indicated in the specifications, is
periods without it bothering me.
Because of some sub-par RF performance, though, this is not a tuner for
everyone; it may fill only 30% of reception
situations. However, in terms of audio
quality, Bogen may still be in the high
fidelity business without knowing it. The
TP-100 is aneat little package, and can be
recommended within its limitations. In this
case, $179 buys a lot of tuner—though
overall I'd recommend you search for
another $50 and buy something like the
NEC T-6E or its equivalent.
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FOLLOW-UP
Princeton Design Group
Active Cartridge Stabilizer
in which the intrepid BS admits he made

seemed to improve detail, depth, and ambience, and reduce coloration. Iordered
one for review.
Much to my surprise, in late 85, when I

a mistake, but doesn't promise that it

got to listen to the review sample, the ACS

won't happen again—because he doesn't

made things worse. As my review in Vol. 9,

understand why it did happen.

No. 1indicated, there was aflattening of

I've just had the most unnerving experi-

perspective, a reduction of depth and

ence of my short career as areviewer. It's

spaciousness, and a loss of what Icall

the sort of thing that makes me wonder

"character" —the subtleties that separate

why Iever got involved.

live from recorded. Since these effects

Most of our readers take it for granted

seemed to increase with the pickup's im-

that hi-fi components sound different, in

pedance, Iascribed them to overdamping,

ways not revealed by garden-variety

rather than bad circuit design, and recom-

measurements. So we don't measure, we
listen. But our listening usually lacks any

mended the ACS only to those interested in

"proper" control; it's called anecdotal

ahead amp.
PDG claimed Iwas the only person to

listening.

have such serious reservations, so, not

Despite this procedural sloppiness, there
is considerable agreement among reviewers.

wanting to play Wicked Witch of the West,
Iinvited Ed Evans and Dan Mohr of PDG to

The agreement is usually so strong that the
minor discrepancies are attributed to varia-

my house to listen to what Ihad heard.

tions in taste, mood, or associated com-

reviewed (serial no. 0053), as well as the
Grado 8MR they loaned me, and their new

ponents. The result is that we accept

They brought back the same ACS Ihad

anecdotal reviews as The Truth (or very

preamp. Do Ineed to tell you what hap-

nearly so).

pened? The improvements in detail, depth,

This can lull reviewers into afalse sense

and ambience that Ihad heard at the CES

of security, tempting them to believe that

magically reappeared, and dynamics were

whatever they (think they) hear, is so. But

more lifelike. PDG doesn't claim big im-

it isn't so. Ihave enough sense to limit my

provements with MC pickups, but even my

reviewing to the times when Ihave both a

Dynavector 17DS showed pronounced and

clear head and clear ears—usually week-

welcome changes in all these areas.

end mornings. This doesn't guarantee accuracy. but it removes one significant
variable.

What happened? Iwish Iknew. Did PDG
pull afast one? Idoubt it; Dan and Ed are
modest, self-effacing people. Was my

Which brings us to the problem. At the

listening misguided? Maybe, but Ilistened

1984 SCES, Princeton Design Group

at the best possible times, and on several

demonstrated their Active Cartridge Stabi-

occasions. The way the ACS appeared to

lizer alittle black box that was supposed to
improve the transient behavior of any pick-

degrade the 8MR's sound was so pro-

up, whether moving coil or moving flux. ,It

nounced, in fact, that Ifound myself constantly taking the ACS out of the circuit so
Icould enjoy the record!

IBS confusingly insists on referring to moving magnet
cartridges hy their generically correct title of moving flux.
But sometimes he doesn't. which is really confusing.—LA
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Gordon once said that the penalty for
having any opinion is sometimes having
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the wrong one. Imust sincerely apologize
to Ed and Dan for my "mistake." Now, if
someone could just tell me what the error
was, it would be appreciated! Comments
from readers, manufacturers, and other
reviewers are welcome.

tion of high-frequency grain. Sensitivity increases slightly, but audibly. Also, use of the
transformers greatly increases the speakers'
input impedance, which may allow them
to work with amps that would otherwise
be unable to drive them.

I'm forced to change my review. The Ac-

Unfortunately, Stax wants $120/pair for

tive Cartridge Stabilizer is now strongly

the transformers! Fortunately, you can get

recommended. (However, my caveat about

the parts you need at Radio Shack for about
1115. Be sure the transformers are safely

using it with hi-Z pickups, where it is
rather noisy, stands.) Since the ACS has a

mounted in plastic boxes; don't come cry-

money-back guarantee, you have nothing

ing to me if you electrocute yourself. 2

to lose by auditioning it.

Mike Detmer at Stax sent me aschematic
so Icould play around with the ESTAs. I

—BS

found that removing the power limiter did

The Stax ESTA 4u

not increase the dynamic range or lessen

This is abrief (by BS's standards) update
on the Stax ESTAs originally reviewed in
Vol. 8, No. 4. (I was surprised to learn that
several readers own them.)
The ESTAs can be energized by a line
transformer, and it makes abig difference.
When the transformer is plugged in, there
is an immediate improvement in transparency and cleanness, along with areduc-

the noticeable dynamic compression. It
did, however, allow the diaphragms to slap
into the stators on loud bass passages.
Unlike such insulated-electrode designs as
Acoustat or Beveridge, repeated "accidents" of this kind will eventually destroy
2 Which parts? How can we electrocute ourselves? VVe
won't be around to come crying to you, so give us atew
more details.
—LA

audioquest
McLAREN AUDIO
-

LIVE»

audioquest

products bring your system to life

629 Camino de los Mores, #306, Son Clemente, CR 92672. (714) 240-0604
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A JA\ S BASS SYS I
LV
FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENC1 STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOICE \M-EN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE

THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM

JOH\VAROVSKIS AUDIO SYSTEVS, NC

2889 Roeiâng AvenLE Bronx, Nevv1trk10461 (212) 8927419

...the Art of Music Reproduction,
an Art beyond Science.

imam"

SK-5
stereophonic
" amplifier

Iaudio
721 Howard Ave.

Sterrophile

2.%

ails

SK-4
stereophonic
preamplifier

• Olympia. WA 98506 • 206/94,-5 ,120
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"...THE MOST SUCCESSFUL DESIGN OF ALL"
J. Gordon Holt Siereophile July, 1985.
Mr. Holt elaborates further:

of all the speakers in this price class that I

have heard, Iwould say that Siefert's Maxim is probably the most successful design of all.
perfectly neutral

The system is beautifully balanced and almost

the low end from these is just amazing'

these little

speakers will play LOUD! Unlike most small systems...they have the
most accurate middle range Ihave heard from any speaker..Lhe high
end sounds as if it goes out almost indefinitely... Iwould gladly take this
high end in preference to that of most oser -S2000 speaker systems Ihave
auditioned in recent years.

The Maxim reproduce massed violin sound

superbly— with not a trace of steeliness, yet with all the resinous sheen
of the real thing...I have never heard strings on good CDs sound more
natural,

the imaging and soundstage presentation from these are ex-

cellent. They do not sound small...It can make most audiophiles (and
practically all music lovers) quite happy for an indefinite period of time.
RECOMMENDED.••
The Maxim Ills, whose 40-Hz resonance is unmatched anywhere for a
ported system only 13 Ho II D is 9 W, are optimized for lowestpossible group delay and intermodulaton distortion. Hardwood finishes
are walnut, oak, or black. Now, join hundreds of satisfied purchasers
who testify that J. Gordon Holt's claims are not overstated. Then, add a
hiamped subwoofer for still-greater performance heights

5JIIEFERT RE- ERRCIHI
VISA/MC Orders (213) 457-4239

Send for a reprint of the entire review
along with complete specifications of
this 2-way bookshelf-size system. Save
SI O0 from the $499/pr. dealer-selling
price. Buy the Maxim Ill's factorydirect for S399, plus 514 shipping.
30-day, satisfaction-guaranteed return
privilege.

31212-s Ballard Rd., Malibu, CA 90265

KIMBER KABLETM
q

l> 111W1

MUSICAL •ACCURATE • FLAT • DYNAMIC • FLEXIBLE • STABLE
VALUABLE (but not too expensive)
4 PR-$1 /ft. 4VS-$1.80/ft. 4TC-$4/ft.
We have a new family of cable (TC). Call or write for
information on our new top-of-the-line cable.

KIM BER KABLE 2058 Harrison Blvd. Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530 Telex 286 229 "KIMBERKABLE"
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the diaphragm. Don't bypass the limiter
On the other hand, removing the input
capacitor (two, actually—a large electrolytic in parallel with aMylar) increased the
ESTAs' transparency, and noticeably reduced

stick an ACS ahead of any other preamp
you're using to compare it with—unless, of
course, you find the sound of the ACS offensive, in which case you won't be in the
market for PDG's preamp.

—BS

a certain lower-midrange murkiness.
There's no room for adetailed drawing, but
if you know what different types of caps
look like, you should have no trouble spotting these when you remove the PC board
and flip it over. Just short out either one
with apiece of heavy buss wire.
My ESTAs are currently the ambience
speakers in my system. They are the first
small speakers I've found whose output
mates unobtrusively with the sound of my
front electrostatics. The removal of the
caps, and the use of atransformer, further
improves their sound; Irecommend them
to anyone who needs acompact, refinedsounding speaker for asmall listening area.
—BS

The PDG Preamp
This isn't really a followup, but a
preview. In appearance, the PDG preamp is
like adozen other high-end preamps, with

The Well Tempered Arm
Imagine: Never again having to adjust
cartridge connecting clips to accommodate
different cartridges! No more cursing, no
more forcing on clips that are just abit too
tight, no more broken lead-wires. ..The
ones Bill Firebaugh chose for this arm are a
cinch to attach, and they are somehow able
to provide asnug fit on the thinnest or fattest connecting pins. Why has no other
tonearrn manufacturer bothered to do anything this sensible?
That's just one of the things about this
strange-looking arm that Ihave come to
appreciate more and more. It does everything better than any other tonearm Iknow
of, including effortless (and wow-less)
tracking of the most appallingly warped
discs.
—JGH

There's an integral ACS, which cannot be

Snell Type A/III Speaker
System

bypassed. Since most perfectionist pickups
are MC or low-Z MF, this should cause no

the A/11Is by LG in Vol. 7, No. 6, and fol-

ablack panel and aminimum of controls.

On the basis of the rave review accorded

problem. Retail price has not been set, but

lowing Snell 's apparently now-successful

will be in the $1500 range.

struggles to stay on its feet in the wake of
Peter Snell's tragic, early death, we arranged

The circuitry uses PDG's proprietary
topology, claimed to produce "linear transoverall feedback (local feedback is used to

to borrow apair of them for our independent audition.
While I'm generally in agreement with

set gain and impedance levels). Dan claims
feedback degrades dynamics; lower feed-

Mr. Greenhill, Ifeel he did not make quite
enough point of their superb low-end per-

back means better presentation of dynamic

formance, which rivals—if not slightly

contrasts.
Comparing the PDG unit to my Acoustat-

surpasses—the Infinity RS-lBs in low-end
definition and detail. Extension, too, is

cum-ACS revealed improvements similar to

quite astonishing, providing essentially flat
response in my listening room down to a

fer" with bipolar transistors; it contains no

those wrought by the ACS —better depth
and spaciousness, greater detail, and im-

very respectable 35 Hz. (The RS-lBs peak

proved dynamics. Though there was no ap-

out at 32 before rolling off; that sounds in-

parent difference in spectral balance, the
PDG preamp seemed to expose rather

credibly deep.)
Imaging from the A/Ills is very specific

more disc surface noise. Ican't give the
PDG an absolute ranking, but it's obviously

and stable, but they provide an unusually

worth auditioning. Ideally, one should

of center causes the image to collapse to

Stereophile

narrow "sweet spot." Moving to either side
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the left or right. The soundstage is very
wide, but depth rendition is only very
good, not excellent.
The Achilles heel of this speaker seems
to be referred to tangentially by I.G in his
review: "The speaker's even power radiation at high frequencies can expose an

The Threshold SA-1 Power
Amplifier
This has been in constant use in my system for over amonth now, and Iswear its
sound continued to improve, gradually, for
the first three weeks of that time.

Combining extraordinary sweetness
amplifier's top end mercilessly ..." I with remarkable detail, depth, breadth,
would call it, rather, spurious brightness,
focus, and low-end impact and control,
and found it more of aliability than sugthis is now, hands-down, the best-soundgested by LG, coloring the reproduction
from all power amplifiers with aspurious
and irritating glare. And Iwasn't using
amplifiers whose top ends normally suffer
from merciless exposure: the ARC D-250II "Servo" and the Threshold SA-1. This

ing power amplifier Ihave used. 3 It has
become my preferred amplifier for driving
the Martin Logan Monolith speakers (displacing my now-obsolete Electron Kinetics
Eagle 2), as well as just about every other
speaker.

problem seemed to overshadow the A/III's
superb bass and midrange reproduction.
Overall, the A/111 is avery good system,
but it is not ahands-down winner in all
areas of performance. If Snell could solve

3 Now I'd have to say ''best-sounding solid-state power
amplifier." The Audio Research D-250-11 "Servo" arrived
just after 1wrote the above comment, and, though alittle
shy at the very bottom, its midrange is significantly more

the problem in the brightness range, the

transparent and agreeable. Other characteristics will he
described in afull review. The Thresholds and ARCs aren't

low end and other performance character-

very similar; if the new amps didn't keep getting really
better I'd be furious with the manufacturers for making

istics might make this speaker just such a
winner.

me change ms standards so frequently.

—JGH

—JGH

The Infinity RS-1B vs. the
Martin Logan Monolith
Speaker System
While I(currently) favor the Monoliths
because of their incredible you-are-there
realism, Istill go back to the RS-113s from
time to time for their awesome quality of
power and excitement. The Infinities can
give me goose bumps more often than any
other speakers I've had on hand; every
audiophile needs that kind of a fix from
time to time.
After awhile, though, the RS-1's peculiar
(apparent) sluggishness gets to me, and I
start to long once more for the delicacy and
transparency of the Monoliths. Which just
goes to show once again that, no matter
how good aloudspeaker system is, there's
always another one that does some things
better. Iam not just waffling when Isay
that Iwould hate to have to choose one or
the other of these to live with exclusively.
Although that doesn't help you make a
choice, does it?
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—JGH

The Chapman T-7, a loudspeaker of
true quality. Quality that comes from
fine craftsmanship, uncompromising
standards and attention to detail. True
honest sound.. smooth, neutral and
musical. The Chapman T-7, 'worth
looking for -worth listening to.'

(4
,44
P.O. Box 18123

• Seattle. WA 98118

1-206-526-8647

FINALLY

CABINETRY FOR AUDIOPHILES

Imagine cabinetry designed for proper
air circulation, easy access to equipment
and convenient wiring. A surge-protected
outlet strip, heavy duty casters, adrawer for
accessories, cable clamps, adjustable shelves
and an easily removable back using brass
thumbscrews ...all as standard.
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Talwar offers these as well as state-of-the-art
vibration isolation, power filtering, electrostatic
control, time delay power-up, equipment
cooling and grounding bus bar. All designed
integrally into the cabinet or available
separately.
Form and function intertwine, Talwar cabinetry
is handcrafted from solid woods and styled in
clean, elegant lines. You have awide choice
of woods, dimensions and options, such
as marble.
Talwar—a new concept in audio cabinetry.
Call or write us for more information.

y '\,)

TA I R
311 WLs1 Poini

IERRALL

WEST HART1oRd, CT 06107 U.
S.
A. (203) 521-2263

New Products
SPECTRAL DMC-10DELTA AND DMA-50
MERIDIAN CD PLAYERS
MELOS PREAMP
MANY RECORDS1CDs INCLUDING SHEFFIELD
ENTEC SW-5 SUBWOOFERS

As Always
SPECTRAL
QUICKSILVER
KOETSU

VPI

MOORE-FRANKLAND

ELECTRON KINETICS
AUDIOOUEST

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY

MARTIN-LOGAN
EMI

REFERENCE

MIRAGE

LYRITA

DECCA

MCLAREN

GRADO

C.
J.

WALKER

ENTEC

STAX

SHEFFIELD

MORE'

Please call or write for our newsletters and lists of equipment
and records. Much of this equipment is available to audition in
your system, and we will ship almost anywhere.

Two Jeffreys Audio
527 West Butler Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85021

Call Jeffrey Behr
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
6021943-6877
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Music Interface Technologies
In 1981 Bruce Brisson created the first computer
model that predictably optimized audio signal
carrying cables to be linear in both the amplitude
and phase domains To optimize his cables to be
free of these distortions. Bruce Brisson invented
and pioneered atechnology dedicated to audiothe use of multigauged conductors Optimized on

his computer. this technology assures that cables
passing complex audio signals will be tree of
these distortions From his computer have come
more "Class A" cables than any other designer
These noteworthy products include Interlink Reference'. Powerline' 2. Spectral MH-750 .'and
MI.500 ...

MIT products are also designed with this computer model by Bruce Brisson. They are
linear in both the amplitude versus frequency and frequency versus time domains and
thus neutral in any system. MIT products were designed to reveal the full potential of the
best audio systems, not to equalize shortcomings.

MIT MH -750 Music Hose critically acclaimed for its neutrality, clarity,
dimensionality, frequency response, and dynamic range.
MIT MI -330 interconnect designed to equal MH-750 in performance.
Computer designed to be the most linear interconnect ever produced.
MIT MH -650 moderately priced Music Hose with the balance and clarity
unique to Bruce Brisson's products.
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Sales and Marketing:
Research and Development:
Transparent Audio Marketing
Music Interface Technologies
PO. Box 117, At 202
3037 Grass Valley Highway. Ste. 8212
Hollis, ME 04042
Auburn, CA 95603
(207) 929-4553
(916) 888-0395
Interim., Reference ."and Pmserline'' 2are registered tradenames of MonsterCable Products Inc San Francisco CA
94107
Spectral MH.750 -'and MI•500' are registered tradenarnos of Spectral Audio Associates Sunnyvale CA 93089

"This is one of the
very best buys on
the market."
STER EOPH ILE
PO Box 1948
Santa Fe, NM
Vol

7 No 8

Vol 8 No 3
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Fosgate Research
Editor:
We at Fosgate appreciate the ettorts of
Stereopleile to bring its readers up-to-date
regarding the latest generation of surround

fact, when decoding surround-encoded
program material the results are very
similar to those which Bill described for
the ADIO, with the added advantage of better than 35 dB front-to-back separation.

processors. We have witnessed, especially

The Panorama mode provides aspatially

over the last year and ahalf, amarked re-

correct 360° panoramic expansion of

newal of interest in surround sound. We
feel vindicated in our long-term support of
surround technology through thick and

Dolby Stereo and normal stereo. The Panorama mode provides separation across the

thin.

back channels to enable spatial information
to be localized into the back corners and

The 3601 which Bill evaluated was avery

along the sidewalls. Sounds at extreme

early unit. The 3601 supplied to Gordon is

right and left of the stereo soundstage will

representative of current production. Current units have much improved spaciousness, with amore cohesive and uniform

image at respective center-wall positions
assuming speakers are properly positioned

soundfield. Changes of certain compo-

and reasonably well matched between
front and rear. Intermediate positions will

nents used in various audio signal paths

be localized around the front half of the

have reduced sonic coloration. As Gordon

room. Out-of-phase information will be

noted in his footnote, "The latest version of

panned around the back channels with the

the 3601 has virtually none of these problems, and has tighter and more punchy bass
too." We believe that because of the overall

surround channel positioned in center

sonic improvement brought about by these

do not have similar operating modes.

changes, the 3601, in fact, is not surpassed
by any competitive surround processor. A

round effects are reproduced with correct

factory modification is available for $35 to
update any earlier 3601 to current production standards.

back. This is in marked contrast to any of
the other tested competitive units, which
In the Panorama mode, MP Matrix surlocalization and with the expansion of the
side stereo stage. The net result is asoundfield that is amore hemispherical sound-

There are some differences in sound

field. The 7 kHz filter and time delay are

character on the surround channels when

bypassed in this mode, providing full range

comparing the 3601, in the Dolby mode, to

frequency response on all channels.

the Shure HTS 5000, probably because of
differences in the filter circuits used to
create the 7 kHz roll-off. We subjectively

We must also point out that Center Channel output on the 3601 is not "frequency
weighted." With athree-channel front sys-

judge the slope of the frequency response

tem, there will be little, if any, difference in

curve on the Shure to drop more rapidly

bass performance with or without the Cen-

than the 3601 above 7kHz. Subjectively, on

ter Channel engaged. Separation is reduced

A-B comparison the Shure appears to have
aslight bump in the curve before roll-off

cies. In other words, low bass is not removed

begins.

from the side speakers.

across the front channels at bass frequen-

The 3601 has several different operating

We emphatically disagree with Bill in his

modes. Bill indicated to us that he did not

assessment and recommendation discour-

fairly audition the Panorama mode. This

aging readers from adding aCenter Chan-

was unfortunate because most owners of
the 3601 prefer this mode for the same
reasons Bill prefers his Minim ADIO. In

Stereophile

nel. There are valid reasons for use of a
Center Channel in theater applications, and
these reasons are equally valid in the maIll

jority of home audio systems. We recognize

lem with "junior" versions of their best

the fact that many readers may own audio

efforts.

systems which are not easily transformed

In our opinion, an excellent audio system

into astate-of-the-art system for video use.

for video applications could consist of the

We judge that most video systems are based
upon 19" to 26" monitors/receivers. A

small monitors on stands, with subwoofer

following: five identical speakers, such as

growing minority of systems will incor-

front and rear, driven by adequate power

porate projection television. We have repeatedly demonstrated that a smaller

amplification for clean 105-dB peak levels.
Such asystem can be purchased at retail for

monitor can provide quite a reasonable

around $2,000.

presentation, even in amedium-size room,
when integrated into a surround system

surround decoders should be presented

with three front channels.
With voices and center-channel information firmly locked at the screen location,
off-screen sound effects and stereo information are presented naturally, with alarge

We feel that future Stereophile reviews of
from evaluations made with closely matched
speakers, properly positioned in the three
front channel mode of operation.
There are surround processors that are
excellent in many respects; we suggest that

stereo stage. Voices, instruments, and ef-

the reader be prepared to make an invest-

fects are recreated life-size. We all know
that it is possible to obtain an excellent

ment to achieve state-of-the-art surround
performance.

center image with only aLeft and aRight
speaker,

but several problems quickly

develop. Invariably there is a"sweet spot"
where one or more listeners perceive a

In closing, we appreciate the courtesy of
Stereophile in reprinting this admittedly
lengthy reply.
Charles Wood

well-focused center image. It is a valid
assumption that most audio listening is a

Heber City, UT

personal activity, limited to one or two in-

Please note that the above Comment was

dividuals. Video tends to be asocial activi-

extensively edited.

ty with anumber of participants. Since four
to six adults cannot fit comfortably in the
center of the room, the obvious result is

Aphex AVM-8000
Editor:

that the majority of the audience will be

We read the review of the AVM-8000

off-axis. A center-channel speaker will

with concern. Were it not so potentially

preserve system imaging both on- and

damaging, it would be amusing.
Mr. Sornmerwerck accurately reports that

off-axis.
There are additional benefits to using a
Center Channel. The Left and Right speakers may be spaced much more widely apart,
resulting in amuch larger perceived acous-

our design goal was to have a decoder
which "never draws attention to itself." He
then states that we have achieved that goal.
His criticism arises with the lack of separa-

tical environment; assuming the speakers

tion compared to the Tate 101A. We are well

used for the surround channels closely
match those in the front, side-wall images

aware of phase cancellation techniques and
their attendant problems—that is why we

will be greatly enhanced.

designed our unit to avoid those problems.

Many serious audiophiles, the readers of
this publication, own physically large speak-

He states that the Tate 101A "may cause
fluttering or gurgling," but you can jump up

ers that can dominate aroom. It is imprac-

and flick aswitch for those passages. The

tical to add amatching Cener Channel and
similar surround speakers in such instances.

ble over less apparent separation is tenuous

"High-end" speaker manufacturers, in view
of the rapid growth of surround sound and
video, should consider addressing this prob-
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idea that fluttering and gurgling are preferaat best. But to state so emphatically that the
unit that does not flutter and gurgle is also
"not recommended" is irresponsible.

Stereophile

Always keeping in mind that loudspeakers are designed to recreate live musical performance, Pres Speakers has now conceived the Classic Series: brilliant, versatile, durable .... appealing to every sense, just as live performances do.
Since 1973, Pres Speakers has been fulfilling the expectations
of discriminating customers. As an introduction to STEREOPMILE
readers, we are offering the Pres Classic Il (pictured) at a no risk,
30-day, money back guarantee special price of $395.00/pair including shipping (list price is $495.00/pair; offer good through
Ma‘ 1 1986 — Mass. residents add 5% sales tax.)
Dimensions: 91
2
/
W X 11 1/
2" D
16 ,4" 11
Finish: Oak
Weight: 20 lbs.
Use this opportunity to become ACQUAINTED with
PRES SPEAKERS
For information, write:
Pres Speakers
183 Main St.
Northampton, MA 01060
Please make all dealer inquiries to Robert Rubin

MONEY WELL SPENT

That's howyou want to feel when you purchase fine AUDIO. and VIDEO COMPONENTS.
At PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO we make that feeling happen with our Personal
Service. Professional Advice. Qualified Staff. Relaxed No Rush Showrooms. Free
Delivery and Free in Home Set Up.
Visit or call today and EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE.
-FEATURING OVER 60 FINE BRANDS
ADS •Adcom •Alpha •Alphason •Amber •AudioQuest •AR •Celestion SL6/SL600
•DCM Time Window & Time Frame •Denon •Discrete Technology •Dual •Duntech
•Dynavector •Energy •Grado •Harman/Kardon •KEF •Kyocera •Monster Cable
• Precision Fidelity • Proton •Quad • Rauna • Signet • Soundcraftsmen •Sony
• Straight Wire • Systemdek •Tandberg •Thorens •Tiptoes •VPI •VSP Labs
•C.J. Walker •Wharfedale Diamond •And other fine lines ....
•Trade-ins Accepted •Financing & Leasing
Call or Write Harold Mint°. Proprietor

Export
Enquiries
Invited

M/C
VISA

(516) 378-4389

AMEX

2064 Sunrise Highway (directly opposite Merrick L.I.R.R. station) Merrick. Long Island. NV 11566
Showroom Hours: Mon.-Fri. 12 Noon to 7p.m. Sat. 11 a.m. to 6p.m.

WELL WORTH A TRIP FROM ANYWHERE

"It

Il

SIMPLY, THE BEST.
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•Audio Research •Oracle •68, \X/
•Dahlquist •Robertson •MK
•Alphason •Audible Illusions •VPI
•Spendor •Monster/Alpha
•PS Audio •Janis •Thorens •AR
•Sound Labs Electrostatics
•Polk Audio •Denon •Yamaha
•Nakamichi •NAD •Adcom
•Hafler •Bang & Olufsen •Signet
•Quad •Grado •Counterpoint
•Koetsu •Apogee •Ultra •Stax
•NEC •Acoustat
The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer •NAD •Proton
•Magnavox
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New
York City location.
The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not
composed of "Sales People,'" but
of long time "Audiophiles" who
love MUSIC as much as you do.
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City 212 -595 -7157
1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset 516 -627 -7333
129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. 516 -423 -7755
All locations open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

Audio Breakthroughs

Mordaunt-Short MS-15 $200/pr.
British Fidelity A-1 Amp $350
Logic Tempo/Datum Arm $500
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RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW.
Washington, DC 20007
US. Distributors for British Fidelity, Mordaunt-Short,
Spender and Logic.
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The reference to the separation of the
AVM being "barely 10 dB" is acompliment,
the adjective notwithstanding. Ten dB rep-

are pleased that AHC found even our most
modestly priced interconnect, Interlink 4,
worthy of recommendation.

resents ten times the power, over three

If there is any area in which we wish to

times the voltage. Considering that the
maximum separation out of amatrix is 3dB
between adjacent channels, the additional

voice some disagreement, it is where we

separation derived from gain-riding, without any side effects, is impressive.

think AHC overstresses the amount of difference in the way awire might perform in
different systems. Although our cables are
primarily designed by computer modeling,

Regarding his comments on center front

the designs are always "dialed in" by exten-

speakers causing more problems than they
solve, it would have been interesting to

sive listening, and we purposely do our

know if the comments would have been different had he actually listened to our system
with acenter speaker. An Asential part of
our design is to provide acenter front channel without the problems.
The final comment about sound quality
being no match for another unit is truly not

listening on many varied high end systems.
We find that awire's major sonic characteristics stay the same much more than they
change, from one system to the next.
Although AHC has mentioned—in both
installments of the wire opus—that he
doesn't care for our tonearm interlinks, we
have received so many highly favorable

ty should be against astraight wire. Ichal-

comments from users that we must recommend to the Stereophile reader to listen for

lenge Mr. Sommerwerck to make those

yourself. You might have better results.

comparisons.
Ido not know how or even if this review

comments regarding our products are in-

amatter of opinion. The measure of quali-

As always, readers with questions or

can be modified. Ibelieve it would be a

vited to contact either Noel Lee or myself at

great disservice to your readers to let this

Monster Cable.

review be published without some responsible reply to the criticisms.
One last note: Sidney Pollack, who walked
away from the Academy Awards with a
number of Oscars, had the choice of every
decoder on the market. He chose the AVM8000.
Marvin Caesar
North Hollywood, CA

Paul Stubblebine
San Francisco, CA

The Linn LK1 Preamp and LK2
Power Amp
Editor:
We imagine that one of the perennial
nightmares of audio reviewers is that of
reviewing a piece of equipment, only to
have it change before the review is published.

Caesar's complaints. In the next to last

Alvin Gold became the victim of this
phenomenon in his recent review in these
pages (Vol. 9, No. 2) of the Linn LK1 preamp

paragraph of the review, the words 7'sound

and LK2 poweramp. The amplifiers that we

quality" were changed to "transparency"

are selling are not the same as those that he

Apbex's Comment has been forwarded
to BSfor reply. Apbex bas been offered the

reviewed. We should say at the outset that

BS 's review of the Apbex was modified,
with his approval, in response to one ofMt:

opportunity of baying one of our other
reviewers evaluate their product.

we do not necessarily disagree with Mr.
Gold's rather negative review of these
earlier components. The first production
runs of the LK2 suffered asevere variability

Monster Cable
Editor:
We would like to thank Stereophile and
AHC for the comments in the most recent
update of the wire survey (Vol. 9, No. 1). We
Stereophile

between units, caused by adefective silicone thermal gasket supplied by asubcontractor. Consequently, it's entirely possible
that Mr. Gold's disappointment with the
samples he reviewed was justified. We have
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no way of knowing.

sistors cracked internally during cooldown,

This obviously begs the question of how

meaning that some of the amplifiers simply

Linn could have let this problem slip

didn't come on in one channel, right out of

through on production amplifiers. However,

the box. Those that did survive were ther-

the details of how the problem occurred,

mally damaged to one degree or another,

and the confusion it created, are almost

leading to enormous variation from unit to

diabolical. In anutshell, anumber of the

unit.

earlier Linn amplifiers suffered from ther-

This variability resulted in considerable
disagreement among U.S. Linn dealers

mal damage. The original design used a
silicone rubber thermal gasket between the

about the merits of the product, asituation

output transistors and the heatsink. In the
prototypes, this gasket worked perfectly.

quite similar to that which Mr. Gold

However, in the interval between design

assume, incorrectly, that this division was a

and production, the manufacturer of the

result of apolitical conflict between various

describes in the UK (though he seems to

gasket changed its composition, and did

factions in the Linn and Naim UK dealer

not inform Linn. The new part no longer ef-

network). In reality, it appears that dealers

fectively transferred heat to the heatsink,
and the output transistors could easily

simply drew their conclusions from the

reach self-destruct temperature.

precedented division in our dealer network
over the quality of the LK1 and LK2.

In production, Linn built the amps, ran

first sample they received. This led to an un-

them through the entire Hewlett-Packard

To add to this confusion, some of the ear-

ATE computer test procedure, then put

ly amplifiers used by Linn and our staff here

them on soak test (running them for several
hours into afour-ohm load). This heated

tions did contain the proper gasket. Be-

the outputs up tremendously, but most

cause of time pressure, all had been pulled

amps did not fail during the soak test. Instead, after they were shut off, the tran-
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at Audiophile Systems for our initial evalua-
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CD
UPGRADES

Dramatic Improvements
In your digital sound
Compact Disc Damper—improves
imaging and tightens bass by stabilizing the disc during play
CD Player Modifications—better
tonal balance. sweeter trebles. and
improved dynamics result from upgrading parts, power supplies and
onnectors
Line Drive—a sophisticated system
untiol center for your CD player.
tuner tape deck and video sound
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from production after computer testing,
but before soaking (which is simply aquali-

with anew heatsirtk arrangement that total-

ty control procedure to enhance reliability

the course of locating the problem. Linn

ly eliminates the silicone insulator. Also, in

in the field). This meant they were virtual-

made acouple of other improvements. The

ly undamaged, so that both Linn's and our
initial impressions of the amplifier were

overall result is that the current amplifiers
are dramatically better than the earlier

very good. This left us totally at aloss as to

ones. All new stock is being shipped with

why some of our dealers didn't like the am-

the new heatsink arrangement and circuit

plifiers at all, while others raved about

improvements, and we're updating every-

them. The final twist is that, as the ampli-

thing in the field at our expense.

fiers with the faulty gasket were run (par-

Since these changes have been made, the

ticularly if they were driven hard), they

evaluations of the formerly divided U.S.

slowly accumulated thermal damage, and

dealers have been uniformly positive. It ap-

deteriorated. Some people, including some

pears that Mr. Gold's review, whether or not

of us here, who liked them at first, began to

entirely accurate, is in any event irrelevant.

dislike them. All in all, very confusing.

We do take issue with some of the

Ultimately, Linn began to sort out what

"political" elements of Mr. Gold's review.

was going on. This took longer than you

He states that Naim "admit ...
to problems

might expect: after the problem was finally
recognized, Linn went through everything

with certain distributors in some overseas
market—they'd stocked up on Linn amps

in the amplifier trying to diagnose it, but

and had no money to spare for buying

the thermal gaskets were the last thing they

anything else." We cannot speak for all the

looked at, because, after all, they knew that

overseas distributors, but this was certain-

those worked.

ly not the case with us, or with any of the
distributors we talked to. We are Naim's

Thc problem has now been

orreeted
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BIAMP CAPABLE •TEN YEAR WARRANTY
distributed esclueenely by:

SOTA's new record clamp combines simplicity
of use, elegance, and unequalled performance. True Reflex action. Rigid, massive, yet
decoupled during play. The ideal match for
the SOTA Supermat.
Capture part of the SOTA achievement.
Experience how perfect an LP can sound!
Warning: Both may be addictive!

REEL TO REAL DESIGNS. 2105 CLAREMONT
SPRINGFIELD. IL 82703
12171 529879.3

Dealer and Representative Inquiries Invited
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Box

7075, Berkeley, CA 94707

largest overseas distributor; in our case, it is

We feel that Mr Gold's defense of his nor-

entirely true that our purchases of Naim

mally pro-Linn feelings adequately refutes

equipment fell dramatically after the in-

the implication contained in Mr Gregory's

troduction of the LK1 and LK2. This is

final paragraph.

because retail sales of Naim equipment fell

We can only sympathize with Linn and

dramatically. We have maintained a full

their overseas distributors with respect to

stock of Naim equipment since the Linn

the problem described above It could hap-

electronics were introduced, and have con-

pen to anybody (though you can be sure

tinued to order as much as was necessary to

that Linn is running the HP ATE test after

do so.

the 'soak" test, as well as before, to prevent

We should also point out that, immediately after hearing the current version

its happening again). It appears that Linn
and Audiophile Systems are handling the

of the LK1 and LK2, we resigned the Naim

problem in the most professional and ex-

distributorship for the United States. This

pensive (to them) manner; they are to be

was not an action taken without some

congratulated.

sadness on our part, given that we have
represented Naim for adozen years. However, we felt that the Linn electronics offered better performance at significantly

Acoustic Sciences Corporation
Editor:
We are proud of our Tube Trap room

lower cost. This being the case, we certainly

acoustics treatment system, and are pleased

could not do a fair or adequate job of

to have caught the eye and ear of JGH.

representing Naim Audio. We felt that Naim
deserved unqualified support from their
distributor, and since we could no longer
give this, we announced our intention to
resign. It should be noted that we are con-

We note that about half of the review text
is dedicated to the acoustic fundamentals of
listening rooms. This is as it should be. It
prepares the reader to better understand
what ibbe Traps really do. llibe Traps clean

tinuing to stock, supply, and service Naim

up signal-path problems in the last compo-

products while Naim make arrangements

nent of the audio chain: the listening room.

for new distribution in the U.S. This will
provide uninterrupted representation of the

It always takes some educational work to
understand how and why anew compo-

product, and as smooth a transition as

nent fits into the audio system.

possible.

Music is characterized as aseries of tonal

One final point has to do with something

bursts, each with an attack, sustain, and

in Mr. Gold's review that we thought was

decay signature. JGH covers the sustain and

simply silly. His criticism of the number of
output devices in the poweramp seems abit

decay aspects of ibbe Trap performance;

like evaluating a car by the number of

corner near a speaker produces a very

cylinders it has; it tells you absolutely

strong, low-end wave train that mixes with

fortunately, we also clean up the attack. A

nothing. A number of very good-sounding

the direct signal at the listener's position.

amplifiers (including Naim) have two out-

The time delay of the reflected wave in-

put devices per channel. On the other hand,
there are anumber of perfectly dreadful-

duces an audible phase and amplitude
distortion of the overall perceived signal. A

sounding professional power amps that

listener can detect phase alignment or dis-

have eight or even sixteen outputs per chan-

tortion only during the attack of a tone

nel, with very high power ratings. It's hard

burst. By damping the strength of the early

to understand exactly what point Mr. Gold

reflection, the resulting phase distortion

was trying to make here, but it seems gratuitous; it leaves us feeling that his perspective

does not occur. The time-aligned audio
chain now includes its last link—the listen-

in the entire matter is somewhat suspect.

ing room.
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Anthony M. Gregory

Arthur Noxon

Indianapolis, IN

Eugene, Oregon
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AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; Commercial $1.25 per word, $45.00 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Credit cards accepted; send card number and expire date with ad.

FOR SALE
SOUND HOUNDS, DENVER S AUDIO ALTERNATIVE. NYAL Moscode, Rowland Research,
Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, Sonographe, Musical
(British) Fidelity, Straight Wire, Wharfedale.
Roger West Sound Labs, Grado Signature, Grado,
Michell, Week, Mod Squad, Target, and more. In
addition, we buy, sell and consign quality audio
components. (303) "22-3200.
CREEK AUDIO AT A DISCOUNT: Music & Sound
Imports will no longer distribute the products of
Creek Audio Systems Ltd. of England. We have on
hand alimited supply of Creek CAS 4040 and CAS
4140 integrated amplifiers. We are offering these
units direct to consumers on afirst-come, firstserve basis at greatly reduced prices while supplies last. Creek CAS 4040s, originally $299, now
$210; Creek CAS 4140s, originally $369, now
$260. These units are brand new in factorysealed cartons and are fully wamnteed by Creek
Audio. Music & Sond Imports, 30 Snoullake
Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006, (215)
35 7-7858.
YAMAHA CD-2 $300. Yamaha T-I0 tuner $60.
Shure V15-5MR $75. Signet TK1OML $100. Low
hours. AR-3A, $75/pr. (804) 622-3635.
NELSON-REED, SPENDOR, DAYTON WRIGHT,
Mordaunt -Short, Superphon, B&K, ConradJohnson, Haller, Grado Signature, AR, Well Tempered Arm, and much more. You've read about
them. Why not hear them? Call Champagne
Audio, Urbana, IL, (21 7)367-3651.
AFFORDABLE AUDIO IN COLORADO: Adcom,
Harman-Kardon, JBL, Soundcraftsman, plus
speaker and subwoofer kits. Gold Sound, Box
141F! Englewood, CO 80151.
SPECTRUM LOUDSPEAKERS: Highend Sound,
Budget Prices. Available at Audio Nexus, NJ
(200 464-8238, (200 730-2409.
JANIS SUBWOOFERS: Pair walnut W-ls, $900.
DeCoursey crossover, $150. Carver M1.5T, $500.
Kenwood M-2, $275. Sony CD-5, $120. (6/6)
375-5085.
CONNECTICUT CONRAD-JOHNSON, New York
Audio Labs, Adcom, VPI, Sonographe, Grado,
Souther, Acoustac Dahlquist, Duntec, Rauna,
Sumiko. Fast prepaid shipping. The Stereo Lab,
140 Bank St., New London, CT 06320, (203)
447-9802.

Stereophile

AUDIO NEXUS ADORES THE BEL 1001 Amplifier. And we're extremely finicky. NJ, (201)
464-8238, (201) 730-2409.
FRANK VAN ALSTINE PRESENTS the Super-Pas
Two, an all new vacuum tube preamplifier circuit
of stunning musical quality and stability. Hear all
the music and ambience in your CDs with no
harshness or overload. Hear your records sound
as dynamic as your CDs. Hear your speakers
vanish. Only $300 for circuits that outperform
$2000 preamps. Write or call for our free catalog.
We build new solid state audiophile quality circuits in many Haller and Dyna chassis toil
Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive,
Burnsville, MN 5533 7.(612)890-3517
ACOUSTAT OWNERS/VACUUM TUBE ENTHUSIASTS—We extensively revise the original
Servo Charge Amplifiers using all tube circuitry
premium passive components, active voltage
regulation, mil-spec packaging, and more. The
price: $1200. The warranty: 18 months. Also offered: complete tube preamp revisions: AR, CJ,
Marantz, etc., $600. Write (incl. phone no.):
J. Curcio, PO. Box 10503, State College, PA
16805-0503.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-11. Best there is, just can't
afford it. $4000. Consider clean stock SP-8 in
trade. (505)268-4050 evenings.
SIDEREALKAP. NOT JUST ANOTHER generic
capacitor with awonderful name, the Sidereallcap
was designed from its inception to be the finest
sounding capacitor avaiable for audio today. Find
out what the music lover's capacitor doesn't
sound like. Call (619) 722-7707, or write to:
Sidereal Akustic, 1969 Outrigger Way, Oceanside, CA 92054. Free literature and information
upon request. Dealer inquiries invited.
VAN ALSTINE MODIFIED Dynaco MK III tube
amplifiers, $375/pair; NAD 3020, $135; CerwinVega SW 12B subwoofer. All in excellent condition. (3/9) 354-80/2 evenings.
THE BEST EQUIPMENT, expert advice and outstanding prices! Electrocompaniet, SOTA, Electron Kinetics, Vandersteen, Koetsu, Klync, Eminent Technology, Straight Wire, Souther, Superphon, Precision Fidelity, Lazarus, SME, MIT—
much more! Specials on new and used equipment. Newsletter available. Galen Carol Audio
(512) 4943551.
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AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS/CASSETTES/CDs. Mobile
Fidelity, Reference, Sheffield, American Gramophone, RealTime, Delos, Windham Hill, DMP,
Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Crystal Clear, many
others. Low prices, quantity discounts, many outof-prints. Free price list! Music For Your Ears,
Box 241042-12, Charlotte, NC 28224-1042.
FOR SALE: Perreaux 2150B amp, 200 WPC, new,
factory sealed, warranty, purchased 4 mo. ago,
cost $1550. Must sell, $1200. Bryan (404)
436-8619 any time.
FLABBERGASTED BY COMPACT DISCS? Before
you banish your "record player," compare Audiophile albums from Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield Lab,
Nautilus and prepare for another surprise! Sound
Advice (816) 361-2'13. Some Beatles Collections,
many out-of-prints available. L'HQRs. Sale Prices.
AN INVITATION FROM SELECT SOUND. Visit us
in historic Roslyn Village and experience our personal friendly service and outstanding audio
values. Rotel—Chapman T7, Superphon Arnp/
Pre-Amp, Ruana, Castle, QED, Onyx, Wharfedale,
and more. Call for hours (516) 484-9299. 1345
Old Northern Blvd., Roslyn, NY
CARVER C-4000 PREAMP: $450. Dale Galbraith
(916) 343-4515.
PEARSON AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS: Hear music
from speakers that don't add anything to the

Ce AIX)
NEW JERSEY'S
ORIGINAL AUDIO SALON

sound. These full range, high resolution transmission line speakers are neutral, coherent and effortlessly lifelike. Audition these incredible and
affordable speakers at Crossover Audio. Call (603)
692-5452.
NEW ENGLAND MUSIC LOVERS: Grand opening
sale of Crossover Audio in New Hampshire.
Featuring: PS Audio, Counterpoint, SOTA, Van
Den Hull, Kiseki, Premier, MMT, Eminent Technology, Monster Alpha, MIT, Pearson Audio,
Spica, Talisman, Sumiko Products, Sonographe,
and more. Call (603) 692-5452 for auditions.
Monday thru Friday after 6 pm EST. and Saturday 8 am to 5 pm. Crossover Audio, 10 Tate's
Brook Rd., Somersworth, NH 038'8. Free
Shipping.
MONSTER ALPHA I. Still sealed with warranty.
$250. (30, 234-09 7/.
SONEX DRAMATICALLY IMPROVES THE SOUND
of any audio playback system! Better definition,
smoother frequency response. Every listening
room needs acoustical help. Send $2 for Sonex
application manual: Michael Baskin Company,
4650 Arrow Highway #F4, Montclair, CA 91763.
(
7 14) 624-3200. (Creditable towards purchase.
FANFARE FOR THE UNCOMMON MAN! "The
new FANFARE Tempo is along-overdue entry in
the high end marketplace. It is an exceptionally
well-designed medium-sized box speaker. At

Experience
Intelligence!

10 Years of Stale-01•The-Arl Leadership
TURNTABLES: Sola Linn Sonde

vfh Systemdek AR

TONEARMS: SME V Alphason Syrinx

Premier Linn Greco

CARTRIDGES: Koetsu Alpha ¡ahornan Linn Auchques1 Grado
:mature
ELECTRONICS t•Aio Research Rowland Research Clyne Tar, - •
PS Audio Electron Knectics Mold Quad A,
Mahe,
CO PLAYERS: Mission Meridian NAD PS Audio Denon
TAPE DECKS

14 •

elserd Kyocera Denon NAD

SPEAKERS t,Liutie Quad Thel Atnustel Dunlech Dahlquisi
fLauna Boston Misn
VINO

.

Mniidian ESO Dayton i'•

•

Pius aComplete Selection of Audio and Video Accessories

CWO Audio Furniture
and Extensive Audiophile Recordings
Used Equipment Available & Trade-ins Accepted
193 Bellevue Ave Upper

M0.10111C

NJ 07043

Kindel P-200 Mk ll

KINDEL AUDIO
3615 Presley Ave
Riverside CA 92507

714 787 0662

(201) 744.0600
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$500/pair, it is aremarkably affordable way to get
a speaker with excellent imaging, very smooth
and extended frequency response, and excellent
transient and harmonic detail. In fact, it outperforms anumber of good British speakers that cost
$1000." Tony Cordesman/Stereoptille, Vol. 8, No.
7. Fanfare Acoustics, 4650 Arrow Highway OF4,
Montclair, CA 91763. (714) 624-4020.

esoteric and exotic goodies this side of AHC's
listening room. From interconnects to capacitors,
magic bricks to damping materials, platter mats to
headshell wires, beer budget to lunatic fringe,
plus tonearms, cartridges, audiophile recordings,
white papers, how-to articles, and much more.
Send $4 to The 71veak Shop, 3875 Old Toll Road,
Calistoga, CA 94515. (707)942-5230.

MIDWEST HAS THE BEST Rowland Research, PS
Audio (CD-1 & 200C), VPI, Well-Tempered, Eminent Technology, van den Hul, Electrocompaniet,

INFINITY RS-1A SPEAKERS $2300. Lumley
M-100 Amplifiers, pair $1600. Plus shipping. (716)

and the uncompromising Respons Speakers from
Sweden. All this and more on display at Great
Lakes Audio, 502 Nortb Harrison, East Lansing
MI 48823. (517)332-85 7 7
GELANEX KT-66 $15 each. Amperex (Holland)
EL-34 $6.25 each. Westinghouse (British) 6L6GC
$6.95 each. Matched pairs no additional charge.
Most other types available at very reasonable
prices. Please include $5 for shipping and handling. Enkeened Audio, 6392 Park Avenenue.
Garden Grove, CA 92645. (714)89 7-935 1.
KEITH MONKS PROFESSIONAL Record Cleaning
Machine, Micro Seiki DDX-1000 turntable/3
arms, professionally tweaked. S. Dennis, (215)
277-4415. No calls after 10:30 Eastern time.
HEAR YE! HEAR YE! Audiophile accesories 'til
they come out your ears! Our NEW 100-page (8 1
2
/
x 11) catalog contains the largest selection 0

Don't Miss
Mark
Iii Truc Musical Sound
Al Home. Sec A Pro.

381-0097.
ABSOLUTE PHASE INVERTERS. Reverses the
polarity of your speaker wires. For two speakers
and stereo amplifier or have one custom built for
your system and specifications. Pbaseinverters
16724 Stuebner Airline, Spring TX 77379(713)
251-2924, 11 AM-6:30 PM central.
ADS SPEAKERS model 1530 $720 plus shipping,
mint. Ed Stack (813)489-3729, 105 Pine Brook
Drive SE, Fort Meyers, FL 33907.
TRADES WELCOME! Free shipping and newsletter! Audible Illusions, B&K, Eagle 2, Futterman
OTL, Lazarus, Magnum/Dynalab, Melos, NYALMoscode, Quicksilver, Rotel, Superphon, Rega,
SOTA, Systemdek, Eminent Technology, Grado,
Premier, Profile, SME, Souther, Sumiko, Well
Tempered, Talisman, Grace, Supex, Andante,
Audioquest, Kiseki, Dayton Wright, Fried, Spectrum, Spica, Vandersteen, Wharfedale, Arcici,

P:STRNGHT
How can a speaker cable that
sells for only S3/ft. sound more like a
direct connection than other cables
selling for over 5times its price?
ENGINEERING —
The Art of Doing More Wlth Less.
• Greater impedance linearity
— lower phase shift
• Flat geometry (.05- thin)
— 10 ga. OFC/Polypropylene
• Superior mechanical stability
— less intermodulation distortion

Ound rof0
Your Custom Stereo

HOSOWlrIt.

28 Years of experience in Indiana
and offering you state of the art
equipment by: Mark Levinson.
McIntosh.Merietian,Martin-Logan.
Denon, B&O, B&W, Nakamichi.
ADS, Alpine, Carver and Magneptut.
STOP IN AND SEE US!
Kslone Spun, NImpringt emer
(317) 544-11114:4
SISO lémi IUM. Sircctil'armel.

titcreophile

We invite you to experience
MUSIC

RIBBON

the speaker cable of tomorrow.
today!
Call or write for specifications.
price list and dealer information on
MUSIC RIBBON and the other technologically advanced Straight Wire
products:
LSI • FLEXCONNECT • TEFLON -12
P0 Box 78, Hollywood. FL 33022

31i0:42

(305) 925-2470
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Chicago Speaker Stand, Peterson, FMS, Livewire,
Straight Wire, Mod Squad, Tweek. VISA/MC.
Ocean State Audio, 985 Cranston St., Cranston,
RI 02920. (401)943-2580.

tory mods; mint. DH-200, near mint. Thorens
TD-124 with Grace 707 mk II & Grado MTE,
rebuilt, quiet. (504) 522-1400.

COMPONENTS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR. Audio

w/ss supply $1595; Koetsu Rosewood latest
$295; Souther Ventas new $295; Peterson

Research, Audible Illusion, APT, B&K, Discrete
Technology, Eagle, Quicksilver, Moscode, Melos,
Streets, Superphon, Lazarus, Martin-Logan,
Vandersteen, Infinite Slope, Merlin, Micro, VPI,
Merrill, Regs, Systemdek, Grado, Well-X-mpered.
Sacrifice following: Mag,neplanar Ills, Thiel CS3,
03A, Raven Ribbons, demento RT7, Perkins
Monitors, Rauna Leiras, MCM 7s, Daybreaks,
Meitner PreAmps, Robertson 4010, Sumo Amps &
Pre, Mission 7000, many others. Paul Heath
Audio, 217 Alexander, Rocbester, NY (716)
262-4310.

NYAL HTMPS for NCP-II $695; NYAL NCP-I1

Emeralds, 2', $40; 3, $30. (512) 695-9763.
BUY/SELL QUALITY USED COMPONENTS. Mint
Bluebook prices for selected items. Re Buy Hi Ft,
3561 Homestead Rd., Santa Clara, CA 95051.
(408)985-0344.
IOWA AUDIOPHILES: We carry Adcom, AIWA,
Concord, Dual, Fried, Helen Last, MTX, Parasound, Spectrum, Superphon, and others. Hawk.
eye Audio, 311 E. Washington, Iowa City, IA
52240. (319) 337-48'8

ARGENT, AR1STON, B&K, BEL, Clearaudio,
Dayton Wright, Melos, Morrison, Souther,
Straight Wire, Symdez, VPI, Veritas, and more.
Hear these components at Audio Abode, Dallas'
high end audio alternative. Evening and weekend
auditions by appointment. (214) 369-2092.
NEW, REVOLUTIONARY RECORD CLEANER.
Equals Nitty Gritty, VPI. Powerful vacuum.
Guaranteed results. 15-day trial. $125. No dealers.
No reps. No hype. The Record Doctor; 1313 Nortb
Grand #388, Walnut, California 91789.

PRCIABURM

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR
For all recorded sound media
The choice of recording ''U5i'y arJen ana ,:u,eLtof
around the world
Three processors for reduction of transient and steady-state
noises Plus special features for optimum reproduction of old
•ecords, lateral or vertical
Mono model $1.950; Mono/Stereo $2,450
Write for literature to
P.O. Box 335 Dewitt NY USA 13214-0335

APT HOLMAN preamp and H-1 amp; recent fac-

GASWORKS
MODIFICATIONS
Gasworks Rebuilds
Classic Audio Components
After six years of research, we have
developed what we consider to be
universal concepts in updating the performance of older, quality equipment.
It is possible to give your present gear
the smoothness and clarity of todays
finest at a fraction of the price.
Gasworks Mods Include:
— General Parts Upgrade
— Simplifing and proper ad(ustment of
circut design
— Unique Power Supply Regulation and
Grounding Networks
These concepts have proven to work
well with all quality audio circuts Mods
now available for GAS. ARC. Threshold.
McIntosh plus others
4570 W

State St

• Boise. IL) 83703

(208) 343-3463
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Aud ip /mitt
Cdnnection
Tunitobles: Golcimund Heybrooli Merrill,
VP1 Well Tempered
Toneorms: ET, Grodo, lurné, Well Tempered
Cartridges: AuclioQuest, Decca, Garrott P-77
Grodo. Prometheon
Eiectronia: (tube) Audible illusions, Melos,
WA Systems. Music Reference, Quicksilver
(soAd state) Belles, Electrocomp FAIA
Jordon, leach. Magnum. British Fidelity
CD Mayers: Melos Audio. Harmon Kordon
Speakers: Kindel, Merlin, Princeton Acoustics.
Rocino, Spender, Vondersteen
Accessories: AudioQuest Chicago Sp Stands.
Goidmund, lost. UveWire, Klmber. KInergetics,
MIT NG Peterson, Sims Vibration Dynornlcs.
Sonex, Tlptoes. Torumot. TWeel, vdHul, VP1
___

I-A01-239-1 799

615 Bloomfield Rye. Verona, NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sole occoslonal
close-outs sonie used equipment and display
pieces Single sped's; demonstration, record
cleaning. audiophile discs HOURS: Mon Tues,
Fri. 12 to 7, Thurs 12 to 9, Sot 11 to 6
Closed Surt. Weds Please cal for on oppoinunent1
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Wear your passion!
Big, bright Stereophile logo
screened on quality Hanes
50/50 T-Shirts.
Colors as shou n:
A Orange/cream on Burgundy
B
C
D
in

Pink/orange on Blue
Blue/orange on Fuschia
Rainbow on Black
Small, Medium, Large, X•Large

The Outrageous Stereophile 1%Shírts
Send check, money order, or MC/VISA information
to: Stereophile, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502
Name
Address
City State Zip
Ei MC D VISA No.
Exp. Date
Quantity
Color
Size
Total 4 15 /sh irt

me um mm

cm

Total (enclosed) $
mm
mm mo
mm um ma mm

IS YOUR EXPENSIVE TUBE AMPLIFIER REALLY
CLASS C? Are you tired of the muddy bass which
plagues even the most expensive tube-type
amplifiers? Become enlightened, call or write for
your free copy of "A Philosophy of Vacuum Tube
Amplifier Design" and discover why ours are the
only amplifier modifications deserving of the title
"State of the Art." We modify all quality tubetype amplifiers both new and vintage. Enlightened
Audio, 6392 Park Avenue, Garden Grove, CA
92645. (714) 897-9351.
JSE INFINITE SLOPE speakers Model 2, Kinergetics tuner, NY Audio Lab Moscode Minuet and
APT H-P preamps, Adcom GCD 200 CD player,
NEC N96IU-VHS-VCR. (215) 567-4626
DYNAVECTOR DV-6A Silver transformer $225;
Scott 340B tube receiver $45: Scott LT-110 tube
tuner $50; Onkyo Realphase integrated $195; ProAc Studio 3speakers with stands $1650. Mike
Sanders (209)477-6428.

STEREO TV

SOUND FOR YOUR TV OR VCR

Stereo Decoders & Adapters •Audio & Video
signal processors. From S19 to 5195 • U S made
quality •Exciting entertainment at home

CALL OR WR'TE FOR FREE CATA; OC
micmg e P Box 1316 Dept 419
'h
Coiumbta. TN 38402 16151 381.9001

WANTED: 1
2 AND 'A TRACK OPEN REEL tapes,
/
LPs on RCA, London, Mercury. Sell: Stax SRA-125
and SRX MK.3 phones $275; call (
2 03)
232-3108.
KLYNE SK-2A HEAD AMP, mint $400; Mission
770 100w/c amplifier $500; call (404) 752- 7772.
AUDITION THE SUPERPHON DM200 power
amplifier at Presto Audio (408)374-0292.

END YOUR HUM PROBLEMS with the AR-XE.

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS IIA preamp is
available through Presto Audio (408)374-0292.

The Merrill motor rebuild and hum shield corn
bination will end the hum problems. Reduces the
hum by a factor of 10 dB. Also improves the
motor's mechanical quietness and removes the
existing end play in the motor. Underground
Sound, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104.

AFFORDABLE HIGH END STORE IN SAN JOSE —
BEL, B&K, Audible Illusions, Superphon, VPI,
Grado, Well Tempered Lab, JSE, Dayton Wright,
ProAc, Palantir, Straight Wire and more. Presto
Audio (408)374-0292.

(901) 272-1275.
DCM TIME WINDOWS and Time Frame speakers.
High end sound at affordable prices. Re Buy Hi Fi
(408)985-0344.
MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS—MERRILL
TURNTABLE. Underground Sound, 2125 Central
Ave, Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 272-1275.
ROGERS STUDIO ONE SPEAKERS with Heybrook HBS-1 Rigid Spiked stands $500; Harman
Kardon HK-870 amp $200. Eves. w/e (213)
465-9697.
DR. MORIKAWA 845s, manufactured by Audio
Professor Inc., 50 watt triode Class A amplifiers
utilizing transmitter tubes, complete LC/OFC
wire throughout including transformer windings.
$2800 each. Photos available. (716) 473-2571,
(718) 261-2388.

PRQ
Hi -Fi Specialists Ltd.
BRITISH HI-FI AT BRITISH PRICES ,
RING OR WRITE FOR AVAILABILITY. PRICES ETC
FRO•MUSICA, 6VINEYARD ST,
COLECHESTER, CO2 7DG, ESSEX ENGLAND.
PHONE ENGLAND 296 577519

124

SIMPLY
WONDERFUL
The Lazarus Electronics
Cascade Basic (tube)
Preamplifier. $599

And Introducing for '86:
Our tube-mosfet hybrid Amplifier.
Combining the best of tube and solid
state technology. Drives difficult
speaker loads with effortless
competence. $1599
Call or write today for product
information or your local dealer.

LAZARUS
ELECTRONICS

15046 Friar Street Van Nuys, CA 91411
(818) 242-1215

Stereophile

COMPONENT CABINETRY
This fully modular,
flexible cabinet
system in Natural
Oak features our
wine rack, bronze
tempered glass
doors, solid oak
doors and Interior
cabinet lights

HIGH PERFORMANCE: Audio science and the craft of fine cabinetry are married
in the CWD modular component cabinet system Designed to the sound
principles of audio and video performance all CWD cabinets are hand-crafted
from select hardwoods and lovingly hand-finished
A SYSTEM THAT GROWS WITH YOU: Start small add as you need. The
completely modular design allows you total flexibility. Add on arrange and
rearrange for virtually any configuration Easy to tailor our cabinets fit both
your lifestyle and your audioivideo components, even big screen. Add awine
rack, drawers stunning glass doors...they re all part of the fine science of
the CWD system
REMARKABLE OUALITY: You won tfind abetter cabinet for the money From
the precision hardware to the natural oiled finish, every CWD cabinet is afine
piece of furniture you II cherish for years. But see for yourself.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159 for the dealer nearest you
lin Illinois call 312-563-1745i

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system
Al) CWD cabinets and accessories available
in handsome Dark Oak (shown here),
contemporary Natural Oak, and classic
Natural American Walnut

CUSTOM W OODWORK & DESIGN I
NC
BEDFORD PARK

it LINOIS 606 18

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately
described, and are available to customers at the advertised price
Advertising That does not conform to these standards, or that is
deceptive or misleading, is never knowlingly accepted. If any
Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson & Associates, 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.
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With 237 brands of loudspeakers out there, it takes considerable expertise to make the right
choice. You've got to have agood ear for sonic nuance, adiscerning eye for styling, and the sense to
discriminate between gimmickry and appropriate technology. To do this takes aconnoisseur. And
that's exactly who Acoustic Research had in mind when we built the new Connoisseur Series.
Connoisseur Series speakers take advantage of the Acoustic Suspension bass
loading we invented, the wide-dispersion soft -dome tweeters we introduced ,
polypropylene drivers, and low-diffraction cabinets covered by natural
walnut veneers. In fact, you'll find everything that has made Acoustic Research
products the most imitated speakers in history Not everyone will appreciate
them, but aconnoisseur will insist on nothing less.
ACOUSTIC
RE—SEARCH
Ir TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
330 Tur•Ipke Street Cant, MA 02 , 2I

Stereophile
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The ONKYO M-510
the M stands for Magic

I

The Onkyo Grand Integra M-510 was created for the ultimate
reproduction of music. It combines transparency, natural imaging and
musicality with sufficient power to drive any loudspeaker system,
regardless of impedance or efficiency Onkyo Real Phase Technology
is employed to eliminate phase shift between charging voltage and
current that occurs with reactive loudspeaker systems, maintaining
phase accuracy for precise stereo imaging.
Conservatively rated at 300 watts per channel, the M-\510
offers tremendous power reserves—stable down to six tenths
of 1ohm, with amaximum IHF dynamic power output per
channel of 2.1 kilowatts!
State of the art amplification redefined
The Onkyo Grand Integra M-510
Artistry in Sound
InL
ee
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ. 07446 •(201)825-'950

•

